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CHAPTER I. COMING EVENTS

"I DON'T know nothin', Joe. I ain't no stoolie −"

The speaker was a pale, rat−faced fellow. His voice, half snarl, half whine, ended with a twitch of ugly lips.
Beady eyes blinked nervously as they stared at the swarthy, firm−set visage on the opposite side of the
battered desk.

"You're a stoolie right now, Duff," rasped the swarthy man. "What's more, you're going to like it. I brought
you here so you could talk. No stall works with me. Get that?"

There was a pause as the two men faced each other beneath the light of a lamp that hung above the desk.
Silence followed while the beady eyes tried to outblink the hard−boiled gaze that met them. Twisted lips
were holding back.
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The room in which these two had met was an unused office of detective headquarters. The rat−faced man was
"Duff" Corley, a small−fry mobster from the underworld of Manhattan. The swarthy−faced inquisitor was
Detective Joe Cardona, ace of the New York force.

Duff Corley was not the first of his ilk to meet Cardona in this little office. Detailed to special investigation in
the badlands, the star sleuth forced these appointments whenever he saw fit. Few crooks had the nerve to
refuse an interview when Joe Cardona demanded it. They preferred to answer the detective's summons; then
try to bluff it out.

Exactly what Duff Corley was attempting. But it didn't go with Joe Cardona. His ultimatum delivered, the
detective watched the twitch of the gangster's lips and waited. Duff's nervousness increased.

"Honest, Joe" − it was all whine, no snarl − "I don't know nothin' about what you're askin'. You say there's
been guys duckin' out an' not showin' up again. Well − I ain't one of 'em, or I wouldn't be here. That's
sensible, ain't it? There ain't nothin' I can tell you about guys that I don't know."

"Spider Mertz was one of them," put in Cardona, with a growl. "You saw him a few nights ago."

The statement jolted Duff; but the rat−faced fellow recovered quickly. Once again, he tried a whine to cover
up his bluff.

"Spider Mertz? I ain't seen him." Duff's tone became pleading. "Honest, Joe. I ain't seen Spider for a couple
of weeks. Not since −"

"Not since he ducked out of sight, eh?" demanded Joe as Duff caught himself in the midst of a damaging
statement. "That's what you were going to say, wasn't it, Duff? Well − that just proves one thing. You did see
Spider Mertz."

"Honest, Joe −"

"I'll tell you where you saw him. Down at Red Mike's. That's why I brought you here. Spider talked to you,
Duff. You're going to tell me what he said."

SILENCE. Joe Cardona smiled coldly. He had scored a point; he had the opportunity to follow it with another
stroke. The detective edged one elbow to the desk. Leaning forward, he gazed squarely at Duff Corley.

"The dragnet's been working," informed Cardona. "Sometimes it brings in good results. This time we hooked
a couple of squealers who tried to put themselves in right. They talked. About those silk warehouse robberies.
Jobs that were pulled last month. I learned a bit about you, Duff."

The mobster began a snarl. He stopped short, realizing that talk might mean new trouble. Joe Cardona
resumed, in cold tone.

"Maybe I'm not going to use what I found out," stated the detective. "You weren't in those jobs as heavy as
you might have been. Six months over on the Island wouldn't do you much harm, Duff; but it wouldn't do me
any good. Might be a lot of trouble, pinning it on you. Sometimes squealers get closemouthed, when the
pinch hits. I figured you might be more useful where you are."

Duff winced. Cardona's tone had become mild as well as speculative; but the mobster saw the threat beneath.
Duff knew that Joe could pin the goods on him. He knew that the detective would do it, in spite of the details
involved, unless he found a reason to let the matter ride. Joe was leaving it to Duff to provide the reason.
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"You mean you'll lay off them warehouse jobs?" asked the crook, leaning forward. "You'll let the other mugs
take the rap without draggin' me into it? If I −"

"If you give me the lowdown on Spider Mertz," inserted Cardona, as Duff hesitated. "That will make you
useful enough to remain at large."

Duff looked about him in furtive fashion, almost as though suspecting the presence of spies from the
underworld. To the crook, headquarters was a place to be shunned. Even this secluded nook of an office made
him uneasy. At last, Duff glanced toward Cardona and put a final whine.

"I ain't no stoolie, Joe," was his plea. "Maybe I'd better take the rap. When a guy turns stoolie, the dicks run
him ragged. I ain't goin' to be no stoolie for −"

"Cut it, Duff," snapped Cardona. "This is a straight deal, if you deliver the goods. You'll be playing stool
pigeon, right enough, but on this one job. That's all. I won't need you after you've gone through with it."

"You mean that, Joe?"

"I said it, didn't I? Come on. Spill what you know. Tell me about Spider Mertz. What's his game?"

"I don't know, Joe," began Duff. "Wait" − he raised a scrawny hand when he saw the detective scowl − "I can
find it out for you. Honest, Joe. I saw Spider, down at Red Mike's, like you said. He'd been hidin' out − an'
he's got some mugs workin' for him."

"Who are they?"

"I don't know their names. A crew of gorillas, that's all I know. He ain't lookin' for more, neither. Layin' low
with the bunch he's got."

"Then why did he talk to you?"

"Because he knowed that I was good at spottin' the lay for a job. That's what Spider said, anyway. Told me he
knew a guy that could use me."

"Who?"

"He didn't say. I'm to meet the guy and −"

"Where?"

"I don't know yet."

CARDONA shifted. These statements seemed like an evasion. Duff saw that Cardona was suspecting another
stall. The scrawny crook made haste to correct the impression.

"There's somethin' big in back of it, Joe," whispered Duff, hoarsely. "There's a big shot hid somewhere.
Spider's workin' for him, I'm to work for him. I told Spider to count me in. All I'm waitin' for is the tip −
when I'm to meet up with the big shot an' where."

"Who'll give you the tip? Spider?"
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"No. That's the part I don't know. I'm to stick around Red Mike's. See? Until some bozo shows up an' passes
me the high sign."

"Yeah?" Cardona was gruff. "Listen, Duff, this kind of talk would sound natural from a hop−head. But from
you it sounds like a stall. I'm telling you −"

"I can prove it, Joe!" broke in Duff, anxiously. "I ain't stallin'. There's some guy goin' to walk in on me at Red
Mike's. Look at this − then you'll know I'm talkin' straight."

Fumbling in his pocket, the crook produced a small, roundish object. He dropped it on the battered table. It
fell with a dull clank. Cardona picked it up. The object was a grayish disk of metal, slightly smaller than a
half dollar. Engraved upon its center was a Chinese character.

"Who gave you this?" demanded Joe. "Spider Mertz?"

"Yes," responded Duff. "Spider's got one like it. He gave me this one. The guy that's goin' to meet me at Red
Mike's will have one. That's how I'll know him."

"Did Spider tell you why they use a disk like this?"

"No. An' I've been wonderin' what the thing is. It ain't a Chinese coin − I've seen Chinese coins, an' they've
got square holes in the center of 'em. I don't know what this thing means, outside of it servin' for a high sign."

Cardona was examining the disk. He placed it on the desk, laid a thin sheet of paper over it and took an
impression by rubbing the paper with a pencil. Lifting the paper, he tossed the disk back to Duff.

"Keep it," ordered the detective. "Go down to Red Mike's. Contact the fellow that comes there. Go where he
tells you. But tip me off, the first chance you get. Understand?"

"But Joe − maybe the big shot will get wise −"

"Leave that to me. Whoever I send around there won't be too close. But remember" − Joe was rising as he
spoke − "play on the level with me. Or −"

Cardona had no need to complete the statement. Duff was nodding as he slouched toward the door. He waited
for Cardona and watched the detective open the barrier to peer into the corridor. Joe gave a wave of his hand.
Duff scurried from the little office and headed down the corridor to a secluded side door.

OUT on the street, Duff Corley looked about nervously. He seemed to fear the presence of skulkers in the
dark. Hands in coat pockets, the scrawny mobster was using one to grip the disk that Cardona had returned to
him. That disk was the talisman that could protect him in the underworld and with the law as well.

A man was approaching. Duff slunk into the darkness and saw the arrival enter the side door that he had left.
He caught a glimpse of the man's face and recognized him as Clyde Burke, a newspaper reporter who
frequently visited the underworld. Relieved, Duff shambled hastily away.

Meanwhile, Clyde Burke had entered the corridor. He strolled past the office − now darkened − where
Cardona had held conference with Duff Corley. He turned into a wider passage and there stopped before a
lighted doorway. Looking in, Clyde saw Joe Cardona seated at a desk. The reporter entered.
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The detective looked up hurriedly. As he did, Clyde saw a sheet of paper that Joe had been examining. The
dick turned the paper over and pushed it aside. Through it, Clyde could see the outline of a blackened circle
that looked like the impression of a coin.

"Hello, Burke," greeted Cardona, in affable fashion. "If you're looking for a story, I haven't any."

"Too bad," mused Clyde. "You're here at headquarters; yet you don't know what's going on around the place."

"What do you mean?"

"Well − either the dragnet's working mighty good or else it's slipping. When crooks come strolling out the
side door, all alone, it looks rather unusual."

"Who did you see?"

"A fellow that looked like Duff Corley. Got a bad rep, that bird. I've run into him before. But I never
suspected to see him strolling around here."

"Lay off, Burke," growled Cardona. "I know what you're aiming at. A good story for the Classic − crooks
dropping in to see their pals, the dicks. Well, if you run it, you'll have a black eye down here −"

"Don't worry, Joe," assured Clyde. "I just mentioned what I saw for your own information. Apparently you
knew that Duff Corley was here."

"I did," returned Cardona. "I called him in here. For a little chat. That was all. But it ended nowhere, like
most first interviews. So there's no story in it. But maybe, later on −"

"Corley will drop in again?"

"Yes," promised Cardona. "And that may mean a scoop for you, Burke. But in the meantime, nobody is to
know that Duff Corley was around here. You get the idea, don't you?"

"Sure," responded Clyde. "I'll keep mum, Joe. I was only kidding when I came in. But remember, I'm in when
it breaks."

"If it breaks," corrected Cardona. "Right now it means nothing at all."

As he spoke, the detective reached for the sheet of paper. He folded it, keeping the marked side down so that
Clyde could not see the impression of the Chinese disk. The detective thrust the paper in his pocket and arose
from his chair in nonchalant fashion.

Clyde Burke strolled from the office. He showed no haste in his departure from headquarters. But his
footsteps quickened after he reached the street. Clyde stopped at a store a block away. He entered a telephone
booth and dialed a number. A quiet voice responded.

"Burbank speaking."

Briefly, Clyde made a report of his short trip to headquarters. He told of seeing Duff Corley; he mentioned
the paper that he had seen on Cardona's desk. He expressed the emphatic opinion that there must be a
connection between Duff's visit and the penciled impression of what appeared to be a coin.
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Report given, Clyde Burke strolled forth and headed in the direction of the Classic office. His mission, brief
though it was, had been accomplished. For Clyde Burke was a secret agent of The Shadow. Through
Burbank, contact man who reached The Shadow, Clyde had reported his chance discovery.

Coming events were in the making. The future smacked of crime. Mysterious doings in the underworld
included Duff Corley among those concerned. The Shadow, mysterious battler of crime, had been furnished
with a clue. Coming events would concern The Shadow also!

CHAPTER II. GREEN LIGHTS

THRONGED mobsters crowded Red Mike's. This dive was one of the most popular in the underworld. It had
changed location on various occasions, chiefly after police raids. But the name had traveled with it. This was
in deference to the brawny, red−haired proprietor who managed the improvised bar in the corner of the main
room. Red Mike was a fixture in the Tenderloin.

One characteristic seemed to be the sole qualification that gained admission to Red Mike's. That was
toughness. Sluggers, dock wallopers, gorillas − these were the types that formed the habitues of the joint. Red
Mike's was a meeting place for the hardest characters in slumland.

The aristocrats of the underworld avoided this dive. So did the weaklings. Petty thieves, hop−heads and other
small fry were not wanted. Stool pigeons stayed away from Red Mike's. That was a source of comfort to Duff
Corley when he slouched into the underground den.

For although Duff was playing the part of a stoolie, he had no fear. Among the mobsmen assembled were a
dozen whom he knew well. He grinned in twisted fashion as he pictured what would happen if any one
challenged him as a stool. Pals would rally to his side. The accuser would be mobbed.

Duff knew that Cardona had evidence that he and "Spider" Mertz had met at Red Mike's. That was proof that
one of the detective's stoolies must have been around. But as Duff recalled it, he and Spider had met outside
the joint. That was where the stoolie must have spotted them.

It was inside that they had transacted their business. Over in the far corner, by the door that formed an
emergency exit from the dive. Duff chuckled as he took a seat at the very table where Spider had given him
the Chinese disk. It was far from the outer door. No wonder no stoolie had viewed the conference of the other
night.

This table was Duff's accustomed spot when he visited Red Mike's. It was the logical place where the
emissary would look for him. As he slouched at the table, Duff thrust a hand into his pocket. His clenched fist
gripped the Chinese disk.

THOUGH as tough in appearance as any gorilla in the place, Duff was yellow at heart. The viciousness of his
evil features offset the flimsiness of his frame; that was why he passed as a hard customer. But Duff knew his
own limitations. He was a greenhorn with a gat. His punch lacked wallop.

So Duff relied on his face to get him into places like Red Mike's. He used his cunning to gain an equal rating
with his associates. When he worked with crooks, Duff supplied ideas; and usually managed to get himself
appointed to some duty that would allow a quick getaway when the cops showed up.

Spider Mertz thought that Duff was foxy. That was why Spider had named him for a post with the unknown
big shot. But Joe Cardona had called the turn. He had spotted Duff for a yellow rat. Duff had caved when Joe
had began to question him. Right now, in his usual fashion, Duff was trying to keep on both sides of the
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fence. In so doing, he was acting in the very fashion that Cardona had hoped.

Here in his own bailiwick, Duff possessed a cunning grin; nothing like the sickly twitch that had adorned his
face at headquarters. He intended to play the fox, so far as Spider was concerned. He would horn in with the
big shot and pick up some easy mazuma. But at the same time, Duff intended to play straight with Joe
Cardona. That, he figured would be the only way to save his yellow hide.

A newcomer strolled into Red Mike's. Duff knew the fellow. Cliff Marsland. Here was a bird who rated a
gang lieutenancy any day in the week. Yet he preferred the company of ordinary gorillas. The explanation −
as Duff and others knew it − was that Cliff chose to play a lone wolf game in his dealings with the
underworld.

Cliff Marsland was not of the gorilla type. Duff noted that as the arrival took a seat not far away. There was
nothing uncouth or sordid about Cliff's appearance. But his chiseled profile marked him a man of action.
Tough guys edged away from Cliff Marsland. His manner meant business.

So did his rep. Cliff was known as a killer. Once he had gone gunning for The Shadow. The fact that The
Shadow was still at large was no damaging factor to Cliff's underworld reputation. In fact, it only made Cliff
a figure of greater prominence. To Duff Corley, it meant that Cliff had the edge on The Shadow.

For The Shadow had a way of eliminating those who declared themselves his enemies. Yet Cliff had the
temerity to roam the underworld at will. He, the avowed enemy of The Shadow. Among mobsters, Cliff was
unique.

Little did Duff Corley realize that Cliff Marsland, like himself, was playing a dual part. Duff, recognized by
gangsters, had become the secret informant of Detective Joe Cardona. His new role had begun to−night. Cliff
Marsland, on the contrary, had been playing his part for a long while. Cliff Marsland was a secret agent of
The Shadow.

More than that, he was here on a mission for The Shadow. He, too, had communicated with Burbank. Clyde
Burke's information had gone to The Shadow. It had come back, in the form of orders, to Cliff Marsland. His
task, here at Red Mike's, was to watch Duff Corley.

EXPERIENCED at this game, Cliff kept his gaze away from the scrawny mobster. Sitting at his own table,
The Shadow's agent stared toward the clustered groups between him and the outer door. But every now and
then he managed a sidelong glance that Duff did not observe. Those glances enabled Cliff to watch the
mobster.

Bottles and glasses were clicking throughout the smoke−filled room. Ribald mobsters were loud with oaths
and jests. Cliff was watching the crowd for the moment; so was Duff. Neither noticed the husky mobster who
stepped in through the little−used rear door.

The fellow moved close to Duff and nudged the scrawny crook. Duff started to turn; a growl warned him to
give no sign. Glancing downward, Duff saw a grimy fist by the level of the table edge. The fingers opened. In
the palm, Duff observed a disk that was identical with the one he carried.

Fumbling, Duff pulled his hand from the pocket of his ragged coat. He showed the token which he carried.
He saw the other fist close and move away. Duff thrust his own hand back into his pocket. He nodded as he
heard gruff orders, coming in a tone just higher than a whisper.
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This was the emissary of the big shot; the messenger whom Spider Mertz had promised. Head lowered, voice
muffled, the arrival was passing the word while Duff Corley still stared straight ahead. Both thought they
were unobserved. They were not.

Cliff Marsland was watching. He, alone, had noted the situation. But he could get no view of the new
mobster's face. He knew that the fellow was merely some underling; but he figured the meeting of
consequence because of the signs that were exchanged.

The husky mobster was turned almost toward the door. The back of his right hand was toward Cliff. The
Shadow's agent caught no sign of the disk that the man displayed; but he did gain a trifling glimpse of the one
in Duff's hand. From where Cliff was sitting, the disk looked like an old half−dollar.

The newcomer turned. He chose the simplest action to go back through the rear door; hence his turn was
away from Cliff's direction. The only impression that Cliff gained was that of a big rowdy wearing a heavy
sweater and a cap pulled down over his eyes.

That mattered little. Though Cliff would have liked to keep the messenger in mind for future reference, Duff
was the man whom he intended to follow. The best plan of following, Cliff decided, was to go out ahead. One
minute after Duff's visitor had left, Cliff arose and strolled through the crowd until he reached the main
entrance of Red Mike's. He stepped up a short flight of stone steps and gained the street.

Duff would come out this way. Cliff felt sure of that. The other fellow had ducked in and out by the rear;
Duff, who had come through the front, would naturally take the same mode of exit. Crossing the narrow
street in front of Red Mike's, Cliff lingered by the front of a battered, crumbling building.

Five minutes later, Duff appeared. With a quick look up and down the street, the scrawny mobster shambled
away. Cliff followed. It was his job to learn Duff's destination. He was hoping for a lucky break. One came.

DUFF ducked into an alleyway and cut through to an avenue. Here he entered an old cigar store. Cliff
reached the front; peering through the grimy window, he spied a door that was closing. He figured that there
was a telephone beyond. Cliff entered.

The proprietor was arguing with a panhandler who wanted him to crack a pack of cigarettes and sell him six
for a nickel. Cliff strolled beyond until he reached the end of the counter. Listening, he caught the sound of
Duff's voice. A poor telephone connection was forcing the crook to talk loud.

"Yeah..." Cliff heard the tone. "This is Duff... Yeah, the guy showed up... Told me where to go... You know
the block past Sobo's hock shop... Yeah... Well, it's in that block... House with green lights... No, he didn't say
which house, except that it had green lights... Yeah, I'm goin' there... But listen, Joe. If you show up, it may
queer the lay... All right... Yeah, I get you..."

Cliff swung away from the door. He was looking out through the front window when Duff passed. As Duff
reached the street, Cliff turned back and approached the counter. The panhandler slouched out. Cliff bought
some cigarettes. He started to the street; a quick glance told him that Duff was gone. Cliff reentered the store
and headed for the room where the phone was located.

Cliff put in a quick call to Burbank. He was told to await a reply. Hanging up the receiver, Cliff remained in
the back room. In the minutes that followed, he sized the situation. The game was panning out as he had
anticipated. Orders from The Shadow had indicated what might happen.
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Clyde Burke had reported contact between Joe Cardona and Duff Corley. Cliff had been set to watch Duff; he
had found him at Red Mike's. Duff had contacted with a mobster; orders received, he had taken time out to
call Joe Cardona.

Playing the part of a stool, Duff had pleaded with Joe to stay away. Evidently the detective had agreed not to
approach too close. Duff had left in satisfied fashion. His destination − unquestionably the one ordered − was
a house with green lights.

The bell of the pay telephone commenced to ring while Cliff was engaged in reverie. The Shadow's agent
seized the receiver. He heard terse instructions from Burbank. Cliff was to pick up Duff's trail.

That was easy. Sobo's pawn shop was only half a dozen blocks away. Leaving the cigar store, Cliff moved
rapidly along the intervening thoroughfares. He was in the heart of the badlands, the district where danger
lurked, despite the occasional presence of a bluecoat.

But Cliff knew this terrain. More than that, he was versed in the ways of the underworld. His pace slackened
as he neared the block he wanted. Cliff lounged along as he passed Sobo's corner hock shop.

He paused to roll a cigarette as he passed beneath a lamp light. Cliff was playing a part of a chance passer;
but he kept his face turned downward. He lighted the fag as he moved along; as he flicked the burnt match to
the gutter, Cliff stared shrewdly through the darkness.

Houses here were dilapidated structures. There were alleyways and openings between them. All looked alike
as Cliff approached; then one − across the street − displayed the distinctive difference that he wanted.

The front of the house was black. But there were dull lights shining from gloomy windows at the sides. A
chance observer would scarcely have noted those rays; for they were barely visible from the opening of a
narrow alleyway. To Cliff, they were a signal; the same beacon that had drawn Duff Corley.

The lights in the windows were green. Heavily shaded, they gave no idea regarding the interior of the house.
There was something ominous in that fact. The dweller in the house had lights showing; but the lights
revealed nothing. Open, yet secret. That was the impression that Cliff gained.

In idling fashion, Cliff crossed the street. He chucked his cigarette as he reached the curb. Pausing in his
slouching gait, Cliff swung into the alleyway beside the house. Above him, more than head high, he could see
the glow from the dim green lights.

Then Cliff stopped short. Crouching against the moldy brick wall, he dug hand in pocket and drew an
automatic. Tensely, he waited, unwilling to make another move. Somewhere ahead, deep in the darkness of
the alleyway, some unseen enemy had made a false move.

A slight footstep − just enough to reach Cliff's ears. That had been the warning. Instinctively, Cliff knew that
his approach had been spotted. Danger was impending by the house with the green lights.

CHAPTER III. THE SECOND DISK

CLIFF MARSLAND had encountered many dangers in the service of The Shadow. He was not the man to
fear new threats. Nevertheless, Cliff had learned that discretion could be a good ninety per cent of valor.

This was a time to be discreet. With Cliff, it was not simply the risk of an encounter in the dark. He had come
to this house with the definite purpose of serving The Shadow. Whatever might occur, it would be his part to
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strive for the continuance of that duty.

Cliff Marsland knew what The Shadow wanted. Like Joe Cardona, The Shadow had learned of sinister
movements in the underworld. Some big shot had been gathering cohorts. Slowly, secretly, but with positive
results.

Duff Corley had suddenly become the link. Joe Cardona had been lucky enough to spot him. The Shadow
wanted to profit by the discovery. He had decided to keep close on Duff's trail. Cliff had been appointed to
the task.

Why?

Because he had been close to the ground. Cliff recognized that fact. He had known it the moment that
Burbank had given the instructions. If The Shadow had been close at hand, he would have taken up the trail
in Cliff's stead.

Where was The Shadow?

On his way here, Cliff supposed. Instructions from Burbank had been to trail Duff until further orders. New
orders would probably come from The Shadow in person. Hence Cliff, for the time, was acting in The
Shadow's place. He tried to picture matters as The Shadow would see them.

First: Duff Corley was certainly inside that house. The scrawny crook had shambled away with a good head
start. He had probably entered by the front door. Some countersign − perhaps the same one that he had
exchanged with the big mobsman at Red Mike's − so Cliff pictured it.

Then why was some one lurking in this alleyway?

Cliff caught the answer as he waited. It was obvious. The man in the dark was a watcher, posted to make sure
that no one was on Duff's trail. The alleyway was an ambush. Cliff, like a dub, had walked into it.

He had probably been heard. Just as he had later heard the movement of the lurking guard. Cliff's teeth gritted
grimly. He knew that he should have waited across the street. That was too late now. He was in the mess.

Silence from the alleyway. Cliff sensed that his enemy was waiting for him to make a move. Cliff listened; he
heard nothing, yet he fancied that his foe might be moving forward. More than that, Cliff began to consider a
new menace − the entrance of the alley.

Had some one been posted outside? Perhaps. If so, Cliff might have been spotted back at the middle of the
block. Others could be closing in. The spot was a bad one. Cliff resolved upon stealthy measures. He
crouched low and began to edge toward the front of the house.

The plan was working. Each time he paused, Cliff heard no sound from the rear of the alley. Little by little,
he was gaining the front corner. Six feet more − five feet − then came the unexpected.

CLIFF'S right heel kicked against a half brick that had been laid on the ledge of a cellar window. The object
clattered to the cracked cement of the alleyway. Its click seemed magnified in the darkness. Cliff dropped. He
was wise.

Tongues of flame stabbed the darkness; with them, the fierce bark of a revolver. The flashes came from the
deep end of the alley. Leaden slugs nicked chunks from the brick wall a foot above Cliff's head.
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Swinging across the alleyway, Cliff returned the fire with the automatic. His target was the blackness from
which the spurts had come; the region wherein the echoes of the shots still quivered.

New bursts replied; and Cliff delivered in like fashion. His enemy was on the move. So was Cliff. Pot shots
failed in the dark; but the whine and spatter of bullets meant business. Cliff reached the sidewalk.

He had not forgotten the chance of enemies in the street. Safe beyond the front of the house, Cliff went
hurtling for the opposite side of the narrow thoroughfare, where a blackened house front offered temporary
security. He gained his goal; wheeling, he crouched by darkened steps and faced back toward the house with
the green lights. He expected his enemy to appear. The man evidently preferred the security of the alleyway.

A shrill whistle cleaved the night. It was a block away; past Sobo's pawn shop. An answer came from the
opposite direction. Gazing quickly along the street; one way, then the other, Cliff saw figures approaching on
the run.

Cardona's men. The shots had drawn them. Cliff was in a tight spot. Thinking quickly, he remembered the
man across the way. The fellow had an alleyway through which he could escape. Would he take a look at the
street before he took to flight?

Cliff decided to find out. Regardless of the approaching detectives, he arose from his hiding spot and opened
fire at the alleyway. The result was spontaneous. A gun flashed from the entrance. A bullet zimmed past
Cliff's head. The fellow was there; he had aimed back at Cliff's gun flash.

Cliff fired again, shifting as he did.

A fork of flame responded; a bullet whanged the steps that Cliff had left. Instantly, Cliff fired again. He
found his target this trip. A cry − the clatter of a gun on the sidewalk − then the sounds were drowned by new
whistles.

Cliff turned. Police were heading down from the direction of Sobo's. Half a dozen of them, in a squad. A
quick look in the opposite direction showed that other officers had stopped at the corner. The purpose was
plain. Crooks would flee from the raiding gang; straight into the ones who waited.

Cliff held his ground, ready to fling his gun before the police arrived. He could surrender and feign the part of
a chance passer who had been trapped. But until the last moment, Cliff intended to remain on duty, watching
the house with the green lights.

Then came shots from an unexpected quarter. Up by the corner, opposite the direction of Sobo's. Cliff turned
in time to catch a fleeting glimpse of policemen diving for cover. Then a huge touring car came jolting
around the corner; its exhaust roared as the driver gave it the gas.

A searchlight gleamed. Cliff was caught in the glare. So were the detectives who were advancing up from
Sobo's. Cliff leaped for the protection of the steps. Dicks scurried for cover. Rapid flashes belched from both
sides of the touring car. With those swift bursts came the rattle of machine guns.

Nothing could stop that car of death. Men had ducked for shelter; but when the car whirled by, the gunners
would pick them out. Cliff's steps protected him for the moment; but he knew that the shelter would be futile
when the car rode by. He was ready to give the last few bullets of his automatic, in a puny effort to ward off
death. Grimly, Cliff turned toward the street.
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His gaze was transfixed. Straight across the street lay the body of the mobsman whom he had clipped. But to
Cliff, that figure meant nothing. What caught his eye was the apparition that had swept out from the
alleyway. A new form had entered the scene.

The Shadow!

A FIGURE garbed in black. Tall, with flowing cloak; the brim of a slouch hat covering his features, the
master fighter had arrived. Through the alleyway from the rear of the house with the green lights. Just in time
to face the revealing glare of the death car's headlights.

Machine guns were spraying their hail ahead; for the mobsmen in the car had spotted the approaching
detectives. The Shadow, as he swept into view, picked a spot uncovered by the guns. The automobile was
almost upon him when he appeared.

Then, amid the typewriter clatter of the machine guns came The Shadow's thrusts. Massive automatics barked
their message straight into the rear of the touring car. Oddly, The Shadow picked the gunner on the far side.
Cliff, rising involuntarily, saw the man slump beside his gun. Cliff, for the moment, was safe.

A flame−belching barrel flashed as the other gunner tried to swing his gun toward The Shadow. It was a
tough task, for the machine gun was pointed ahead and the speed of the car had brought it up to the spot
where The Shadow stood firing. Then the attempt ended. The gunner slumped, half out of the car.

The Shadow had clipped him cleanly. Revolvers alone were barking as fuming crooks aimed wildly for their
arch enemy. Moving, they failed to spot their standing target. But to The Shadow, standing, the whole car
was open to his deadly aim.

Revolvers fell from nerveless hands. Men slumped beside the useless machine guns. The automatics were
roaring their quick shots. Cliff joined as the car swept by and aided The Shadow by clipping a mobster who
had risen.

Then came a final revolver shot from the car. The driver, alone unhurt, had yanked a gun to thrust it across
the body of the man beside him. He was on Cliff's side of the street. The Shadow's agent delivered his last
bullet, inches wide. But The Shadow's shots did not fail.

The driver's aim was faulty. One hand on the wheel, his foot jamming the accelerator to the floor, this ruffian
had taken on too much. His bullet zimmed wide of The Shadow's hat. The automatics thundered in unison.
As the car leaped forward, the driver writhed in the agony of death.

Detectives leaped from spots of shelter as the car hopped the curb and bore down upon them. Steps that had
afforded safety from the machine guns were useless in the path of this hurtling machine. The car swerved
toward the front of an empty house. The right wheels climbed stone steps. Then the car went toppling,
crashing, over on its side; on its top and over for another quarter turn.

Wheels spinning, it lay like a fighting monster. Gunmen were sprawled on the street beside it. The machine
guns had clattered to the cobbles. Detectives were bounding up to stop the motor; to drag out the gangsters
who were pinned within the wreckage.

Cliff was in blackness now. The glare had passed. The Shadow's agent sprang across the street and reached
the entrance to the alleyway. Detectives were hurrying up from the corner which the touring car had passed.
Cliff's one avenue of departure was the alleyway where The Shadow had been.
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A hiss from darkness as Cliff gained the space between the houses. Cliff uttered a response. He caught The
Shadow's order to speed away through the alley. Cliff obeyed. He found a turn between two houses; a clear
path after that, through to the street beyond.

A SWISH in the darkness. The Shadow had stopped at the rear of the house with the green lights. Cloaked in
blackness, he ascended four rickety steps and found an old door, locked. A pick probed the keyhole.

The Shadow entered. He passed through a kitchen; then to a hallway where a dull green pervaded. It was the
reflection from the lights in the side room. A darkened doorway yawned at the left of the hall. The Shadow's
flashlight cut a swath into a small room.

There, on the floor, lay Duff Corley. The scrawny mobster was stretched out, with evil face turned upward.
Protruding from his body was the handle of a knife. The thrust had reached the mobster's heart; a portion of
the blade still showed. It glimmered slender in The Shadow's light. The weapon was a stiletto.

Crash!

The front door was giving away. The Shadow's light went out. Swiftly, the cloaked intruder swept back
through the kitchen and out into the night. He passed the alleyway just before lights glimmered there.
Detectives were coming through the back of the house.

The Shadow was gone. The law was on the scene. The front door broke and detectives plunged into the
house. They came face to face with the others who had found the back door open. Flashlights blinked. Then
came the discovery of Duff's body.

A dick pressed a switch in the little room. Members of the squad clustered about the corpse. Then Joe
Cardona entered. The leader of the raiders stood silent as he viewed the body of his new stool pigeon.

Detectives watched while Joe stooped beside the body and felt through pockets. They were empty. Joe looked
at Duff's right hand. It was clenched. Carefully, the ace pried fingers open. The hand was empty.

Joe Cardona grunted. He had expected to find the Chinese disk in the dead man's clutch. Instead, he had
found nothing. Had the murderer made off with the disk? Or had Duff's story been a fake, so far as the disk
was concerned? Cardona pondered.

A MAN arrived at the door of the room. Cardona stood up to face a panting detective. The fellow caught his
breath; then delivered his message. It pertained to the gorillas in the death car.

"Just dragged another guy out," informed the dick. "I knew his mug. It was Spider Mertz. Guess he was
handling one of the typewriters. Anyway, he was dying when we got him loose."

"Did he talk?" inquired Joe.

"No," returned the detective. "He didn't even try to. All he did was chuck something that he had in his hand.
It didn't go far. I picked it up off the cobbles. Here it is."

Cardona shoved out his hand. The dick released a small object. It fell in Joe's palm. This was silent proof of
Duff Corley's story; the absolute evidence that the reluctant stool pigeon had spoken true regarding his
meeting with Spider Mertz.
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For the object that Joe Cardona received from the detective was a grayish disk. Engraved in dull red on its
surface was the same Chinese letter that had appeared upon the token carried by Duff Corley.

The murdered stoolie had been robbed after death. His killer had sought to keep this evidence from the hands
of the law. But Spider Mertz, clipped by The Shadow's bullets, had failed to rid himself of the incriminating
token.

The first disk − Duff's − was gone. Only Cardona's penciled impression remained as proof of its existence. In
its place, the ace detective had gained a second disk, thanks to The Shadow's prowess in dealing with Spider
Mertz.

CHAPTER IV. THE SHADOW CONNECTS

ONE hour after Joe Cardona had discovered the second Chinese disk, a group of four players were ending
their bridge game at the exclusive Cobalt Club. Rising one by one, they sauntered from the private card room
until a last player remained.

This gentleman was an ungainly sort of person. His head craned forward and his sharp eyes glistened through
pince−nez spectacles. These features, combined with the shiny surface of his hairless pate, gave him the look
of a bald eagle.

In fact, he seemed to survey the world as if from a lofty height. Even in the solitary surroundings of the little
card room, his gaze was searching and his bearing filled with self−importance. Such was Wainwright Barth,
at present the police commissioner of New York City.

Wainwright Barth was always the last to leave after a long session of bridge. The reason was simple; his
spectacles invariably needed polishing. So to−night, Barth paused before crossing the threshold. He removed
his pince−nez glasses and began to shine them with a piece of chamois.

"Good evening, commissioner."

Barth looked up as he heard the voice. Adjusting his pince−nez, the commissioner stared toward the person
who had entered the card room. He saw a tall, firm−featured individual whose masklike face was turned in
his direction. Keen eyes were peering from the sides of a hawkish nose. Barth recognized Lamont Cranston,
millionaire globe−trotter.

"Ah! Cranston!" exclaimed the commissioner. "I did not know that you were in town. I understood that you
were leaving on an exploration trip to Kashmir."

"That was postponed," returned Cranston, quietly. "I am still in New York, as you perceive. I believe I shall
remain here a while, commissioner. Oddly" − thin lips framed the semblance of a smile − "one may
sometimes uncover more adventure in Manhattan than in the wildest outposts of the globe."

"I agree with you," declared Barth. "When crime becomes rampant in this metropolis, more danger exists
here than in an African jungle. But fortunately" − Barth chuckled − "crime has been calling for an armistice,
during my tenure of office. Outside of petty robberies, there have been no real evidences of organized crime
activity."

"Perhaps," said Lamont Cranston, quietly, "that may mean the coming of new efforts. Organization may be
under way. Lulls are deceiving, commissioner. Let me cite an example. When I was exploring in Sumatra, we
encountered a tribe of former headhunters whom the Dutch had presumably civilized. These natives were
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quiet, singularly passive −"

"Sumatra is not New York," interrupted the commissioner, in a testy tone. "There is no analogy between
headhunters and gangsters. Furthermore, we have not attempted to civilize the denizens of the underworld.
We have curbed them, driven them to cover. The proof is the fact that rogues have been disappearing from
New York.

"One of my most capable men − a detective named Joe Cardona − holds to the theory that something is
brewing beneath the surface. But developments have not justified his opinion. I believe that my relentless
campaign is suppressing crime, that crooks realize they have met their match −"

Barth broke off as an attendant entered the card room. The man approached the commissioner and spoke in a
confidential tone.

"Gentleman to see you sir," said the attendant. "He is Mr. Cardona, from headquarters. Its very important, he
says −"

"Show him in," snapped Barth.

THE attendant left and returned with Joe Cardona. Barth dismissed the attendant and closed the door. He
motioned Cardona to a seat at the card table; then did the same with Cranston. Barth wanted Cranston to hear
what the detective might have to say.

"Well, Cardona," began Barth, as he took a chair, "I suppose you have developed some new theory regarding
crime activity. What is it now? More rogues gone traveling?"

"Yes," returned the detective. "Gone where they won't come back. Plenty broke loose to−night,
commissioner. Take a look at this report sheet."

Barth received the paper. He read the details that began with Duff Corley's visit to headquarters and
terminated with the discovery of the man's body in the house with green lights. Then, as the commissioner
looked up, Cardona laid a sheet of paper on the table. It showed the impression of the disk that Duff had
displayed to Joe. With added emphasis, Joe tossed Spider's disk beside it.

"They match," he declared.

They did match. Barth discovered that when he laid the disk beside the paper and surveyed both through his
pince−nez. His examination completed, Barth pushed the two objects toward Lamont Cranston. Turning to
Cardona, the commissioner questioned:

"Well?"

"The case is clear cut," returned Cardona. "It supports what I've been telling you, commissioner. These bozos
have been ducking out of sight because they're needed. Some big shot intends to use them. This disk, for
instance, was found on Spider Mertz. It means that he was one of the key men in the organization."

"What about the mobsters with him?"

"None of them had disks. They were just gorillas, working for Spider. The same with the dead man that we
found at the entrance to the alleyway. They were covering up after Duff Corley went into the house with the
green lights."
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"But who killed Duff?"

"Some other member of the band. A fellow who was in the know. He stabbed Duff and took the disk. He
must have made his departure by the back door. That's why Spider had his crew on duty. Just in case we
landed there too soon."

"I don't quite fathom it, Cardona."

"Listen, commissioner. The thing began on the level. Spider Mertz lined up Duff Corley. Gave him a disk, so
he could join with the gang. But Spider told Duff to wait until somebody tipped him where to go. Like a
probation period.

"In the meantime, Duff was being watched. He didn't know it. I didn't know it. He came to headquarters to
talk with me. From that time on, he was marked for death. He was told to go to the house where he went
to−night. That place was a trap.

"Killing Duff was easy enough. But these crooks knew that the guy had turned stoolie − at least they figured
it that way. They didn't know how close I'd be. So it was Spider's job to raise hob if anybody showed up.
Well − somebody did show up."

"You and your squads!"

"Not only us. Somebody else got in ahead of us. That started the trouble. Spider and his outfit must have been
around on the back street. They heard the shots and drove around the block. Meanwhile, The Sha −"

Cardona caught himself suddenly. He corrected his statement as rapidly as possible.

"Meanwhile," said the detective, "whoever it was that had trailed Duff got busy. He put some shots into that
death car and crippled the machine−gunners. The rest was easy for my men."

CRANSTON had noted Cardona's pause. He knew that Joe figured The Shadow as the one who had saved
the situation. But Cardona's break had slipped by Wainwright Barth. That was fortunate. The police
commissioner had tabooed mention of The Shadow in connection with crime. He regarded The Shadow as a
myth.

"We're up against something, commissioner," assured Cardona, in an earnest tone. "It's an organization, that
works automatically. Duff Corley was lined up. He was spotted turning stoolie. He was slated to be blotted
out.

"There's a Chink in it somewhere. The disk shows that. But Spider Mertz and his mob were just plain
gorillas. The guy that bumped Duff must have been a wop. He used a stiletto and he knew what it was for.

"There you have it. Duff's dead. So is Spider. We've got nobody who knows anything. But we know there's
an organization − a real one − of guys who carry those disks with them. We've seen what they do to a
squealer."

"An organization," mused Barth. "Perhaps you are right, Cardona. Its purpose −"

"Murder," put in Joe. "That was the purpose to−night."
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"Yes." The agreement came unexpectedly from Lamont Cranston. "The disk indicates agreement with
Cardona's idea, commissioner."

"The disk?" questioned Barth, half puzzled.

"Yes," replied Cranston, as he passed the object to the commissioner. "I can tell you the meaning of the
character engraved on it."

"A Chinese word?"

"Not exactly. The character is an idiograph, which may be applied in various fashions. It is termed a
numerative. It is pronounced pa −"

"But its meaning?"

"Literally, 'something which is grasped by a handle'. That, for instance, could mean a revolver. Or a knife. Or
−"

"Spider used his gat to−night," burst forth Cardona. "The fellow that killed Duff had a stiletto. Mr. Cranston
has hit it, commissioner."

Barth arose and stood in pompous attitude. It was his custom, when he swung from one supposition to
another, to throw full support to the new idea. He had rejected Cardona's theory, at first; now that the
existence of a hidden band seemed logical, Barth wanted to set the pace for the detective.

"Let me commend your work," declared the commissioner, turning to Cardona. "At first I considered your
theory poorly−founded. Events, however, have proven its soundness. These criminals who have gone from
sight may all be potential members of the band which we have uncovered.

"Spare no effort, Cardona. Investigate everywhere. Inquire into the activities of the Chinese tongs. If
necessary, utilize the dragnet. Search every suspect to learn if he carries one of these."

With his final sentence, Barth displayed the Chinese disk. He passed it back to Cardona, along with the piece
of paper that bore the penciled impression.

"It's going to be a tough job, commissioner," declared the detective, in a dubious tone.

"Why so?" demanded Barth.

"Because," affirmed Joe, "there's something deep beneath all this. It wasn't crime to−night, commissioner;
that is, it wasn't crime against the public. Those fellows were dealing with a double−crosser.

"What's more, they got Duff before he learned anything. Put him on the spot right at the start. It was just a
splash on top of the water. Now its smooth again. What's more, that crowd will be foxier than ever."

"But they will have to show their hand again," objected Barth. "The rascals are planning something. That is
plain."

"Sure they are," agreed Cardona, grimly. "That's what makes it tough, commissioner. We've seen what they
can do to one of their own kind. When they cut loose with crime, they'll be hard to stop."
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"Therefore," asserted Barth, "we shall take measures to prevent them."

TEN minutes later Lamont Cranston strolled from the Cobalt Club. Cardona had left. Cranston had paused
for a brief chat with the commissioner; then he had taken his departure. A limousine pulled up as Cranston
reached the sidewalk. The millionaire entered.

Through the speaking tube, he gave a quiet order to the chauffeur. The car rolled away and twisted its course
through a labyrinth of secluded streets. Finally, it stopped by a darkened curb. The chauffeur settled back
behind the wheel.

A rear door opened. From the interior merged a cloaked figure that moved away into the thickness of the
night. From a bag in the back of the limousine, Lamont Cranston had produced certain garments. He had
donned them while the car was rolling.

Cloak and hat had rendered him invisible after his departure from the car. His course into the night was
untraceable. The role of Lamont Cranston was ended for the time. Lamont Cranston had become The
Shadow.

CHAPTER V. PEOPLE OF THE PAST

TOMBLIKE darkness enshrouded a silent room. The place was filled with uncanny silence. Such was the
atmosphere within the sanctum of The Shadow. A strange, unknown abode, situated somewhere in
Manhattan. The sanctum seemed to await the arrival of the only being who might enter through its hidden
portals.

A swish sounded in the darkness. That sound would not have been audible elsewhere. The Shadow had
reached his strange abode. A click sounded from a corner. A bluish light glimmered upon the top of a
polished table.

Usually, The Shadow remained at this corner. To−night, his plan was different. His cloak swished away from
the limited sphere of light. A click sounded in another corner. A second light glimmered. It was focused upon
the front of a tall steel filing cabinet.

Long white hands opened a drawer. From one finger glimmered a resplendent gem. That stone was The
Shadow's girasol, a rare fire−opal that he wore as a sole emblem of identity. The jewel sparkled as the left
hand stopped upon a folder that bore the name "Farwell."

The Shadow withdrew this folder and carried it through darkness to the table. From its interior, he drew out
typewritten sheets and laid them on the table. The folder had sides like a portfolio, so that no objects could
drop from it. Digging deep, The Shadow brought forth a small envelope. He tore it open. A small object fell
out and plunked upon the table.

It was a Chinese disk. Its size, its appearance, its very metal were identical with the disk that Joe Cardona had
shown to Commissioner Barth. The Shadow laughed softly as he noted the typed name upon the little
envelope that had contained the disk. The name was "Wang Foo."

The Shadow spread out a report sheet that bore the heading "Diamond Bert." Again the soft laugh. Despite
the variety of names involved, The Shadow was considering a single person: "Diamond Bert" Farwell, alias
Wang Foo.
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Years had passed since The Shadow had dealt with Diamond Bert. In his battles with that law breaker, The
Shadow had faced one of the craftiest of crooks. Diamond Bert had gone in for robbery in a big way. His
prizes had been rare gems.

Aided by underlings, Diamond Bert had perpetrated crime after crime. All the while, he had remained under
cover. To reach him, The Shadow had been forced to fight with minions who knew no limit. Murder had
meant nothing to the tools of Diamond Bert.

At the finish, The Shadow had entered the lair of the master crook. Guised as one of Diamond Bert's
henchmen, he had met the evildoer face to face. Like The Shadow, Diamond Bert had been disguised. When
The Shadow uncovered him, the crook was passing as a Chinaman, under the name of Wang Foo. (Note: See
The Shadow Magazine, Vol. I, No.1.)

Death would have been a fair fate for Diamond Bert. Yet The Shadow had not delivered it. Circumstances
had tricked The Shadow. Joe Cardona and a squad of detectives had entered for the climax. The Shadow, to
protect his own identity, had been forced to depart, leaving Diamond Bert in the hands of the law.

That had ended the character of Wang Foo. By rights, Diamond Bert Farwell should have gone to the chair.
He had dealt heavily in murder; and justice should have demanded its toll. But the law had failed to pin a
single death upon the slippery crook. Caught with stolen gems in his possession, Diamond Bert had taken a
ten−year rap.

THESE facts appeared upon the papers which The Shadow was studying. Reports included the events of
Diamond Bert's subsequent career. Up in the big house, the crook had become a model prisoner. Adapting
himself to circumstances, he had gone on good behavior. His term had been shortened. According to the data
on The Shadow's table, Diamond Bert was almost due for release from the penitentiary.

A clipping appeared among the other notations. It was pasted to a large sheet of paper. The Shadow scanned
its lines. It told of a new experiment at the State prison. This consisted of a shop in which privileged inmates
were allowed a restricted amount of freedom, as a reward for good behavior.

In that shop, their numbers were forgotten. They went by their names and worked at tables, lined up in
alphabetical order. According to the clipping, the experiment was proving a success. To The Shadow, the
presence of this clipping in Farwell's file meant something more. It indicated that Diamond Bert was working
in the privileged shop.

Papers went back into the portfolio. Also the little envelope. One object alone remained, held between The
Shadow's fingers. That was the disk of Wang Foo, the token that linked past and present. Years ago, this disk
with its significant character had been the amulet carried by all who served Diamond Bert Farwell.

As Wang Foo, Diamond Bert had gained many connections. Some in Chinatown; others in the realm of
crookdom. Did the reappearance of this disk mean that some one had stolen a leaf from Diamond Bert's
notebook? Or did it mean that Diamond Bert was coming back to crime?

The Shadow's soft laugh gave the answer. Had the disks bobbed up a few years ago, the theory that new
crooks were copying Diamond Bert's ways would have been tenable. But disks had not appeared until the
present. Moreover, those who carried them were keeping under cover. Thus The Shadow took the second
theory.

Diamond Bert was coming in again. Somehow, his henchmen were gathering. New recruits were being added
to a hidden gang. Cardona had been right about the death of Duff Corley. The scrawny mobster had been
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bumped because he had double−crossed the gang.

All was to be kept under cover until the word for crime was passed. That would come in the near future,
when Diamond Bert emerged from the big house.

The disk disappeared from the light. The Shadow was pocketing it beneath his coat. It would be useful should
he encounter members of the hidden band. But The Shadow lingered by the table; his silence told that he was
seeking a plan of action.

TO deal with Diamond Bert's scattered minions would be an up−hill task. It offered problems which The
Shadow had confronted in the past. The real game was to reach the brain himself. Once freed from prison
walls, Diamond Bert would be a slippery customer. The Shadow wanted to weave a web before the
arch−crook gained his liberty.

That mesh required crafty spinning. It must be done so cunningly that the suspicions of the arch−crook would
not be aroused. For if The Shadow entangled Diamond Bert too promptly, his minions − carriers of the disks
− would be alarmed. Scurrying for cover, they would still remain a powerful band.

A group without a leader. The Shadow had encountered such organizations in the past. He knew what
happened in cases of that sort. Bands of crooks did not disintegrate when the big shot was eliminated.
Invariably, some new head stepped into the picture and took up where the other had left off.

This was a situation that The Shadow wished to avoid. His one course was to deal with Diamond Bert.
Enmesh the big shot; then strike down upon the unsuspecting minions. Here was a plan worthy of The
Shadow's craft. Yet it presented problems.

The Shadow needed an agent. One who could pass by prison walls. One who could watch Diamond Bert
during the coming weeks. One who could perform his task reliably and well. Long minutes passed; then, of a
sudden, The Shadow's laugh arose in sinister whisper.

Sweeping up the folder that lay upon the table, The Shadow crossed the sanctum. He reached the filing
cabinet and stopped by the opened drawer. Folders were separated at the spot from which The Shadow had
removed the Farwell file.

There, by remarkable coincidence, rested the answer to The Shadow's problem. As The Shadow replaced the
folder that bore the name of Farwell, he lifted the portfolio that was next in line. This one bore the name of
Farrow. Farrow − Farwell − the two names were right together in their natural alphabetical arrangement.

The Shadow carried the Farrow file back to the table. He opened it and let the papers slide forth. Then, in
methodical fashion, he began to read the reports that concerned a man named Slade Farrow.

Oddly, The Shadow's observations of Slade Farrow had begun within prison walls. The coincidence was
remarkable. Slade Farrow had been "in stir" some time ago; but crime had not put him within the confines of
a cell. Slade Farrow had gone to prison to right a wrong.

Released from the penitentiary, Slade Farrow had visited the town of Southfield. Aided by crooks who had
gone straight, Farrow had made astonishing revelations concerning big men in Southfield. He had waged war
against them. He had exposed them as crooks. He had done his part for justice. Yet he would have failed but
for The Shadow's hidden aid. It was The Shadow who had finally brought doom to the men of evil whom
Farrow had brought to light. (Note: See The Shadow Magazine, Vol. IX, No. 2; "The Green Box.")
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Slade Farrow owed a big debt to The Shadow. He was the type of man who would repay the obligation, once
given the chance to do so. Here was the opportunity. The Shadow laughed softly as he found a paper that
bore Slade Farrow's present address.

The folder closed. The Shadow took it back to the filing cabinet and replaced it just beyond the Farwell file.
He turned out the light and went back to the table. Producing pen and paper, The Shadow inscribed a note in
ink of vivid blue.

As soon as the fluid had dried, The Shadow folded the sheet and thrust it in an envelope. Using another pen,
he wrote Slade Farrow's name and address in ink of a darker hue. That done, the envelope disappeared
beneath The Shadow's cloak.

The light clicked out. A whispered laugh echoed through the sanctum; its rising tones broke with a quavering
mockery. Echoes lisped their answer from the pitch−black walls. Then came silence. Amid the reverberations
of his uncanny laugh, The Shadow had departed from his hidden abode.

CHAPTER VI. FARROW ENTERS

IT was the next afternoon. A sedan was rolling along a high road that overlooked the Hudson River. Seated at
the wheel was a big, bluff−faced driver who was keeping the car at a steady speed.

Beside him was a middle−aged man whose features were hard and whose keen eyes carried a shrewd gaze.
This passenger was deep in thought. At times, his lips tightened and his head gave a trifling nod. That was a
habit with Slade Farrow.

One might have picked Slade Farrow as a crook. His hard face would have supported that impression.
Actually, Farrow was a sociologist who had done much in the elimination of crime. He possessed one faculty,
that had aided him in his work.

Farrow knew how to make crooks go straight. In his time, he had encountered hundreds of hopeless cases,
which he had promptly rejected. But whenever he found a man who was on the borderline, Farrow brought
the fellow back on the side of right.

The driver of the car was an example. Dave Garvell had gone crooked. He had served time. He would have
remained a crook but for Farrow. The sociologist had met Dave and had put him on the right path. Since then,
Dave had been one of Farrow's trusted workers.

In fact, the fellow had displayed amazing fidelity to the man who had done so much for him. Right at present,
Dave was giving evidence of his concern for Farrow's welfare. Driving to an unknown destination, Dave had
figured where they were going. The thought had rendered him uneasy.

"Listen, boss." Dave spoke warily as he squinted along the highway. "I've begun to get the jitters. Ever since
you opened that letter this morning, you've been playing mum. What's up, boss?"

"Nothing that concerns you, Dave."

"I know that. I'm not supposed to butt into your affairs. But I've just sort of figured where we're going. Up to
the big house."

"That's right, Dave. A good guess."
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"I don't mind that, boss. What bothers me is a hunch I've got. The way you've been thinking things over sort
of gave me the idea that you're going back in stir. It kind of makes me uneasy."

Farrow chuckled. Aroused from his reverie, he clapped a hand to the big man's shoulder.

"You're right, Dave," said the sociologist, "but don't worry about it. I'm not going to be there long. A few
weeks at the most. I'm going in under my own name."

Dave looked relieved. Farrow's last trip to the pen had been a long one. He had used the name of Sam Fulwell
and had remained longer than expected. But Farrow's statement that an alias would be lacking on this trip
assured Dave that his chief could get out as soon as planned. Slade Farrow in prison meant a special
arrangement with the warden.

THERE was something else that bothered Dave. The big driver shifted a bit before he mentioned it. He had
broken the ice and felt that he could talk some more; but he hesitated before he took the plunge.

"That letter that came in this morning," said Dave, in a wary tone. "I saw it, boss. While you were reading it. I
happened to see it again, after you laid it down. It was blank."

"Because I laid it with the writing side down."

"That's what I thought, boss. So I turned it over. It wasn't my idea to read it. Honest. I was clearing up in the
living room of the apartment and I wasn't quite sure whether you wanted to keep the letter."

"So you looked at it?"

"Just by accident. I was going to bring it to you. When I picked it up, I turned it almost without thinking.
Then was when I saw what had happened to it."

Farrow chuckled. He made no response.

"It had gone blank, boss," declared Dave, in a worried tone. "Both sides blank. But it wasn't that way when
you opened it. I saw the writing when you were reading. Blue ink. But then the writing went away. That's
why I began to wonder −"

"What?"

"Just who it had come from. I thought maybe it was from − from −"

"The Shadow?"

Dave nodded as Farrow, by his question, completed the name that the big fellow had failed to utter. Farrow
eyed Dave carefully. He saw that the man was nervous. Farrow smiled.

"Yes, Dave," he said, "that letter was from The Shadow. Why should that fact worry you?"

"I don't how," admitted Dave. "It's just − well, it's just on account of the way things used to be. When I was a
crook, there was just one person that I wanted to keep away from. That was The Shadow.

"The bulls − they didn't worry me. It was The Shadow that I was scared of. Plenty scared, too. Say − if I'd
ever come up against him, I wouldn't have been able to pull the trigger of my gat."
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"Probably not," observed Farrow, with a smile. "A lot of crooks seemed to have that trouble when we were in
Southfield. Do you remember that night, Dave?"

"Say − can I ever forget it? Listen, boss, when The Shadow walked into that mess, I could have dived into a
concrete alley if there'd been one around. I was with you − and you were on the level. That meant that The
Shadow was with us.

"But I was scared, just the same. And after I saw him start with those big smoke wagons of his, I was gladder
than ever that I'd gone straight. Listen, boss. You started me straight and I'm staying that way. But if you
came to me and said: 'Dave, I want you to go crooked again,' I wouldn't do it. Not since I've seen The
Shadow."

Farrow nodded. He had studied this effect of The Shadow's prowess. Farrow felt that his own efforts in
working against crime were puny compared with The Shadow's ability. Fear, much more than reason, played
its part in the mental processes of such fellows as Dave Garvell.

THE car was coming to a fork in the road. Farrow gave a terse order to Dave. The driver nodded; he took the
highway that led to the penitentiary. Only a short while remained before the two men would part. Farrow
gave brief instructions.

"Keep the apartment in order, Dave," he said. "Get in touch with Tapper and Hawkeye. Tell them I'll be back
soon. I may be needing them later."

"On account of The Shadow?"

"Possibly. Remember this, Dave. We were in a tough place up in Southfield. We were dealing with big
fellows − ones that were too big. It was The Shadow who saved us."

"I know it, boss."

"Never forget it. We wouldn't be here to−day if The Shadow hadn't stepped in at the right moment. I've
always wanted to do something in return. Now is my opportunity."

"Here at the big house?"

"Yes. That's why I want you to say nothing. Don't tell any one where I've gone. Not even Tapper and
Hawkeye. They know I make trips out of town. That should be sufficient."

"I get you, boss."

The car had swung up in front of the huge gray walls that surrounded the big pen. Dave brought the sedan to
a stop. He shook hands with Farrow; then watched his chief alight. He caught a gesture that meant to depart.
Reluctantly, Dave swung the wheel and turned the car about.

Heading back to New York, the ex−crook remembered Farrow's injunction. Mum was the word, so far as
Dave was concerned. His boss had gone to the big house, with a promise of an early return. That was
sufficient. The fact that Farrow was responding to a request from The Shadow was something that Dave was
determined not to mention.

Slade Farrow, meanwhile, had passed through the huge portals. The sociologist had reached the warden's
office. He was seated at one side of a desk. Across from him was the warden, a quiet−faced man who listened
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stolidly as Farrow spoke.

"These credentials" − Farrow laid the papers on the desk − "are ones that I always carry. I called Judge
Witherspoon this morning. Doubtless, you have heard from him."

"I have," rejoined the warden.

"My purpose is a simple one," explained Farrow. "I am not the type of sociologist who seeks publicity. In
fact, I shun the public eye. Once my name should become known, my usefulness would be at an end.

"I have studied prison conditions from the inside. In every case, I have delivered my compilations to the
warden himself. I have given reports − anonymously − to other sociologists. Any of my findings that have
appeared in print are attributed to persons other than myself."

"I understand, Mr. Farrow," stated the warden. "Judge Witherspoon's recommendation is sufficient. He told
me, however, that you would state your own purpose when you arrived."

"Very well," said Farrow. "I should like to obtain first−hand information regarding your new experimental
shop. The best method is for me to be placed in there, as a new prisoner."

"Under what name?"

"My own. It is not known."

"I can arrange it," declared the warden, with a nod. He surveyed Farrow's features and seemed pleased by
their hardness. "In fact, I can place you there immediately. We have had occasional cases in which prisoners
have been transferred here from other places. Some of them − men with good records − have been put in that
shop.

"I can list you as a transfer. That will enable you to gain the confidence of the men whom you meet. As for
the exact nature of the crime that cost you your liberty" − the warden paused to smile − "I think I can allow
you to decide upon your own story. No one will deny it."

"I have a story all ready," replied Farrow, also smiling. "One that will make me entirely at home. I can handle
that very nicely."

"Good," decided the warden. "As for your release, that can be simply arranged. The prisoners in the
privileged shop are allowed to forward any written request directly to me. They do so, quite frequently.

"When you are ready to leave, prepare a note to that effect. Give it to the guard. I shall do the rest. All of the
men in the privileged shop are finishing their terms of sentence. Your departure will cause no comment."

The warden reached out and pressed a buzzer. A secretary appeared. The warden gave him orders. The
machinery was moving. While they waited, the warden chatted with Farrow regarding matters with which
both were familiar; the myriad details that concerned the operation of a huge penitentiary.

Half an hour after his arrival, Slade Farrow left the warden's office. One hour after that departure, he was
guised as a prisoner, gaining his introduction to the privileged shop of which Diamond Bert Farwell was an
inmate.
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The Shadow's plan had worked. Within twenty−four hours after crime had developed in Manhattan. The
Shadow had placed a competent observer in the spot that counted most.

Diamond Bert Farwell, playing good behavior in hope of prompt release, was side by side with Slade Farrow,
making the acquaintance of the very man whom The Shadow had deputed to seek the source of current crime.

CHAPTER VII. FARROW REPORTS

WEEKS had passed since Slade Farrow's self−gained incarceration. During that period, crime had lulled in
Manhattan. Not one new clue had been gained since the episode of the Chinese disks. Duff Corley's death had
ended the trail.

Joe Cardona had delivered new reports to Commissioner Barth. These involved investigations held in
Chinatown; questionings of suspects brought to headquarters; statements gained from stool pigeons of all
types. The total result was nil.

All this made Barth feel triumphant. The commissioner felt that crime had been dealt a heavy blow when
Spider Mertz and his mobsters had been slain. But Joe Cardona knew that crime had gained a triumph. The
murder of Duff Corley had been the accomplishment of what crooks sought.

The Shadow, meanwhile, was waiting. He had chosen the course that he had intended to follow. The clank of
prison portals to announce Slade Farrow's entrance was a master stroke that The Shadow did not intend to
spoil.

Facts had told The Shadow that a hidden organization existed. Duff Corley had been one of the final recruits.
Perhaps others had been gained since; but to seek any carriers of the Chinese disks might mean the
obstruction of Slade Farrow's work.

The Shadow knew that he could rely upon the fake prisoner. He also knew that skulking crooks − members of
the hidden band − would stay away from crime until the big shot gave the word. The big shot, to The
Shadow's knowledge, was Diamond Bert.

The Shadow had definite proof to back this belief. Not one word had come from Slade Farrow. That meant
results were under way. Farrow was not the man to follow a blind trail. Had he learned nothing concerning
Diamond Bert, Farrow would have terminated his stay at the big house. As it was, the sociologist seemed
quite content to remain there.

Day after day; still no word from Farrow. Then, on a morning just three weeks after the sociologist had made
his trip up the river, the change arrived. It came when Farrow, himself, entered an office high up in the
Badger Building, near Times Square.

The door of the office bore a simple inscription upon its glass panel. The wording said:

RUTLEDGE MANN

INVESTMENTS

Inside, Farrow found himself in the outer room of a small suite. He saw a stenographer seated at a desk. He
tendered his card and asked for an interview with Mr. Mann. The stenographer went into the inner office.
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WHEN she returned, she left the door open and nodded to Farrow. The sociologist entered; the girl closed the
door as she went back to the outer office. Farrow paused in mild surprise as he saw a placid, chubby−faced
man seated at a desk near the window.

"You are Rutledge Mann?" inquired the sociologist, as he sat down. "I thought −"

"I understand," interposed Mann, with a smile. "You had expected to find some one else here. A person
whom we both know by reputation."

Farrow nodded. He knew that Mann meant The Shadow.

"That person," resumed Mann, "is awaiting word from you. I, like yourself, am simply his agent. You
received a letter some weeks ago, requesting you to perform a specialized service. The letter also stated that
you should report to me when your mission was accomplished. Am I correct?"

Again, Farrow nodded.

"I presume," said Mann, "that you have a report of your findings. You may give me that report, either
verbally or in writing. I assure you that it will reach the person for whom it is intended."

"Here it is," responded Farrow, drawing some folded sheets from his pocket. "I prepared a written statement
while coming down to New York by train. But I would like also to give you a brief outline of my
experiences. Merely to check on the details."

"Very well."

Farrow edged closer to the desk. This office offered excellent seclusion. From the window, the sociologist
could see the sky line of Manhattan, a strange contrast to the towered monotone of the walls that had
enclosed him during the past three weeks.

"Diamond Bert is the big shot," asserted Farrow, in a confidential tone. "I gained evidence of that two days
after I entered the pen. His work−bench was next to mine. I spotted him writing secret messages.

"What he did with them was a mystery at first. Finally, I gained the solution. Large boxes came into that
shop. They were filled with raw goods; and they passed inspection when the materials were taken out. One
day, however, I noted Diamond Bert lingering in the shop.

"Watching from a corner, I saw him reach into one of the boxes. He must have found a secret hiding place. A
compartment cut in the lower frame of the heavy box. He fumbled there for several minutes. Then he brought
out a bird."

"A bird?" inquired Mann, in mild surprise.

"Yes," replied Farrow, "a carrier pigeon. There was a barred window just above the box. The opening was
large enough for Farwell to thrust the bird through and send it on its way. Thus I learned how Diamond Bert
was communicating with his agents."

"Did the same scene occur again?" questioned Mann.

"Yes," answered Farrow. "I shall come to that. I said nothing to Farwell. I did not want him to know what I
had observed. I wanted to learn how the members of his band communicated with him. I did not think that
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they would commit the folly of sending messages with the carriers."

"Why not?"

"Because the pigeons might have been sent to any one. Messages would have caused trouble had guards
found the birds. I watched Diamond Bert. Like the rest of us, he was allowed a certain reading time. New
York newspapers were supplied. Some times crime news had been clipped from them.

"Diamond Bert liked to read the want ads. He made a joke of it, saying that he would soon be looking for
another job. But I saw a different reason. I decided that questions concerning members of Farwell's outfit
could be passed on to him through the ads."

Mann looked perplexed.

"Simple enough," explained Farrow. "Suppose an ad appeared under 'occupations wanted.' Code words could
tell that some agent had performed a certain task. They could indicate that new members were needed for the
band. More than that, they could be answers to questions put by Diamond Bert when he sent messages out by
carriers.

"He could give orders. With them, he could state what forms of ads would tell him if his instructions had
been accomplished. I decided quickly enough that Diamond Bert was managing everything on a plan that
limited many of the answers to 'yes' or 'no'."

"I see it now," nodded Mann.

"Time grew short," went on Farrow. "So I resolved upon a bold course. I was friendly with Diamond Bert. I
told him I was doing time for having handled fake promotion schemes. I knew that I had impressed him as
being the type of man he might use.

"So I openly informed him that I had seen him taking carrier pigeons from certain boxes. I wanted to know
the lay. I said that I was due to get out of stir before him. I suggested that we team up."

"What was his response?"

"This." Farrow reached in his pocket and produced a coinlike object that he dropped upon the table.

IT was another of the Chinese disks. "Diamond Bert must have some of these hidden in his cell. He told me
that by taking it, I became a member of his crew. It would be a token of identity by which I could reach him
when he left the big house."

"He told you where you would be able to find him?"

"No. He simply said that when he left the pen, he would call an old friend named Yates Yocum, who runs a
secondhand trunk shop down on The Bowery. Yocum, apparently, is not in the know. Merely a man whom
Diamond Bert helped out in a business deal.

"I am to call Yocum. Giving no name − merely to ask if he has heard from Bert. Yocum − after he hears from
Farwell − will name the place where I am to go."

Farrow paused and indicated the folded papers, to signify that all these details were present in the written
report. Then, with an emphatic gesture, he leaned close to the desk.
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"I know this," declared the sociologist. "Though Diamond Bert was cagy; though he postponed further talk
until after our appointed meeting, he is planning crime on a heavy scale. His schemes are formulated. His
workers will move when he gives the word."

"After he is out?"

"Yes. He is risking nothing until then. That brings me to the most important part of my story. The exact time
when Diamond Bert will be discharged from prison −"

"When will that be?"

"To−day, at three o'clock in the afternoon."

Mann opened his eyes. Momentarily nervous, he glanced at his watch. He saw that it was only ten o'clock.
That allowed five hours. Mann settled back with a smile.

"I sent a note to the warden yesterday," said Farrow. "I was released at six o'clock in the afternoon. Since I
could not see you until this morning, I went to a hotel in Poughkeepsie. I left by an early morning train.

"Knowing how slippery Diamond Bert might prove to be, I called Dave Garvell, who had charge of my
apartment. I gave him certain orders. I told him to send a man up to watch the prison; to be ready to trail
Diamond Bert when he left."

"Who was the man you sent?"

"A former crook called Hawkeye. The cleverest trailer in the business. He is stopping near the prison and will
keep in communication with Dave. If Hawkeye is needed, he is ready to trail Diamond Bert. If he is not
needed, we can call him off."

Mann picked up the written report. He stared from the window; then turned directly to Farrow.

"Suppose you go to your apartment," suggested Mann. "By the time you reach there, I shall have the answer.
Your report will have reached the proper hands. There is plenty of time between now and three o'clock.

"It was understood that you would arrive here before the time of Diamond Bert's release. You have done so.
Five hours will prove sufficient. But I feel sure" − a smile flickered on Mann's lips − "that plans have been
made to keep tabs on Diamond Bert."

Farrow understood. The Shadow himself intended to take up the crook's trail. Hawkeye would not be needed.
At the same time, Farrow knew that Mann − even if cognizant of The Shadow's intention − could make no
further statement.

"Very well," decided Farrow. "I shall follow your instructions, Mr. Mann. But before I leave, suppose I call
Dave. He hasn't heard from me since last night."

"Quite all right," responded Mann. "Use the telephone, right there beside you."

FARROW called the number of his apartment. He gained a response. He listened while Dave's voice clicked
over the wire. Mann, watching, saw Farrow start. Hoarsely, the sociologist ended his conversation; then
dropped the receiver on the hook.
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"What has happened?" inquired Mann, quickly.

"Diamond Bert!" exclaimed Farrow. "He's out!"

"Escaped?"

"No. The warden had to go to Albany. So he made an unexpected change in his established routine. He
released Diamond Bert and some other prisoners at nine o'clock this morning!"

"How did Dave learn that?"

"From Hawkeye. He must have heard that it was going to happen. He called Dave at half past eight. Then he
started out to pick up Diamond Bert's trail."

Mann was making notes on a sheet of paper. Farrow was nervous as he watched him. To the sociologist, this
was a catastrophe. It marked failure to the finish of his efforts. Fumbling, Farrow picked up the Chinese disk
that he had laid on Mann's desk.

"Hawkeye may trail Diamond Bert," he declared, with an attempt at hopefulness. "If he fails, there's still this
disk. It will give me a chance to meet with Diamond Bert. After he reaches New York."

"Don't worry about it," said Mann, completing his notations. "Go back to your apartment. Call me here or at
my home, the moment that you hear from Hawkeye. Do nothing else until you receive instructions."

Farrow nodded. He arose and left the office. Rutledge Mann picked up the telephone and made a call.
Burbank responded. Tersely, Mann stated that he was forwarding the report; then added the news concerning
Diamond Bert's unexpected release.

That done, Mann rewrote his notations, using bright blue ink. He folded the paper along with Farrow's report
and thrust all into a large envelope. He arose and went out of the office.

Mann was leaving for Twenty−third Street. There he would thrust his packet through the letter slit of a closed
office in an old, dilapidated building. The Shadow, informed by Burbank, would collect the envelope himself.

From now on, decision rested with The Shadow. He had planned well; Slade Farrow had accomplished
definite results. Yet chance had played an evil hand. With Farrow's information gained, The Shadow could
have moved to block Diamond Bert from the time the crook came out of stir.

The Shadow had the goods. By meeting Diamond Bert face to face, he could stop the big shot without
allowing time for a crooked move. Or, by staying close to the released convict, he could listen in on Diamond
Bert's plans; to learn the crook's associates; to find out Farwell's schemes before delivering a thrust.

Ill luck had ended that opportunity. Diamond Bert was free. His organization was ready. Carriers of the
Chinese disks were ready to aid in schemes of crime. Upon Hawkeye's ability as a trailer; upon Farrow's
indefinite appointment rested the only chances that remained.

If those failed, Diamond Bert would be in the clear, ready to weave his new spell of insidious crime. A
supercrook, head of a secret ring, Diamond Bert Farwell had left the toils of the law, prepared to deliver evil
that would outmatch his crimes of the past.
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CHAPTER VIII. TWO TRAILS

NIGHT covered Manhattan. Twelve hours had passed since Diamond Bert Farwell had left the clanging
doors of the State pen. Swiftly and in expert fashion, the slippery crook had disappeared. He had headed,
without question, for one objective: New York.

The metropolis, with its maelstrom of humanity, was Diamond Bert's logical goal. There his hidden
organization awaited his arrival. There, lost among the teeming multitudes, he could find a place of security
as headquarters for the campaign of evil that he planned.

Like a pebble dropped into a lake, Diamond Bert was gone. After him had plunked another human pebble:
Hawkeye. The man upon whom Slade Farrow relied as a trailer was also missing since early that morning.

A taxi was rolling along a side street north of Times Square. It came to a halt in front of a tall but antiquated
building. A neon sign, two of its letters blank, proclaimed this structure as the Hotel Rotunda. A passenger
alighted from the cab, hoisted out a heavy suitcase, paid the driver and entered the hotel.

When he reached the desk, this arrival inquired for a room with bath. He scrawled a name on the register. The
clerk read it as Horace Darnley. Glancing up, he viewed the new guest. The man was of squatty build; his
face, though pleasant and rotund, carried a singular hardness that showed in the light.

A bellhop carried the newcomer's bag into the elevator. The man removed his hat; and the clerk caught sight
of a bald head. Darnley turned toward the door of the elevator; the clerk saw his face again. This time he
noted the man blink his eyes as he looked toward the light. The door of the elevator closed. That was the
clerk's last glimpse.

There had been a certain oddity about Horace Darnley's manner; but the clerk soon forgot the fact. The man
had appeared as desirable as most of the guests who came to this decadent hotel. So the clerk took it for
granted that he was actually Horace Darnley, from Boston. He would have been quite amazed had any one
told him the true identity of the new guest.

The man who had just registered at the Hotel Rotunda was Diamond Bert Farwell. His choice of the name
Darnley had been a haphazard one; but the use of Boston as his supposed home city had been governed
somewhat by his day's travels. After leaving the pen, the ex−convict had headed toward the Massachusetts
metropolis; but he had finally branched off, boarded a train at New Haven, changed to bus at Bridgeport and
come in from the Bronx by elevated.

In all these shifts, Diamond Bert had taken it for granted that some one might be on his trail. Crafty and alert
the moment that he had retained his freedom, the smart crook had done his utmost to throw off any follower.

Yet he had failed in his endeavor. Five minutes after Diamond Bert had ascended in the elevator, another man
approached the desk of the Hotel Rotunda. This arrival was a small, frail fellow, whose face immediately
attracted the clerk's attention.

WIZENED in countenance, the man seemed prematurely old. His skin was colorless; only his eyes gave him
expression. They were sharp and beady; as quick and certain as the eyes of a dangerous snake.

This man picked up a pen and poised it above the hotel register. His shrewd eyes spotted the name of Horace
Darnley. They also saw the number of the room that the man had taken. It was 1215. The man glanced toward
the clerk.
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"How about a room, bo?" he questioned. "Got any that end with the number 13? That's my lucky number."

"Eight thirteen," responded the clerk.

"Not high enough," snapped the little man. "Go up a few notches if you want me to sign up. I'm particular."

"Eleven thirteen," said the clerk. "Twelve thirteen −"

"Sold," broke in the registering guest. "Twelve thirteen is my ticket. Let's have it."

He scrawled a name on the register. The clerk peered over the desk and saw that the man had no luggage.

"Two dollars for the room," he said. "Payable in advance, for those who have no baggage."

Before the clerk had finished, the new guest brought out a thick roll of bills. He peeled two ones from a batch
of fives, tens and twenties. He threw the two dollars on the desk and picked up the key that the clerk
presented. He headed for the elevator while the clerk was still trying to calculate the size of the bankroll that
he had seen.

The clerk figured there was something unusual about the beady−eyed guest; and he was right in his
assumption. This man who had talked his way into Room 1213 was a capable artist in his chosen line. This
was "Hawkeye," the trailer whom Slade Farrow had put on the path of Diamond Bert.

When he reached Room 1213, Hawkeye unlocked the door with caution. He closed it softly behind him; then
sneaked across the patched carpet of the floor. Already, he could hear the sound of a voice beyond the
connecting door that joined this room with 1215.

Hawkeye's room was dark, save for the glow that came in from the city lights. That illumination was
sufficient to show the crafty grin on Hawkeye's face. Judging from the tone of the voice that he heard,
Hawkeye knew that he was close to Diamond Bert.

ALL day, Hawkeye had kept up his chase of the ex−convict. Twice he had tried to put in a long distance call
to New York. Both times, Hawkeye had been forced to pass up such opportunity in order to resume the trail.

He had ridden in from the Bronx on the same car that Diamond Bert had taken in the el train. He had alighted
at the same station; he had watched the ex−convict hop a cab. Hawkeye had caught the repetition of Diamond
Bert's order when the driver had repeated it. He had heard the name: "Hotel Rotunda."

By rights, Hawkeye should have called Slade Farrow. But the trailer feared that the stop at the hotel might be
a short one. So he had hot−footed it to the same direction. Playing hunches, he had gained the room next to
Diamond Bert's.

Hawkeye could not make out what the crook was saying. Diamond Bert's call ended as he reached the
connecting door. Then came another call, a mumbled number. A short interval; then Diamond Bert began to
talk to some one. This time, Hawkeye made out words.

"Called an hour ago, eh?" Diamond Bert was questioning. "Wanted to know if you'd heard from me... Yes...
Well, I guess he's all right, whoever he is... Yes... When he calls again, tell him to go down to Howey's...

"You know the place... Sure, the old house he used to live in, before he took it on the lam. Yes, he owned the
place. I've been keeping it up for him... All right, Yocum. Tell that bird if he calls again..."
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Yocum. Slade Farrow had mentioned the name to Hawkeye. He had spoken of an appointment with Diamond
Bert to be made through Yates Yocum. Hawkeye had never heard of Howey; so he had no idea where the
house might be.

Diamond Bert, apparently, would be going there. Perhaps not for a while yet. Hawkeye was counting upon an
opportunity to slip out and call Farrow. Then the opportunity faded. Hawkeye heard footsteps in the next
room. The outer door opened. Diamond Bert was leaving.

With Hawkeye, the keeping of the trail was vital. The little man moved to the door of his own room and went
out into the hall. He gave Diamond Bert enough leeway to reach the elevators. Hawkeye arrived there just as
a door was closing. Two elevators were in operation. Hawkeye was lucky enough to catch the second one
half a minute later.

Reaching the street, Hawkeye spotted Diamond Bert half a block away. He took up the trail and followed the
crook to a subway entrance. He boarded the same train that Diamond Bert took. He alighted at the same
station.

The trail led eastward. Diamond Bert proceeded on foot, heading through a dilapidated district. All the while,
Hawkeye followed, turn by turn, street by street. The trailer was determined to spot the crook's destination.

WHILE Hawkeye was prowling through dingy streets, another personage was taking up the trail of Diamond
Bert. A light was gleaming in The Shadow's sanctum. The Shadow was awaiting news.

On his table lay reports; with them, notations that The Shadow himself had made. The Shadow had
communicated with Slade Farrow through Rutledge Mann. His orders had been simple. Farrow was to remain
where he was; to make no move whatever. His one duty was to report any word from Hawkeye, by
telephoning his information to Rutledge Mann.

A light glimmered from the wall beyond the table. A tiny bulb, announcing a call to the sanctum. The
Shadow plucked earphones from the wall. He spoke in a whisper that echoed through the gloomy room.
Burbank's voice responded.

"Report from Vincent," came the contact man's voice. "Another call to Yocum. He has heard from Bert.
Directions: first alleyway below the Elite Garage on Marwell Street. Door at the end of the alleyway. Come
immediately."

"Report received," whispered The Shadow.

Earphones clattered. The little bulb went out; then a click extinguished the bluish lamp above the table. A
swish; a whispered laugh. The Shadow had departed from his sanctum.

Marwell Street. A short, little−frequented thoroughfare on the fringe of an undesirable district. It would be
easy to find the garage that Burbank had mentioned. The Shadow was going to the appointed destination.

Diamond Bert had made a rendezvous with Slade Farrow. The in−between contact was Yates Yocum, a man
to whom Farrow had been required to give no name. So The Shadow had left the job of calling Yocum to his
agent, Harry Vincent. Harry had gained the required information. He had called The Shadow, through
Burbank.

TWENTY minutes after The Shadow had left his sanctum, a splotch of blackness glided beneath the dull
light of a street lamp. Just ahead was the brick, windowless wall of the Elite Garage. Then came a faint swish
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in the darkness. Keen eyes peered into the entrance of an alleyway.

The Shadow had arrived at the location named by Yocum. Stealthily, he moved forward in the darkness. As
he reached the innermost portion of the blind alley, he stopped. Unseen, he stood against a wall. Some one
was entering the alleyway, stumbling through the dark.

Muttering curses, this arrival reached a spot near to The Shadow. He opened a door, the very one that The
Shadow sought. A glimmer of light revealed a rough, unshaven face. It showed a sweatered figure as the man
stepped through the opening. The door swung shut; but not all the way. A chink of light showed at the edge.
The Shadow glided forward.

Peering through the crack, The Shadow saw the rowdy standing in a small, lighted entry. Straight ahead was a
second door, sheathed with metal, that displayed a peephole in the center. The sweatered man was holding
the palm of his hand toward the hole. A moment later, the inner door swung open. A second gangster joined
the first.

The two spoke. The Shadow could hear their growled words. He also saw the arrival pass something to the
man who had stepped out. A dull glint in the light revealed the object as a metal disk.

"The trick's yours, Hunky," said the man who had stepped from the inner door. "I'll be back in the morning. If
anybody shows up, make 'em flash the coin."

This was evidently a reference to the Chinese disk. It had been the token of admission for "Hunky," the new
arrival. He had given it to the man who was going off duty. That fellow would need it to identify himself in
the morning.

"O.K., Luke," said Hunky. "Say − has anybody gone in to−night?"

"Only Tam Sook," returned Luke, as he moved toward the outer door.

"He shows up every night, don't he?" questioned Hunky.

Luke paused to grin.

"Sure he does," he returned. "Why shouldn't he? This is his joint, ain't it?"

"It's supposed to be. But I can't figure it. That Chink's got a place of his own, down in Chinatown. What's he
want to come up here for? With guys like us watchin' his place?"

"Search me. But what's the good of talkin' about it? You're gettin' your dough, ain't you?"

"Sure."

"Then don't squawk. When Tam Sook comes down, keep your mug shut. He's your boss. He goes in an' out
when he wants."

"O.K. by me."

The Shadow drew back into darkness. A moment later, the outer door swung open and Luke stepped into the
alley. The Shadow waited until the gangster had blundered through the darkness, past the old garage.
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Hunky was the new inner guardian. The Shadow wanted to allow time before entering. It would be a mistake
to appear too soon after Hunky had gone. Meanwhile, The Shadow was considering the case of Tam Sook.

HE had heard of this Chinaman. Tam Sook was a prosperous Chinese merchant. One whose name had never
been connected with crime. But it was plain now that Tam Sook had been a secret agent of Diamond Farley.
As Wang Foo, Diamond Bert had gained contacts with Chinamen during his checkered past.

Tam Sook had provided this place. He had been making visits. He was inside at present. Those facts brought
The Shadow to a single conclusion. This house, with dilapidated walls three stories high, could be the hideout
that Diamond Bert had chosen. Herein, Diamond Bert would meet Slade Farrow.

The Shadow had come in Farrow's place. With a reason. That would be apparent later. First, The Shadow
must enter. Time had elapsed since Luke's departure. The Shadow moved forward; then halted and quickly
swung back to the darkness.

The door was opening again. A squatty figure blocked the light. The Shadow glimpsed a yellow face, bland
above the American garb that the man was wearing. Only for a brief instant did the face show in the light. In
that moment, The Shadow recognized the features of Tam Sook.

A frequent visitor to Chinatown, The Shadow had seen the Chinese merchant several times before. He waited
while the door swung shut and Tam Sook made his way through the alley. New silence came; The Shadow's
laugh was a mere whispered echo.

Had Tam Sook completed final preparations for Diamond Bert's arrival? Had Diamond Bert already reached
this house? If so, had Luke been instructed not to tell Hunky; or had Diamond Bert come in by a secret
entrance? What if Diamond Bert had not yet come here?

These were the questions that had brought The Shadow's laugh. There was one way to answer them; to keep
Farrow's appointment for him. Whether Diamond Bert had arrived or not, The Shadow could deal with the
situation. Three minutes after Tam Sook's departure, the cloaked observer moved forward and opened the
outer door.

The Shadow reached the inner barrier. He peeled the glove from his left hand. The girasol sparkled in the
light; then the hand dipped beneath The Shadow's cloak. It reappeared, holding The Shadow's Chinese disk.
This relic from the old days of Wang Foo was identical with the token that Diamond Bert had given to Slade
Farrow.

The Shadow moved to the right of the door. He held the palm of his hand to the closed loophole. Only the
disk showed, with its dull red character. The girasol was out of sight, behind The Shadow's hand.

With his gloved right knuckles, The Shadow rapped sharply on the inner door. The loophole clicked open; an
eye spied the disk in The Shadow's palm. But Hunky, the inside observer, saw no more than the disk within
the hand. The closeness of The Shadow's palm blocked further vision.

The loophole popped shut. Bolts began to click as Hunky drew them. The Shadow's left hand still remained at
the center of the door. But his right hand had taken up another task. Swinging from beneath the folds of his
black cloak, The Shadow's gloved fist appeared with an automatic in its clutch.

His weapon ready, The Shadow was prepared to spring a prompt surprise the moment that Hunky opened the
door. The disk had worked its charm. A .45 would do the rest.
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CHAPTER IX. THE DEATH TRAP

THE sheathed door swung inward. Hunky stepped aside to view the entering visitor. In his hand, as a
precaution, the sweatered gangster was holding a revolver. He was ready to use it, should emergency require
such action.

But Hunky, hard−faced and vicious, had expected no such arrival as the one who appeared. The gunman's
bristly face quivered as his gaze encountered fiery eyes that peered from beneath a hat brim.

Directly below those burning optics was the looming muzzle of an automatic. Faced by The Shadow, Hunky
lost all sense of motion. He staggered backward like an automaton, his quaking legs acting of their own
volition.

Hunky was backed against the wall of a short, dimly−lighted passage. His finger had slipped from the trigger
of his gun. The weapon remained in his hand solely because his loosened fist had failed to open fully. No
word had been needed to proclaim the identity of the menace that stood before the affrighted mobster. Hunky
had recognized The Shadow.

The girasol glimmered as The Shadow pressed the door shut behind him. Hunky did not see the flashing gem.
His eyes fixed in a helpless stare, were fascinated by The Shadow's gaze. Hunky was experiencing the
hypnosis that seizes a bird trapped by the cold glare of a snake.

A motion of the automatic. This time, Hunky responded through fear. He let his revolver clatter to the floor.
He raised his hands to the level of his shoulders. He quivered as he heard a whispered laugh − a merciless
tone that sounded hollow in that passage.

Though his automatic remained level, The Shadow's eyes turned. They sought the inner end of the passage.
There they saw another door, also metal−sheathed; but with bolts on the near side. Instantly, The Shadow
discerned the purpose of that barrier.

Any one who passed by that next door would be blocked from return. Hunky had a double duty. He could
stop those who might seek exit as well as the ones who came in from outside. Had Slade Farrow come here as
appointed, he would have walked into a positive trap.

Sweeping a few paces forward, The Shadow paused and turned toward Hunky. Whispered words came from
hidden lips. Their hiss made the mobster cower. Hunky feared death. He did not know that The Shadow
scorned unnecessary kills.

Though the mobster might prove a handicap, The Shadow intended to take him along on the path that lay
ahead. Hunky, at The Shadow's bidding, was scheduled to make his first trip into the interior of Tam Sook's
lair. It was a chance occurrence that altered The Shadow's plans.

THE SHADOW had passed Hunky and had faced toward him. Thus The Shadow's eyes were fixed upon the
outer door. It was not from that barrier, however, that trouble came. The inkling of danger arrived from the
deep end of the passage, where The Shadow had spied the door with drawn bolts.

A slight swish of air announced the opening of that second barrier. The Shadow wheeled as a second mobster
stepped in view. This fellow was an inner guardian. For some reason, he had decided to enter the passage to
speak to Hunky.
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Under the same orders, the newcomer held a revolver. Moreover, he experienced an advantage that Hunky
had not gained. This second gunman had caught The Shadow by surprise. He lost no time the moment that he
saw the shrouded figure.

The revolver came up as The Shadow wheeled. Quickly, the guard aimed for the black−clad form. The
revolver spurted flame. A bullet whizzed down the passage. It flattened against the door that The Shadow had
closed.

For in his whirl, the cloaked intruder had performed an amazing fadeaway. Over across the passage, down
toward the floor, The Shadow dwindled instantaneously. This was the instinctive trick that had served him
well in combat with marksmen of the underworld. Many a killer had been astounded by that fading swerve.
None who had witnessed it had remained to benefit by their discovery.

For the fadeaway was but the prelude to the deed that came a split−second later. Though his form dropped,
The Shdow's right arm swung upward. The automatic thundered in the passage. The mobster staggered
forward from the door.

Though clipped by The Shadow's return shot, the gunman was not finished. His body was doubled up and
swaying; but his lips spat oaths as his wavering right hand loosed shots that ricocheted along the passage.
With those hopeless revolver bursts came new stabs from the automatic. The mobster crumpled on the stone
floor.

The sight of conflict had revived Hunky's courage. With a venomous snarl, the cowering mobster had
dropped to the floor to grab his gun. While his pal's bullets sizzled above his head, Hunky made desperate
aim. It was an act that The Shadow had foreseen.

With echoes still resounding through the stone−walled passage, The Shadow came upward in a rapid spin.
His smoking automatic coughed as it swung. A zimming slug found Hunky's crouched body before the
gangster could press the trigger of his revolver.

Instinctive aim had served The Shadow well. By incredible swiftness he had beaten Hunky to the shot. Not
only that, his close−range burst was perfect. Hunky proved softer than the man at the door. A single slug was
all that he could take. He rolled upon the floor and lay still.

The Shadow waited. Silence followed echoes. There was no farther sound from anywhere. The whole house
was like a tomb. The Shadow strode past Hunky's body and bolted the outer door. Then he turned, went along
the passage and went through the inner portal, closing it behind him. He noted bolts on this side also.

THE SHADOW had formulated a swift plan. His quest was for Diamond Bert. The arch−crook might already
be within this house. If so, a quick search would locate him. Should the hunt prove futile, The Shadow must
make a rapid return. By taking Hunky's place behind the first barrier, he could admit Diamond Bert should he
arrive and crave entrance through display of a Chinese disk.

Just beyond the second portal, The Shadow found a closed door. It was raised a short space from the floor. It
indicated a stairway. Not only was this the only course that could be followed; but the presence of the door
explained something to The Shadow's satisfaction. That blocking barrier told why the shots had not been
heard higher in the house.

The Shadow opened the door and found a narrow flight of stairs. Dim lights showed the steps. The Shadow
ascended. He reached a landing and continued upward. Past the second floor; then to the third. The stairs
made short turns; and at no spot along the way did The Shadow discover any passage leading from them until
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he reached the top.

There, The Shadow encountered another blocking door. He opened it and found a short corridor that
terminated in a steel−sheathed door. This had no loophole. Instead, its center was furnished with a square of
thick glass that was evidently bulletproof. Peering through the pane, The Shadow discerned blackness only.

The light in the hallway showed The Shadow as a weird shape of blackness. Moving away from the glass
panel, The Shadow brought his left hand into the light. He held it near the glass in the door, displaying the
Chinese disk. Firmly, he rapped his right hand against the door.

Half a minute passed. The Shadow was holding an automatic in his right hand. He had produced it swiftly, as
he had done below. Then, noiselessly, the sheathed barrier slid open. The light from the hall revealed a tiny
antechamber. Directly beyond it was another door.

The next door had an opening supplied with four short vertical bars. It was through this that some one − from
inner darkness − had peered clear through the glass in the outer door. The Shadow paused, pressed close
against the wall. Then, from the darkness beyond the wicketed door, he heard an oddly−accented voice
pronounce a single word:

"Enter."

The tone of the voice was proof that it came from a corner some distance beyond the inner door. Whoever
had uttered the command, had moved away from the wicket. The Shadow was sure that spying eyes had seen
the disk alone. Boldly, he stepped into the little anteroom.

A faint buzz from darkness beyond the wicket. The outer door slid shut. The Shadow was imprisoned in a
tiny cell. Then came another sliding sound as the door with the wicket opened. Again, a voice from total
darkness:

"Enter."

THE SHADOW was totally invisible as he stepped forward through the opening. Again a buzz gave signal to
the concealed person who waited in the darkness. The Shadow paused; he heard the wicketed door slide shut.
A second later, greenish lights illuminated the room.

The ghoulish glare revealed a strange scene. The Shadow was standing just past the threshold of an Oriental
apartment. The smooth walls were painted with weird figures; hideous dragons, leering joss gods, grinning
devils that seemed creatures of an unbelievable nightmare.

The floor was covered by a complete carpeting of blood−red hue, criss−crossed by thin lines of bright gold.
Off to the left was a break that showed the surface of a metal door − a barrier that had a completely solid
front. The wall on the right showed no opening.

The door through which The Shadow had entered was not in the center of its wall. It was several feet to the
right. Thus, to face the center of the opposite wall, The Shadow had been forced to turn at a slight angle. He
had done so in the darkness. Already, he had leveled his automatic, even before the lights had appeared. For
his keen ears had told him the exact direction from which the voice had come.

Thus The Shadow, like a visitant from a tomb, was ready by dint of uncanny precision. His living form was
as outlandish as any of those nightmare paintings on the walls. Blazing orbs − the eyes of The Shadow −
were fixed upon a half−domed niche cut in the farther wall. For there, behind a table of solid ebony, sat the
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man who had twice pronounced the word: "Enter."

A Chinaman wearing a resplendent robe. A bland−faced Oriental who blinked placidly as he viewed his
unexpected visitor. Though he had reason for surprise, the Mongol did not show the slightest trace of
astonishment.

Yet The Shadow, too, had reason for surprise that he did not betray. For the face that he observed above that
gorgeous robe was one that he had seen elsewhere, only a dozen minutes before. The Chinaman seated deep
behind the ebony stand had the features of Tam Sook, the Celestial whom The Shadow had glimpsed
departing by the alleyway below!

CHAPTER X. THE TRAP SPRINGS

TAM SOOK chuckled. There was dry mirth in his tone. He seemed to relish The Shadow's presence. He was
unperturbed by the yawning muzzle of the automatic, though it loomed squarely before his almond−shaped
eyes.

No response from The Shadow. His form became a statue; its sable hue matching the ebony of Tam Sook's
table. The burning eyes; the automatic; the girasol, sparkling from the white left hand − those alone formed a
relief to the blackness of The Shadow's garb.

Tam Sook's chuckle ended. His eyes blinked. Then he spoke, in perfect English, except for the slight
sing−song that the Chinaman had acquired from his native tongue.

"You are not the visitor that I expected," remarked the Chinaman. "The one whom I awaited is called Slade
Farrow. You, however, have displayed the required token. Therefore, I shall accept you in his place."

The Shadow remained silent. Tam Sook indulged in a soft chuckle. The Chinaman settled farther back in his
chair. He showed no dread.

"You are The Shadow," pronounced Tam Sook. "You have come in the place of Slade Farrow. That is good. I
am here instead of the man whom you seek. He is called Diamond Bert Farwell; but there was once a time
when he was known as Wang Foo."

Tam Sook paused. He placed his hands before him. They rested loosely upon the ebony table, like the hands
of a musician, ready to play a piano selection. The gesture showed that Tam Sook had no weapon in
readiness.

"Beneath this table," remarked Tam Sook, "is a pedal upon which my foot is resting. While I continue to
press it, this room will remain unchanged. Should I lift my foot" − the Chinaman paused to blink − "the entire
floor will open. You, my visitor, will fall to your destruction.

"That is why your weapon is useless. The swifter your shot − should you choose to use your gun − the more
rapid will be your doom. Should you wound me; should you kill me; the result will be the same. Death to
you, The Shadow.

"Therefore, I advise you to make no foolish move. It would be preferable for you to talk. If you have any
entreaty that you wish to make; if you have word for our mutual friend, Wang Foo, this is your opportunity to
speak."
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Tam Sook paused. He fully expected The Shadow to reply. The Shadow, however, remained silent. His only
motion was a slight backward glide, accompanied by a steady lowering of the automatic. Tam Sook took the
hopeless retreat to be a gesture of surrender.

"PERHAPS," observed the Chinaman, "you intend to wait until I have spoken further. Very well. I shall
oblige. I shall answer a question that must be in your mind. I shall tell you about our friend, Wang Foo.

"This place was prepared as his abode. I have come here, night after night, to furnish it as his stronghold.
To−night, my friend arrived. He came here as Diamond Bert. Awaiting him, I had the vestments that he
required to once more assume his character of the past. The guise of Wang Foo.

"But he chose neither that guise nor this abode. Instead, he said to me: 'Tam Sook, I wish you to remain here
while I fare forth. Therefore, Tam Sook, I shall go as you. I shall be Tam Sook, the Chinese merchant; not
Wang Foo, whom the police have known.'

"So Diamond Bert became Tam Sook. I, Tam Sook remained. Diamond Bert, the new Tam Sook, is free. He
is ready to perform his chosen tasks. His workers are everywhere here. Those who carry the disks are ready
for his call."

There was cold truth in the Chinaman's sing−song tone. The Shadow knew that this was the real Tam Sook.
Diamond Bert had already arrived. Craftily, he had garbed himself as Tam Sook. An artist when it came to
disguise, a man who had previously played a deceptive Chinese role, Diamond Bert had performed an expert
job.

The Shadow had seen Diamond Bert at the alley door. The glimpse had been too short for The Shadow to
discern the deception. The talk between Luke and Hunky had indicated that Tam Sook came here frequently
and then departed. That had led The Shadow to accept Diamond Bert as the real Tam Sook.

"I remained here" − Tam Sook was resuming − "to greet the visitor who was expected. Slade Farrow. I stayed
here to question him. To learn whether he might be friend or enemy. Instead, I have received you, The
Shadow.

"You do not choose to speak. Therefore, I know that you cannot be a friend. You are an enemy. For such as
The Shadow, there can be but one fate. You must die."

As Tam Sook pronounced this verdict, he settled back into his deep chair. His hands slid from the table. Then
came a slight shift of his robed body. A muffled click sounded as Tam Seek raised his hidden foot from the
pedal beneath the ebony table.

Splitting along its thin gold lines, the crimson floor dropped downward on heavy hinges. Except for the
raised nook wherein Tam Sook was seated, the entire apartment changed into a yawning pit that formed a
blackened cavern down into the cellar, three floors below. With that move, Tam Sook had blandly sprung the
trap that he believed would hurl The Shadow to destruction.

But The Shadow had foreseen the move. He was acting as Tam Sook shifted. Swift in this moment of crisis,
The Shadow had taken advantage of the one chance that offered. His left hand was sweeping upward as the
click resounded. Just as the floor broke open, The Shadow clutched a bar of the little wicket set in the door
through which he had entered.

The Shadow's form slumped downward with the falling of the floor. But his left hand held its grip. Dangling,
with half his body beneath the level where the floor had been, The Shadow remained swinging before the
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startled eyes of Tam Sook.

THE right hand swung upward. Tam Sook slumped behind the level of the ebony table. A roar resounded
through the open−floored room. A tongue of flame flashed from the automatic as The Shadow pumped a
zimming slug upward through the woodwork of the ebony stand.

A scream from Tam Sook. The Shadow's deflected bullet had scored a hit. The Chinaman was wounded. His
trap had failed. The Shadow was still a menace. More shots, if they came through that ebony bulwark, would
spell Tam Sook's doom. The Chinaman did not wait.

Though wounded, he showed remarkable fight. He bobbed up from behind the table like a mandarin−clad
jack in the box. His left hand shot out and caught the farther edge. His right hand swung forward with a long,
terrific sweep as his body surged across the table top.

A knife glimmered as Tam Sook hurled it across the room. The deed was a swift one, performed before The
Shadow could respond. As the automatic barked another bullet toward Tam Sook's unprotected body. the
flashing blade was already on its murderous course.

Had Tam Sook aimed the knife for the hanging shape of The Shadow, he would have certainly gained a hit.
But such a stroke, to end The Shadow, would have had to reach his heart. That was why Tam Sook had
chosen a different mark.

He had thrown the knife above The Shadow's head, choosing as his target the white hand that clutched the
wicket bar. Straight for the glimmering girasol. That had been Tam Sook's aim. The Chinaman's hope was to
loose the hold that alone kept The Shadow from destruction.

The speeding weapon missed by the fraction of an inch. The whizzing blade breezed the knuckles of The
Shadow's fingers as it flashed between two bars of the wicket and bounded from the metal door beyond the
anteroom. The Shadow's clutch remained unloosened.

But Tam Sook fared less happily. In his venomous effort to dispose of his uncanny foe, the Chinaman had
made himself an unprotected target. The quick response of The Shadow's automatic was a shot that found its
mark.

Half across the table, Tam Sook jounced upward as the bullet reached him. Writhing in agony, the Chinaman
sprawled forward. His body could not stop its lunge. His clutching claws slipped as they tried to grasp the
edges of the ebony stand.

Sliding forward in twisting fashion, Tam Sook delivered a high−pitched cry as his momentum carried him
clear beyond the table edge. Pitching downward, head−foremost, the dying Mongol plunged into the
darkened abyss. His scream trailed as he fell. Then came a dull crash from beneath. Faint, gasping moans
reached The Shadow's ears from far below. Then came silence.

Grimly, The Shadow laughed. It was the first sound that he had uttered since his arrival in this den of death.
Echoed mockery was token of The Shadow's triumph over the fiendish efforts of Tam Sook. That laugh, also,
was foreboding. Its hollow mirth told of the danger which The Shadow still faced.

Hanging from the bar of the wicket, The Shadow was still above the opened pit. There was no means by
which he could open the door. While he remained in this predicament, The Shadow could rely upon
endurance only to prolong his life. Should his firm hold weaken, he would follow Tam Sook into the depths.
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THIS was an emergency for which The Shadowy was fortunately prepared. When he fared forth upon
adventure, The Shadow necessarily equipped himself for obstacles. Time and again, he was forced to scale
outer walls in order to gain a goal. To accomplish this, he carried special devices in the form of rubber
suction cups.

While his left hand still retained its hold upon the bar, The Shadow thrust his right beneath his cloak. He left
his automatic there. In its place, he brought out a greased rubber disk. He pressed this firmly against the
surface of the door and twisted it in place. Carefully, he released the bar and drew his hand away. The suction
cup held.

The left hand went beneath the cloak and brought forth a second disk. This clamped against the wall and
showed its ability to grip. Twisting the right hand cup free, The Shadow moved along the wall.

Hand over hand, a hazardous course. The Shadow moved beetlelike among the hideous paintings that glared
from the sides of this outlandish room. Ordinarily, The Shadow would have utilized emergency disks that
fitted to his feet. The difficulty of adjusting them had forced him to forgo those aids to safety.

In order to reach a spot of security, The Shadow had to tour half around the room. He made the first corner.
Suction cups squidged as he continued to the next. At the second turn, The Shadow paused; both disks
pressed firmly to the wall.

There, he pressed his feet against the painted face of a Chinese devil and arched his body backward. The
action eased the strain upon his arms. For two long minutes, The Shadow remained, swaying slightly from
left to right that he might relax his muscles for a new ordeal. Then he resumed his precarious way.

Foot by foot, along the gilded painting of a Chinese dragon, The Shadow followed the final course. As he
neared his goal, he moved upward on the wall. His climbing progress carried him above the arch of the half
dome. The Shadow's feet settled upon the very edge of the ebony table.

The Shadow knew that the blackwood stand was firmly clamped. Hence he relied upon his foothold. He
loosened one suction cup with a twist and shook it free from his hand. It bounced upon the table and rolled
into Tam Sook's chair.

The Shadow did not attempt to pull away the second cup. Such a twist, without the holding force of the other
disk, would have precipitated his balanced body back into the yawning pit. The suction cups had a tendency
to resist release.

Holding the edge of the archway with his free left hand, The Shadow managed to pull his right from the
grip−glove that covered the clamped cup. That done, he eased into the nook and gained Tam Sook's chair.

Bending below the table, The Shadow discovered the pedal of which the Chinaman had spoken. He stooped
and pressed it with one hand. Rumbling, the portions of the floor came up in place. Beside the pedal was a
clamp. The Shadow swung it and held the pedal down. The room was restored to its former order.

WITH a soft laugh, The Shadow climbed upon the table and pried his suction cup free from the spot above
the arch. He made a close examination of the desk. There he found control buttons and pressed them. The
door with the wicket slid open; also the barrier beyond the anteroom. The Shadow let them shut.

He knew that there must be other controls somewhere on the stairway up which he had come. But what
means had Tam Sook used for exit from the room? Closer examination gave the answer. Above each switch
was a little catch. The Shadow pressed both devices. The doors slid open.
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Slowly, the catches moved like pointers on a dial. It required half a minute for them to reach their limit. Then
the doors slid shut automatically. This was the means whereby Tam Sook had been wont to depart from his
strange den.

On the other side of the table was a single switch with a catch above it. The Shadow knew that this must
control the door that showed in the end of the room. He felt sure that Diamond Bert must have arrived here
by that entrance. The Shadow decided to use it as an exit.

He found a light switch centered beneath the table. He pressed it. Darkness filled the room. Then The Shadow
pressed the catch that controlled the single door. With glimmering flashlight, he saw the barrier slide open.
Stepping from the nook, he made in that direction.

Passing through the portal, The Shadow found himself in a sloping space beneath a pair of steps. A click; the
sliding door went shut. That did not disturb The Shadow. He found a release that opened a section of the
stairway. He went through and pushed the steps shut behind him.

The twinkling flashlight showed that The Shadow had reached the normal portion of the house. This flight of
steps led up to a small attic. At the bottom, where The Shadow now stood, was a heavy door, bolted. The
Shadow extinguished his light and softly drew the bolt. He stepped into an outer hall.

This house fronted upon a side street. The proof was a dull glimmer from lights along the thoroughfare. By
the faint glow of the windows, The Shadow was able to pick his stealthy way until he found a flight of steps
that led to the ground floor. He followed them.

The Shadow reached an outer door. It was bolted. He drew the fastening and moved to a flight of stone steps,
closing the door behind him. This house must have been left open for Diamond Bert. The crook, however,
had bolted doors behind him.

The steps were just away from the circle of light that came from a street lamp. They formed an excellent spot
of blackness. The Shadow paused; he edged toward the wall of the house in preparation for a choice of
departure. Then he made a quick whirl as a figure came upward from beside the steps.

The Shadow had closed in upon a crouching watcher. Simultaneously he and the waiting man discovered
each other. An instant later, they had come to grips, staggering out to the sidewalk. There, The Shadow
twisted free. His form was plain in the sphere of lamplight.

His antagonist uttered a startled exclamation, just as The Shadow swung a gloved fist toward the fellow's jaw.
The blow struck. The man slumped and lay half groggy on the sidewalk. The Shadow, stooping forward,
recognized a wizened face that he had seen before. The man was Hawkeye, the trailer whom Slade Farrow
had dispatched to cover Diamond Bert.

Hawkeye had followed his quarry. Blocked when Diamond Bert had bolted the door of the house, the trailer
had waited. In the dark, he had decided that The Shadow must be Diamond Bert, returning. Thinking himself
discovered, Hawkeye had sought battle.

The Shadow plucked Hawkeye to his feet. The little fellow was groggy; his feet responded mechanically as
The Shadow carried him along the way. At the end of the block, they reached a street where an elevated
structure towered above dingy−fronted shops.

A cab chanced to be standing by the curb. The Shadow opened the door and hoisted Hawkeye into the rear.
The driver, hearing the noise, turned. The Shadow spoke in a quiet tone, giving him the address of Slade
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Farrow's apartment.

The driver saw the door shut. He thought his passenger had closed it. He did not note that Hawkeye was
slumped in the seat. He did not see the gliding shape of The Shadow. The driver shoved his car into gear and
pulled away.

THE SHADOW faded with darkness. From then on, his course was untraceable. Only at intervals, in
unfrequented spots, did a splotch of blackness manifest itself as it moved ghostlike beneath the glow of
lighted patches.

This manifestation of The Shadow's presence finally occurred upon a dim, narrow street that fringed the
Chinese district. Edging into darkness, The Shadow stared across the thoroughfare, toward the front of a
gloomy shop. Above barred windows glittered the gilded name: "Tam Sook."

The shop of the Chinese merchant. Yet the place showed no signs of occupancy. The Shadow glided across
the street; he found a side door, locked. A pick clicked in the darkness. At length, the barrier opened. The
Shadow entered the silent house.

Ten minutes later, The Shadow reappeared upon the gloomy street. His search had proven futile. The house
was empty. This was new evidence of Diamond Bert's cunning. The crook had taken on the guise of Tam
Sook; but he had not come to occupy the merchant's shop.

A soft laugh in the darkness. A gliding shape beneath a lamp−glow. Then the figure, like the whispered
mirth, had faded into nothingness. The Shadow, silent and unseen, was moving toward the lighted district of
New York's Chinatown.

CHAPTER XI. CRIME BEGINS

TWENTY−FOUR hours had elapsed since The Shadow's encounter with Tam Sook. During that period, he
had found no trace of the man whom he sought. Diamond Bert Farwell had closed the trail behind him.

Somewhere in Manhattan, the supercrook was at large. Crime was due to occur. The Shadow had no clue
toward its location. He knew that a stroke might come as early as to−night. Yet The Shadow could do nothing
more than wait.

AMID the traffic of Times Square, a limousine was honking its horn while the chauffeur fumed. Seated in the
back was a restless, gray−haired man who showed impatience at the delay. At last the breaks came. Just as a
huge advertising clock delivered ten clanging strokes as aftermath to discordant chimes, the traffic began to
move.

Twelve minutes later, the chauffeur stopped in front of an old but well−preserved house that stood on an
uptown street. This was the brownstone residence of Norris Tatson, millionaire philanthropist. It was Tatson
himself who had arrived. He was the gray−haired man in the car.

There was something querulous in the millionaire's manner as Tatson stepped from the limousine and
hobbled forward on a heavy cane. The chauffeur was standing by to aid him. Tatson pointed to the front of
the house and spoke to the man.

"Look there, Charles," wheezed Tatson. "No light above the door. What ails Gorwin? He knew that I was
coming home."
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"Perhaps he did not expect you so soon, sir."

"So soon? I told him that I would be here by half past nine. This is negligence on his part."

"He never failed before, sir."

"That is no excuse. Charles. It is unnecessary for you to take Gorwin's part. I shall reprimand the fellow the
moment that I see him. Come. Help me up these steps."

Charles aided. Tatson rang the door bell. There was no response. While Tatson fumed, the chauffeur
produced a key and unlocked the door. Tatson hobbled in; Charles followed. They passed through a vestibule.
Then the millionaire stopped with a startled exclamation. Charles stared past the stooped form of his
employer.

On the floor lay Gorwin, the servant whom Tatson had decided to reprimand. The man was stiff in death. His
pale face was staring upward. The front of his livery was stained with a crimson splotch. Gorwin had been
shot through the heart.

"Come, Charles!" exclaimed Tatson. "Into my study! This may mean robbery. Come. At once."

The chauffeur hurried ahead of the hobbling millionaire. He opened the door of the ground−floor study. The
room was empty and undisturbed. Tatson made his way to the wall. He pressed a panel upward. The action
revealed a compact wall safe. Tatson found it securely locked. He chuckled harshly.

"No one found it," he declared. "My gems are untouched. Poor Gorwin" − the millionaire clucked as he
remembered the dead servant − "well, Charles, I must call the police at once."

"What about Mr. Joland?" inquired the chauffeur, in an anxious tone.

"Joland!" exclaimed Tatson. "My word! I had forgotten him. He should be here. Run upstairs at once,
Charles. See if you can find him."

The chauffeur departed while Tatson made a call to the police. That done, the millionaire hobbled restlessly
across the room, anxiously awaiting the chauffeur's return. Hurried footsteps on the stairs announced that
Charles was descending. The chauffeur entered the study.

"Did you find Joland?" snapped Tatson.

"No," replied the chauffeur. "He is gone."

"What!"

"He left this, sir."

The chauffeur displayed a yellow telegram. Tatson pushed it aside and ordered Charles to read it.

"Not without my glasses," he explained. "Tell me what it says, Charles."

"It's from Newfield, sir," stated the chauffeur. "Addressed to Mr. Joland. Advising him that his father is quite
ill. Asking him to come to Newfield at once."
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"I see. What time of delivery is marked on the telegram?"

"Eight thirty, sir."

"Hm−m−m. Joland must have started shortly after that. Were his things packed, Charles?"

"Yes, sir. The room was pretty much mussed. Mr. Joland must have changed suits. There was one thrown
over a chair."

"He must have had time to catch the train. Nine−twenty, wasn't it, Charles? The time you took Joland to the
depot, several weeks ago?"

"Yes, sir."

A ring of the door bell followed the chauffeur's remark. Charles hurried into the hallway, stepped gingerly
past the dead body of Gorwin and answered the door. A stocky man entered. Charles nodded as the arrival
flashed a badge.

"Detective Cardona, from headquarters," was Joe's gruff announcement. "Where is Mr. Tatson?"

"In his study, sir."

"Show me there −"

Cardona paused as he saw the body on the floor. He entered and stooped to examine it. Two other
headquarters men came in the door. Then Tatson appeared, hobbling from the entrance of the study.

A SHORT quiz followed. The millionaire and his chauffeur told all that they knew. In conclusion, Tatson
handed Cardona the telegram.

"Karl Joland is my secretary," he explained. "I left him here this evening with Gorwin. The telegram is
marked eight thirty. I suppose that Joland left before nine o'clock. Gorwin must have been murdered between
then and half past."

"Why before half past?" inquired Joe.

"Because of the light over the front door," stated Tatson. "Gorwin invariably turned it on shortly before
whatever time I was scheduled to arrive. I called him to−night to say that I would be in at nine thirty. He
would have turned on the light some time between quarter past and half past."

"What time did you call Gorwin?"

"Quite early. About seven o'clock."

Cardona made notes. He was acting as inspector in charge of this case. While Joe was busily engaged, one of
his men made a comment.

"Something sticking out of the flunkey's pocket," said the headquarters man. "Looks like an envelope,
inspector."
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Joe turned toward Gorwin's body. He spied the corner of an envelope. He removed the object, to find it
unsealed. He drew out a folded paper. It proved to be a note in pencil.

"Joland's writing," commented Tatson. "I recognize it. But I can't read the words without my spectacles."

"It's to you," stated Cardona. "Signed Joland. Says that he is leaving for Newfield. Taking the nine twenty
train. Says that his father is ill; that you will get this note from Gorwin."

"That corroborates the telegram," decided Tatson.

"Let's look about a bit," suggested Cardona. "Nothing missing, Mr. Tatson? You're sure of it?"

"Absolutely nothing."

"The safe in your study?"

"Is untouched."

"Are you positive?"

"Absolutely. Of course, I can open it to make certain. But I have proof without that."

Cardona looked puzzled. Tatson motioned him into the study. There, the millionaire showed the detective the
wall safe. The front of the safe was fitted with an oddly bulging knob.

"A Blefflinger safe," explained Tatson, "but the special knob is an added device. One faulty turn will throw it
completely out of gear. Then the knob will spin. As you see" − Tatson paused to place his fingers to the knob
− "it is tight at present."

"But suppose some one knew the combination? Some one like Joland?"

"I alone know the combination. Furthermore, I changed it only recently."

"Hm−m−m. Well, if robbery wasn't the motive, we'll have to look for something else. Of course, maybe some
crooks came here and beat it after they killed Gorwin. But in the meantime, I ought to know some more about
this fellow Joland. Was there any bad blood between him and Gorwin?"

"None at all. They seemed very friendly. In fact, Joland was always willing to perform the services required
of Gorwin on nights when the butler was not here."

"Was that frequent?"

"Once a week. Sometimes more often."

"I think I'll take a look up in Joland's room."

"Very well."

WHILE Cardona's men were prowling about the ground floor, looking vainly for clues, the ace went up to the
secretary's room. There he discovered evidences of hasty packing. This fitted with the fact that Joland had but
a limited time to make his train.
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Cardona stared at the discarded suit that had been flung over a chair. He began to examine the garments. He
thrust his hand into a coat pocket. His fingers slipped into a little inner pocket. They encountered something
that Joe thought was a coin.

Bringing the object to light, Cardona uttered a surprised grunt. In one instant, the whole complexion of the
case had been altered. It was not a coin that Cardona had brought from the pocket of Joland's suit. The object
that lay in the detective's palm was a dull gray disk that bore a Chinese character.

Identical with the disk that Duff Corley had carried. A mate to the token that Spider Mertz, dying, had tried to
throw away. Here was something that Karl Joland had evidently forgotten. Proof that Norris Tatson's
secretary was a member of a secret, murderous band!

Pocketing the disk, Joe made for the stairs. He hurried to Tatson's study. The millionaire looked up in
surprise at the detective's excited entry. Joe wasted no time. He pumped questions at Tatson.

"How much did this fellow Joland know about your affairs?" demanded Cardona.

"Why − why" − Tatson was stammering − "he knew a great deal −"

"What have you got in that safe?"

"Gems."

"Worth much?"

"A quarter of a million."

Cardona stepped back stupefied. Tatson smiled weakly. Then he spoke.

"Not much to me," he said. "I had really forgotten their value until you asked about it. You see, they are
stones that I intend to sell when I am offered a proper price."

"Who has seen them?"

"Several dealers. One man − Marlin Norse − has been positive that he could find a customer. I have been
keeping the gems here until I heard from him again."

"Did Joland know that the jewels were here?"

"Yes. He was present at every conference that I held. With Norse, and when I had conferences with several
other dealers. Yes, he was always present."

Cardona was standing with hands deep in his coat pockets. In his right fist he was clutching the Chinese disk.
The feel of that token roused him further.

"Open the safe, Mr. Tatson," ordered Joe, in a firm tone. "I've got to see with my own eyes that those jewels
are safe."

The millionaire smiled indulgently, He hobbled to the wall and blocked Cardona's view while he worked the
combination. Stepping slightly aside, Tatson drew back the door. Cardona was moving forward. Together,
millionaire and detective stared into the interior of the safe.
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Metal−lined walls alone met their view. Tatson's safe was empty. Jewels worth a quarter million had been
stolen from a strongbox that was deemed impregnable. A dead butler, a vanished secretary and a rifled safe.
All hinged on the Chinese disk that Joe Cardona still clutched in his tightened fist!

CHAPTER XII. THE SHADOW MOVES

IT was late the next afternoon. Joe Cardona was seated in a little office. The acting inspector was glum as he
talked with Detective Sergeant Markham. Joe's voice was reminiscent.

"Remember Inspector John Malone?" he inquired.

Markham nodded.

"It was right here at this desk," recalled Cardona. "Right here that Malone was sitting. I was standing just like
you are. And we were talking about a mess as bad as this one up at Tatson's.

"The Laidlow murder. Jewels mixed in that, too. And a secretary. I forget his name − Burgess, I think it was.
Committed suicide down in Florida, after we implicated him."

"Several years ago, wasn't it?" asked Markham.

"Yes," replied Cardona. "And in back of it all was a guy called Diamond Bert Farwell. A foxy egg, Diamond
Bert. Passed himself off as a Chink. Used the alias Wang Foo.

"Well, here we are again. I'm behind the desk instead of Malone. You're walking around instead of me. A
murder. Jewels gone. A secretary. And here's the Chinese end of it."

Cardona plunked the grayish disk upon the desk. Markham studied the object curiously.

"Chinkee Chink," growled Cardona. "Find him. A Chinaman's chance. It's the same guy back again,
Markham."

"Diamond Bert?"

"Yeah. He's out of the big house. Left there yesterday and we let him slip. Shows what a guy can get away
with by pulling the good behavior gag."

A shadow fell across the table where Cardona was eying the Chinese disk. The acting inspector looked up to
see a tall, stoop−shouldered fellow who had entered with mop and bucket. Joe studied the dull face of Fritz,
the janitor.

"Cleaning up early?" questioned Cardona.

"Yah," responded Fritz.

"He was here, too," recalled Cardona. He indicated Fritz as he spoke to Markham. "Mopping the room while
Malone and I beefed away. The one guy that's sure of a job here is Fritz."

"Yah," grunted the janitor, in methodical fashion.
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CARDONA forgot Fritz. He thumbed a report sheet. Markham watched Joe scowl. Finally, the acting
inspector planked the paper on the table beside the Chinese disk.

"Joland's old man didn't send that telegram," asserted Joe. "Joland didn't go to Newfield after he left Tatson's
house. He beat it, Joland did. It's a cinch he's got the gems. That's the line−up I'm going to work on.

"I'm going to find out everything about that guy Joland's past. Whether or not Diamond Bert is the big shot,
it's a cinch that Joland was working with him. Tatson is sure that Joland couldn't have opened the wall safe;
but I'm convinced that he did.

"Somebody sent him a phony telegram from Newfield. Why? To make it look like Joland was on the level.
Joland bumped Gorwin, and stuck a note in the butler's pocket, to make it look like all was on the square.

"Maybe he figured on going to Newfield. He got cold feet, that's all. Anyway, he got a cool quarter million in
sparklers. Joland was around when old Marlin Norse came to see Norris Tatson. Norse was a jeweler, talking
business with Joland's boss. All the while Joland was snooping, figuring out how he could grab the gems.

"And there's the proof of it. That disk. Like every smart crook, Joland made a slip. Forgot the disk when he
took it on the lam. Left it in the pocket of his other suit. Where I found it. The rest of this report means
nothing. Tatson, with his talk about Gorwin turning on the light night after night − Gorwin friends with
Joland − nobody knowing the combination of that safe − all that got us nowhere.

"My investigation is what counted. I called up the Newfield police chief. They checked up on things there.
That's how I found out the telegram was a dud; how I learned that Joland didn't come in on that train from
New York.

"I'm going to dig into Joland's past like a farmer with a harrow. I'm going to find out everything he did from
the time he came with Tatson. Too bad that Gorwin is dead. Well, the poor guy probably found out too much
about Joland. That's why the secretary croaked him."

With this conclusion, Cardona thrust the report sheet into a drawer and locked it there. He growled something
about an appointment with Commissioner Barth. Then he stalked from the room with Markham following.

FRITZ ceased his mopping. The stoop−shouldered janitor sidled over to the desk. He produced a pick and
opened the drawer. He studied the report sheet that Cardona had laid aside. His eyes were keen − no longer
the eyes of Fritz. They noted every item in the report. Then a hand slid the drawer shut and locked it.

The janitor shuffled from the room. He made his way to an obscure locker. There he parked his mop and
bucket. From the locker, he produced jet−black garments. A cloak slipped over his shoulders; a slouch hat
settled on his head.

A black form glided away along a corridor. The role of Fritz had ended. The pretended janitor had become
The Shadow. He was leaving before the real Fritz arrived. Joe Cardona was correct when he had remarked
that Fritz had been around headquarters ever since the days of Inspector Malone. The Shadow had been
assuming the part of Fritz even in those dim days of the past. Yet no one had ever suspected the imposture.

EVENING had settled. A shapeless mass of blackness, The Shadow was wending his way through the narrow
streets near Chinatown. Past the blackened front of the deserted shop that belonged to Tam Sook, the Chinese
merchant. Into an alleyway that was the last turn before the glowing center of Chinatown itself. The Shadow
entered the door of a tawdry little Oriental store.
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The place was empty. Evidently its owner had stepped out. The Shadow reached the wall and pressed a panel.
The barrier opened. The Shadow entered a corridor and closed the opening behind him. The panel fell in
place just as the Chinese shop owner came in from the street.

THE SHADOW had found steps that led downward. He followed a twisting passage that led beneath the
street. He ascended steps; then edged to the wall as he neared a barring door. The portal slid open as The
Shadow pressed a spot on the wall.

The Shadow came into a lighted anteroom. He pressed a knob on a huge brass door. This barrier also opened.
Up a flight of steps; there The Shadow chose one of two narrow passages. Weaving his way through a
labyrinth of turning corridors, he came to a final door. There, The Shadow picked up a padded stick that lay
at hand. He struck the door. The signal sent a clang resounding through the passages. The door slid upward.

The Shadow entered a room where a solemn Chinese was standing, This man was clad in a robe of dull red,
ornamented by dragons of dull gold. He faced his visitor and gazed with firm cold eyes. The brass door had
descended; against its background, The Shadow formed a sinister figure. Yet the Chinaman showed no dread.

This Chinaman was Yat Soon, the arbiter. His name was law among the tongs, those strange secret societies
that exist among the Chinese. Yat Soon, however, was a neutral. It was he to whom rival leaders came to
arbitrate their differences.

The justice of Yat Soon was a legend in New York's Chinatown. There was a saying: 'When Yat Soon
speaks, all must do his bidding.' Such was the power that this one Celestial wielded. And Yat Soon, being a
just man, was friendly toward The Shadow.

Though ordinary visitors to Yat Soon's invariably encountered blocking challengers, The Shadow had
displayed the ability to enter as he chose. Yat Soon apparently regarded this as The Shadow's prerogative; for
the darkeyed arbiter evidenced no surprise as he faced his spectral visitor. Yat Soon spoke, in quiet tone. His
words indicated that The Shadow had come here two nights before.

"We have been seeking Tam Sook," stated the Chinaman. "Only I know that the real Tam Sook is dead; all
others think that it is the real Tam Sook we seek."

The Shadow's tones responded. The whispered voice put a question in the Chinese tongue. Yat Soon replied
in English. In these conversations, The Shadow and Yat Soon each used the other's language.

"We have found a place where the false Tam Sook has been," declared Yat Soon. "Once, long ago, the real
Tam Sook had a servant. One named Loon Goy. This servant was given money by Tam Sook. He went away
from Chinatown.

"Loon Goy had a laundry on a street near Sixth Avenue. With him is a man called Hoy Wen. The business,
though it is seemingly theirs, truly belonged to Tam Sook. It was there that one of my watchers saw Tam
Sook this afternoon.

"The word was brought promptly to me. But after that came new word, the belief that Tam Sook was no
longer there. Either Loon Goy or Hoy Wen had seen my searchers. Yet Tam Sook had not been seen passing
from that little store."

Again The Shadow spoke. Yat Soon nodded before responding. The Chinaman's tone was solemn:
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"My watchers had seen an American man depart from Loon Goy's. He was one whom they seen not seen
enter. They wondered; and to me they brought that word. Then did I know that this man you seek had gone
away.

"He has learned that we have watched. Hence my watchers are there no more. Chinese people are easily seen
among others when they venture forth from Chinatown. Yet it may be that the man you seek − the American,
Diamond Bert − will some time come back to the laundry of Loon Goy and Hoy Wen."

Yat Soon paused. He heard a brief question in Chinese that came from The Shadow's lips. Yat Soon nodded,
for the second time.

"I know that you are right," he said. "No more will Diamond Bert be as a Chinaman. Not as Wang Foo,
whom he once was; nor as Tam Sook, who is dead. He will be American.

"It is wise that you should have watchers of your own to spy upon Loon Goy and Hoy Wen in their laundry.
Should you find that you must deal with them, you may call upon me. I should like to give the punishment to
Loon Goy and Hoy Wen."

A word from The Shadow. Yat Soon bowed. He stepped to the side of the room and pressed a switch. A
panel rose close beside him. The Shadow passed through that exit. The panel descended. Through a new
maze of passages, The Shadow traced a downward course. Doors opened of their own accord, apparently
controlled by Yat Soon in his hidden room. The last opening brought The Shadow into a small, dingy cellar.
He ascended a flight of steps and came out upon a secluded street.

SOME distance from Chinatown, yet fringing the East Side, was a district that spoke of bygone importance.
Here were square−walled buildings, eight stories high, blocked close together, with only tiny passages
between.

The plate−glass windows of wholesale houses were in evidence. One of these was backed by heavy metal
bars. The name painted on the window declared:

MARLIN NORSE, INCORPORATED

WHOLESALE JEWELER

Eyes from the darkness observed that legend. Then a phantom figure glided through the opening between the
building and the next. The Shadow had come here from Chinatown. He found bars on the rear windows; but
he had no difficulty in entering the building itself, through a door that did not lead directly into Norse's.

There The Shadow found a strong door connecting with the jeweler's. The glimmer of The Shadow's
flashlight showed an electrical connection in the form of an antiquated burglar alarm. This device was no
trouble to The Shadow. He skillfully detached the connections; then worked on the door itself.

Soon The Shadow stood in Norse's darkened store. The bulk of an old−fashioned safe showed on the other
side of the room. That box would have been easy for the average cracksman. In fact, its old fashioned style
was proof that Norse must deal chiefly in quantity lots of cheap jewelry that would offer no lure to burglars.

Of greater interest to The Shadow was a doorway that led to a space behind the shop. He entered this and
found a passage that terminated in a flight of inside stairs. Evidently they led up to living quarters, where
Norse could stay over night if he chose.
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To the right was another door. It was locked but unprotected by alarm devices. The Shadow probed its lock.
He unfastened the door and entered a little office. Here were drawn window shades that hid the bars outside
the windows.

There was a small safe in the corner. Like its big brother in the outer store, this box was obsolete. The
Shadow passed it and went to a desk in another corner. Using his flashlight, he began to unlock drawers and
draw out record books that he found there.

These showed facts concerning Norse's business. Figures told of transactions in which the wholesaler had
acted as agent. The real valuables that Norse sold never came into his possession. There were also pages of
figures that concerned large quantities of cheap jewelry. These did not interest The Shadow.

The silent investigator was looking for something else; searching for a prize that he seemed sure he would
find. At last, his quest was ended. Dipping deep into a drawer, a gloved hand felt among a box of paper clips.
Fingers, unhampered by their thin covering, obtained another object and brought it into the light.

There, held between blackened fingers, shining dully beneath the rays of The Shadow's torch was another of
the Chinese disks!

CHAPTER XIII. FARROW'S VISITOR

SLADE FARROW was seated by his living room window. Comfortable in his secluded apartment, the
sociologist was reading the morning newspaper. He was particularly interested in the latest story that
concerned the robbery at Tatson's.

Karl Joland was wanted for the murder of Gorwin and for the theft of his employer's gems. The police had
lost the secretary's trail; but they appeared to be making a thorough investigation of his past. The sociologist
studied a picture of Joland; one that Tatson had given to the newspapers. Farrow shook his head. He
wondered why the law had centered on this one man. His lips moved as though framing a question.

Then, to Farrow's astonishment, came a verbal answer to the very thought that was in his mind. From
somewhere close beside him, a quiet voice responded:

"Because of the disk."

Farrow dropped the newspaper and stared. A stranger was seated in a chair not five feet away. Farrow had
never seen this personage before. The visitor was tall; that was apparent despite the fact that he was seated.
He was quietly dressed; his features were steady, almost masklike.

A hawklike nose dominated the visage that Farrow studied. The sociologist also caught the glint of flashing
eyes. Recovering quickly from his startlement, Slade Farrow felt a steady thought come drumming through
his brain. He knew that this visitor was The Shadow.

Farrow was correct. Here, at ten o'clock in the morning, The Shadow had arrived to confer with him. But the
disguising features which The Shadow had chosen were ones that he seldom used. He had not come here as
Lamont Cranston; nor was he utilizing other physiognomies that he had worn frequently in the past. The
Shadow had arrived as a nameless personage.

Farrow shifted mechanically in his chair. A flood of impressions gripped him. Dave had gone out a while
before. That had paved the way for The Shadow to enter unseen. Yet Farrow, himself, was surprisingly alert.
It seemed impossible that any one could have entered without discovery.
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"You were wondering about Karl Joland." The Shadow spoke in an even tone, his words slow, but clipped.
"Your expression betrayed that fact. Therefore, I gave you the true reason why the police seek Joland.
Because of the disk."

"Joland had a disk?" inquired Farrow, finding his voice.

"You have read the newspaper report," replied The Shadow. "It includes all the details except one. The
newspaper states that Joland discarded one suit for another. It was in the pocket of the discarded suit that
Detective Cardona found a Chinese disk."

Farrow nodded. He had read the facts thoroughly. The arrival of the telegram. The time that Joland's train
departed. The fact that the secretary did not take the train. Even the point regarding the front light that
Gorwin had failed to turn on before half past nine. The story had also included mention of Joland's note,
found in Gorwin's pocket.

"I see," said Farrow. "The secretary was a logical suspect. The only trouble is that he is a bit too logical. He
might have planned things better, if he were naturally a crook. He might have done worse if he were
inexperienced at crime. But since a disk was found in his pocket −"

Farrow paused to stare at The Shadow. He caught the flash of the eyes that shone from the immobile face. He
saw a slight smile on the almost artificial lips; an expression that seemed fixed there.

"The disk makes Joland a crook," exclaimed Farrow, suddenly. "It puts him in league with men of crime. It
proves him to be capable of murdering the butler. It shows that he could have engineered the robbery."

"Then you believe," decided The Shadow, steadily, "that Joland is guilty."

"Guilty of complicity, perhaps," said Farrow. "Probably the criminal; but backed by another man. One whom
we both know. Diamond Bert Farwell."

SLADE FARROW, like Joe Cardona, had reached a verdict. Yet the sociologist, after delivering his decision,
began to rub his chin. Farrow realized the existence of a mysterious presence in this room; something that
Cardona had not detected when Fritz had entered his office. Perhaps it was that presence; the unknown
stranger whom Farrow believed to be The Shadow; possibly, Farrow possessed a keenness that Cardona did
not have − whichever the case, Farrow suddenly began to reconsider his decision.

"No!" exclaimed the sociologist. "It doesn't fit! There is something missing! If Joland were actually a crook,
he would not have blundered as he did."

"Name the points that impress you," stated The Shadow.

"Well," decided Farrow, "the telegram from Newfield would have been a blind to begin with. Also the note
that Joland presumably gave to Gorwin. Those showed cleverness, if we assume that Joland is the murderer.

"What hits me is the matter of the suit that Joland left behind him. Suppose he changed the suit before he
attempted crime. He would never have left the Chinese disk in the pocket. Anything, except that disk."

"Granted," remarked The Shadow.

"Suppose then," resumed Farrow, "that Joland had not changed his suit. Suppose he committed crime first.
With time short for a getaway, the last thing he would have done would be to change his clothes. Am I
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correct?"

"Yes," responded The Shadow. "Your thoughts, Mr. Farrow, have paralleled my own. I also recognized
another point in the Joland theory."

"What was that?"

"The matter of the outside light. The newspapers state that Joland sometimes performed Gorwin's duties for
him. Had Joland − a clever crook − actually slain Gorwin, he would have certainly considered the time
element."

"I begin to understand. He would have wanted the police to think that Gorwin was slain after his departure.
That outside light was due to come on at about nine fifteen. If Joland −"

"If Joland had turned it on after killing Gorwin, it would have set the time of the murder at approximately
half past nine."

Farrow nodded. New theories crept through his mind. He began to have flashes of thought that came as if by
inspiration. Before he could connect them, he heard the quiet voice beside him.

"The telegram was a hoax," declared The Shadow, in his even tone. "It was sent by an agent of the actual
murderer. It was used to draw Karl Joland from the house. Joland had time to change his clothes. He actually
gave a note to Gorwin. He left shortly before nine o'clock."

Farrow was nodding again. He was picturing the very scene that The Shadow was describing. He could see
Joland packing, leaving, anxious to make his train.

"Shortly after Joland's departure," resumed The Shadow, "the actual murderer arrived. He rang the door bell.
Gorwin admitted him promptly, thinking that Joland had returned for something. The murderer backed
Gorwin deep into the hall, covering him with a revolver.

"Then, deliberately, at close range, this criminal murdered the butler. A well muffled shot not only cleared
the way for crime, it enabled the master crook to pin the deed on Joland."

"By planting a disk in the pocket of the other suit!"

"Precisely. The disk could have been left in a drawer, or dropped on the floor. But the murderer decided that
the pocket was the best place for it. Cardona had already discovered one of those disks. There would be no
use in trying to conceal the fact that the crime ring is moving. It was better to start the law upon a hopeless,
blind trail."

"Diamond Bert!" exclaimed Farrow. "This is his work. He has the nerve to do it."

"Exactly," agreed The Shadow. "Now tell me what happened to Karl Joland."

The tone was not a question, yet it called for an answer. Farrow thought quickly. He knew that The Shadow
had already divined the truth. Farrow got it also.

"They grabbed him," decided the sociologist. "On the street outside of Tatson's. Maybe with a fake taxi. They
had to make it look as though Joland had fled."
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The facts fitted. Slade Farrow was sober. He knew the power of the fiend that he and The Shadow were
combating. He realized that Gorwin had been slain in cold blood, simply because the servant would have
testified in Joland's behalf. It was that thought that made Farrow ask a sudden question.

"But why did they have to use Joland at all?" he quizzed. "If he wasn't needed on the inside −"

Farrow stopped short as he viewed the unchanged smile upon The Shadow's fixed lips. New thoughts popped.
Set on the right track, Farrow was following the steps that The Shadow had taken hours before.

"I see!" exclaimed the sociologist. "Because some one else was the inside man. Some one else knew that
those jewels were there. Some one else paved the way for Diamond Bert. That man had to be covered.

"Joland was around when dealers called on Tatson. There was one fellow who came there several times. The
newspapers merely mentioned his name because it was in Tatson's testimony. I remember the name. Marlin
Norse."

"Marlin Norse," repeated The Shadow. "I called at his store last night. I entered after it was closed. I knew
that whatever contact Norse might have with agents of Diamond Bert would be made in his office. That
would be the only place where Norse would require a Chinese disk."

"You found one?"

"Yes. In a box of paper clips. I left it there. Norse may need it later."

"It's all clear now!" cried Farrow. "Norse was a better bet than Joland, all along. Dickering with Tatson, he
talked the millionaire into keeping the gems in his home. Ready for Diamond Bert to come and get them!"

"By opening the safe!"

Farrow stopped short. He began to stroke his chin. He looked steadily toward The Shadow.

"How did Diamond Bert open it?" inquired Farrow. "I understand that safe was just about crack−proof."

"Some one accompanied him," replied The Shadow.

"Even then it was a job," said Farrow. "I don't believe that any one could have accomplished it without the
combination."

"Perhaps Tapper could have."

FARROW'S eyebrows furrowed. For a moment, he was worried. Tapper was one of Farrow's reformed
crooks. Cracking safes was his specialty. Did The Shadow think that Tapper had turned crooked to aid
Diamond Bert? The Shadow caught the troubled thoughts that had gripped Slade Farrow.

"Tapper did not aid Diamond Bert," stated The Shadow. "I mentioned his name merely because I should like
to borrow him."

"Borrow him?"

"Yes. Norris Tatson has closed his house because of Gorwin's death. The wall safe is empty. No one will be
watching it. It would be interesting to have Tapper experiment with it."
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"It would. Most certainly. I can assure you that Tapper could open that safe as quickly as any expert in the
country. Unless −"

Farrow paused; then smiled, "Unless you consider yourself an expert," he said. "I believe that you could do
the job."

"I could," declared The Shadow. "Very effectively. Too effectively. It would be an unfair test. I should like to
match a skill such as Tapper's with that of the man who aided Farrow. I believe that the results would be
illuminating."

"Very well. You shall have Tapper."

"And Hawkeye, also. I have work for him."

Farrow chuckled. He felt at ease by now. He was thinking of Hawkeye's arrival at this apartment a few nights
ago.

"Hawkeye knows who jolted him," laughed Farrow. "You should have heard him talk about The Shadow.
He's still a bit worried, even though I have reassured him. When will you need Hawkeye?"

"Later to−day," declared The Shadow. "You will hear from me. As for Tapper, you may give him the proper
orders yourself."

"Very well." Farrow reached for the newspaper. He began to scan the columns. "I think Norris Tatson's
address is given here. Let me see. Not there − ah! Here it is. One hundred and ninety−eight West −"

Farrow paused abruptly. He had raised his head as he turned toward The Shadow's chair. To his amazement,
the spot was vacant. Silently, mysteriously, in full daylight, Farrow's visitor had gone!

CHAPTER XIV. AIDS TO THE SHADOW

NOT long after The Shadow's surprise visit to Slade Farrow, a young man entered the lobby of the Hotel
Metrolite. The bell captain nodded as the arrival passed. So did the elevator operator, when the young man
entered his car.

"Good morning, Mr. Vincent," was the operator's greeting.

Harry Vincent was a resident guest at the Metrolite. For several years, that hotel had been his New York
headquarters. He frequently went away on business trips; but he always returned to the Metrolite.

At present, Harry was living in Suite 1010, which consisted of a small living room and bedroom. When he
reached his suite, Harry sat down at a writing desk and drew an envelope from his pocket. It was a large
envelope, quite bulky. In the upper left corner, it bore the return address:

RUTLEDGE MANN

INVESTMENTS

NEW YORK CITY
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Harry had received that envelope from the investment broker only a short while ago. He had gone to Mann's
office in response to a telephone call. Mann had given him the envelope with orders to return promptly to the
Metrolite.

Harry opened the envelope. Inside, he found four smaller ones, each of a different color. Red, yellow, green
and blue. To Harry, this meant a definite progression. The envelopes were to be opened in turn; the red one
first.

From the red envelope, Harry produced a folded sheet of paper. It proved to be a note, inscribed in code
words of bright bluish hue. Harry read the message with no effort. Immediately afterward the words began to
fade. The paper became blank.

Harry Vincent was sober as he stared from the window. New York, in daytime, seemed a city of safety. Yet
Harry could sense insidious evil, hidden dangers that lurked in Manhattan. As an agent of The Shadow, Harry
knew that his chief was waging a new campaign against crime; but until to−day, Harry had not learned the
full details of the case.

DIAMOND BERT FARWELL! Harry remembered the crook. He had encountered Diamond Bert when the
fellow was masquerading as Wang Foo. Harry had fallen into the hands of the pretended Chinaman. But for
The Shadow's timely aid, Harry would have suffered death within those toils.

Diamond Bert at large! Harry could appreciate the struggle that The Shadow faced. In that faded codeword
note, Harry had learned brief details of The Shadow's recent adventures. In taking the role of Tam Sook,
Diamond Bert had acted true to form. His disappearance from the laundry of Loon Goy and Hoy Wen was
but further proof of his slippery ability.

Harry tore up the empty red envelope. He placed the other three envelopes in his pocket. Leaving his suite, he
descended to the street and headed for an East Side subway station. He rode to Fourteenth Street. There he
hailed a cab and gave the driver a destination. Riding in the cab, Harry produced the yellow envelope and
opened it.

A new note with coded instructions. Harry's eyebrows lifted as he read the orders. Here was something new
in Harry's experience. Contact work which he had not previously performed for The Shadow. Harry was
meditative when the note faded. Then, his lips set in a firm smile. He tore up the yellow envelope and the
blank paper. He tossed the fragments from the window.

The cab stopped at its destination. Harry alighted, paid the driver, and looked about. He was on a narrow
street lined by dilapidated tenements. To his right was another thoroughfare that was only a block in length.

There was no traffic on the short street. The block had been transformed into an open−air market. Wheel to
wheel, projecting from the curbs, were pushcarts that displayed all types of merchandise.

A babbling tumult filled the air. A motley throng of purchasers filled street and sidewalks. Buyers were
walking from wagon to wagon, haggling, bargaining with these outdoor merchants. Troublesome gamins
were sidling about, waiting for opportunities to pilfer from the stands. But the curb merchants were wary. No
matter how eager they became to make a sale, they invariably kept a watchful eye on the juvenile pests.

Harry strolled along the street. He looked at the carts as he passed them. The block was like a bargain
basement on wheels. But Harry had no eye for purchase. He was noting the license plates on the push
wagons. He reached the end of the block before he found the one he wanted.
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This wagon was a fruit stand. It was presided over by a keen−eyed Italian, whose chief duty was watching
out for petty thieves. Fruit offered most inducement to the roving gamins. It was a commodity too frequent to
attract many purchasers. Almost last in the line−up, the Italian was doing very little business; and his
glumness showed it.

HARRY stepped up to the Italian. The fellow turned in his direction, eager to make a sale to this
well−dressed customer. But Harry's inquiry did not concern the wares that were heaped upon the stand.

"Is your name Pietro?" inquired Harry.

The Italian stared suspiciously; then nodded.

"I want to talk to you," stated Harry.

Again a suspicious stare. Then Pietro was reassured. Harry's appearance passed his inspection. The Italian
knew that this questioner was neither gangster nor detective. Those were the only two types of interrogators
whom Pietro was anxious to avoid.

"I poosh da cart around da corner," suggested the Italian. "Disa place, too many da keeds. All time dey grabba
da banan. One time dey grabba three beeg bunch. What you wanta say?"

The question came as Pietro, wheeling the cart, reached a spot beyond the corner. Harry was following. He
looked about; seeing that no one was close, he spoke in a confidential tone.

"Remember a fellow named Tony Cumo?" questioned Harry.

"Tony Cumo?" returned Pietro. "Sure − Tony, he's dead. What you wanta know about Tony?"

"He was a counterfeiter."

"Sure. I know. He giva me da bad nickel. I getta myself in wrong. I tella da cops all about."

"And after that?"

Pietro hesitated. He eyed Harry with new suspicion. He saw friendliness in Harry's gaze. Pietro spoke:

"Tony, he have the friends. One friend, he aska me why I tella da cop. I say da cop aska me. Quattro uomini −
four men − dey grabba me. Wanta keel me, Pietro. Dat's all."

"Who stopped them?"

Pietro shrugged his shoulders. Apparently, he did not care to answer the question. He shot a glance at Harry;
then prepared to push his cart along the street. Harry spoke in a low tone, close to Pietro's ear.

"The Shadow stopped them."

Pietro paused. He darted a swift sidelong look; then listened as Harry spoke three short words in Italian.
These were words that had appeared in The Shadow's message. Pietro understood.

"He tella me some time he needa me, maybe," declared the Italian, in a low tone. "You come from heem. You
know what he spoka to me. Da Shadow. When he helpa me from da friends of Tony.
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"You tella me what Da Shadow want. I do whatta you say. You giva me da right word. I worka da way you
want −"

Harry broke in. Quietly, he gave Pietro definite instructions. The Italian nodded his understanding. He
repeated Harry's name when the agent stated it; also the telephone number that Harry added. The pushcart
was in motion. Pietro shoved it along the street while Harry walked upon the curb. Then, as they neared a
corner, their paths separated.

Harry boarded an elevated train. He chose one of the central, facing seats in the almost deserted car.
Unobserved by any one, he opened the green envelope and read its message. Paper went blank. Harry tore it
with the envelope. When he alighted from the train, he let the pieces of paper flutter from the platform.

Glancing at his watch, Harry hastened down the steps. He hailed a taxi and rode westward. Leaving the cab,
he strolled along Ninth Avenue until he reached a little restaurant. A cab was parked by the curb. Harry
smiled as he noted its license number. He entered the cab.

IMMEDIATELY, a hunch−shouldered taximan came from the restaurant. He delivered a friendly grin as he
sprang to the wheel.

"Where to, boss?" he questioned.

Harry gave a destination. The driver nodded. Looking downward, Harry spied the driver's card that showed
through a celluloid pocket just in back of the front seat. It displayed a picture of the taximan; and gave his
name: Moe Shrevnitz. Harry leaned to the front.

"I just had time to catch you, Moe," observed Harry. "You usually leave that restaurant at twelve thirty, don't
you."

"Yeah," returned the driver, in surprise. "I was just finishin' a cup of Mocha when you hopped aboard. But
say − how'd you know I ate there?"

"Turn over to Seventh Avenue," responded Harry, ignoring Moe's question. "Go up past Brindle's restaurant.
I want to take a look at the place."

Moe's hands shook. He nearly lost the wheel as he turned to deliver a troubled glance.

"Remember the night those gorillas stopped you in front of Brindle's?" questioned Harry. "Made you drive
them up into the Bronx? Going to rub you out and take your cab?"

"Say" − Moe’s teeth chattered − "what are you? A dick? Or a newshawk?"

"Neither," replied Harry. "Neither detective nor reporter. Just a friend of yours, Moe. A friend who wants to
know how you stepped out of that mess in the Bronx."

"The gorillas got scared," bluffed Moe. "They was yellow. That's all."

"Scared of what?"

"Nothing that I know of."

"Then who clipped them?"
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"The bulls, I guess."

"Not The Shadow?"

The question startled Shrevnitz. He yanked the cab over to the curb. His face showed pale as he turned to
stare squarely through the window. He eyed Harry's countenance.

"You ain't no pal of them gorillas," decided Moe. "I can tell a gunman when I see one. You're a guy that's
workin for − for −"

Harry nodded. Moe knew that he meant The Shadow.

"Say," acknowledged Moe. "That guy gave me the creeps. But he's an ace. If he wasn't, Moe Shrevnitz
wouldn't be drivin' no cab to−day. Tell me what he wants. I'm game for it."

Briefly, Harry spoke. Leaning from the wheel of his parked cab, Moe Shrevnitz nodded his understanding.
When Harry was through, Moe shifted squarely behind the wheel. He was ready to start. Harry withheld him.

While the driver waited, staring straight ahead, Harry opened the blue envelope. He read the instructions that
he found within.

"Take me over to the Broadway subway," ordered Harry, through the front window. "Then follow the
instructions that I gave you. Remember: call the number I mentioned at two o'clock."

Shrevnitz nodded. The cab rolled from the curb. Pieces of paper, blue mingled with white, drifted from the
side window as Harry tossed the fragments to the street.

FORTY minutes later, Harry Vincent was in Harlem. He entered a small, but well−kept office building and
walked up to the second floor. He stopped before a door that bore the statement:

JERICHO DRUKE

EMPLOYMENT AGENCY

The door clinked a bell as Harry opened the barrier. Inside was a little waiting room with a rail. Beyond it,
the door of a small inside office. That door opened; then the entire portal was blocked by the figure of a huge
African.

"Jericho Druke?" questioned Harry.

"Yes, sah," smiled the African. "At your service. What kind of help do you need, sah?"

"You used to be doorman at the Club Galaxy, didn't you?"

"Yes, sah."

"Remember the time you stopped those two killers who had rubbed out Heinie Walbo? While they were
trying to make their getaway?"

Jericho's face became solemn. The African nodded.
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"It was a good job, Jericho," observed Harry. "Then that third yegg bounced in and cracked you with a
blackjack −"

Instinctively, Jericho thrust his hand to the back of his head. Then realizing that the gesture was a giveaway,
he dropped his massive paw and stared while Harry continued.

"It knocked you cold for half a minute," added Harry, "and the stage was set for you to go the voyage like
Heinie Walbo. But when you came to your senses, you heard shots. You saw −"

Jericho was shaking his head in denial. Harry smiled; then continued:

"You saw The Shadow."

Jericho stared. He made no comment. Then, in a whisper, he repeated a brief sentence which made Jericho's
eyes open.

"He sent you here?" questioned the African, in an awed tone. "The Shadow?"

Harry nodded.

"This office is hereby closed," pronounced Jericho, with a sweep of his big arm. "Whatever you say goes,
sah. Ah's the man for any job you want. Ah's never forgotten that night, sah."

Briefly, Harry repeated new instructions. They brought a series of nods from Jericho. Then Harry made his
departure. Ten minutes afterward, Jericho left his office, carrying a huge suitcase. The African locked the
door and pasted a note upon it, announcing that the employment bureau was temporarily closed.

Through Slade Farrow, The Shadow had gained the services of Tapper and Hawkeye. With Harry as his
representative, The Shadow had added Pietro, Shrevnitz and Jericho. Five new aids had entered The
Shadow's service.

Harry Vincent considered those facts as he rode southward on his way to report to Rutledge Mann. Harry
knew that The Shadow was facing tremendous odds. Diamond Bert, with an unknown number of hidden
minions, was the center of a secret organization that furnished him with almost unlimited power.

Strategic points must be watched. The Shadow needed aids who could remain unsuspected. Workers upon
whom he could depend; men who could outmatch the underlings of Diamond Bert. The Shadow had gained
those aids. It would be war to the finish against Diamond Bert Farwell and those who carried the Chinese
disks.

CHAPTER XV. GENTLEMEN OF CRIME

THREE days had elapsed since Harry Vincent's trip about New York. A huge man in gorgeous uniform was
standing by a doorway near Sixth Avenue. It was Jericho, the ex−employment agent from Harlem.

On the second floor above where Jericho stood, the large−lettered announcements of an advertising dentist
were plastered in the window. Jericho, as he bowed to passers, was handing them cards that bore the dentist's
name.

Jericho had walked into this job. He had visited the dentist, shown him the uniform, and had offered to work
for a surprisingly low wage. Jericho's broad smile had clinched the job. The perfect teeth that the African
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displayed were as good advertising as the cards that he passed out.

The dentist had been rather surprised that Jericho had pressed him for the job. There were other dentists with
larger businesses who would have paid more. Yet Jericho was satisfied with this spot. There was a reason that
his employer did not suspect.

From the doorway outside the steps that led to the dentist's offices, Jericho commanded a perfect view of a
Chinese laundry across the way. Hour after hour, the big African could spy the activities of two Celestials
who kept bobbing back and forth between the front room of the laundry and the back.

Those two Chinese were Loon Goy and Hoy Wen. Formerly the tools of Tam Sook, they now served the
master who had taken the merchant's place. They were underlings of Diamond Bert Farwell, who had visited
them in the guise of Tam Sook and who had left their place as an American.

Patiently, Jericho watched. This was the third day that he had kept tabs on the medley of customers that came
in and out of the laundry. Loon Goy and Hoy Wen appeared to be doing an excellent business. Most of the
persons who visited their place either brought laundry or left with packages.

There were a few who had come and gone empty handed. Jericho had eyed such persons carefully; but all had
passed his inspection. By this time, Jericho felt convinced that any persons who communicated with the
Chinamen would certainly be bringing or taking laundry as a blind.

From his post, Jericho had fair opportunity for observation. Nevertheless, he could not see as closely as he
wanted. Sometimes persons spent several minutes in the shop; but Jericho had not yet gained suspicions of
any one individual.

FIVE o'clock passed. The big African lost his smile as he kept on handing cards to passers. Then, suddenly,
Jericho's grin returned. He saw a solemn−faced man enter the laundry. The fellow's sober gait and severe
garb marked him as a serving man of a well−to−do master.

This man had left a package of laundry two days before. He was obviously returning for it. But Jericho,
sighting through the window, saw him pause and speak to one of the Chinamen. The solemn man held his
hand cupped, as though displaying some object in his palm.

The Chinaman stopped as he was about to hand the fellow a package. Taking the bundle with him, he went to
the back room; then returned and gave the package to the customer. That was enough for Jericho.

The African let a card fall to the sidewalk. In picking it up, he dropped others. He stepped forward to gather
them. Finding them grimy, he stepped into the doorway, ostensibly to get replacements. But Jericho did not
ascend the steps to the dentist's office.

Instead, he thrust the gathered cards into an ample pocket of his uniform. He produced a new packet, these
cards of various colors. Upon a blue card, he scrawled a few words of direction, with a short lead pencil.

As Jericho stepped back to the street, the customer was leaving the laundry. Jericho did not gaze in that
direction. Instead, he spread a fan of advertising cards, flaunting them so that passers could reach for them.

Jericho's dropping of the white cards had been a signal. A man had spied it from the corner, more than one
hundred feet away. As Jericho reappeared, a figure came sauntering along the street. The arrival was
Hawkeye.
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Like other passers, the little spotter paused to grasp a card. But Hawkeye did not take one of the upper cards,
those that were most readily available. Farther down in the fan, he spied the lone blue card. He plucked it
from the group. Glancing at it curiously, Hawkeye kept on.

He had turned the card over in his hand. He was reading the penciled writing that he found on the under
surface. Thrusting the card in his pocket, Hawkeye threw a shifty glance across the street. There he saw the
solemn−faced man with the laundry bundle. Hawkeye took up the trail.

DOWN on the old−fashioned street where Marlin Norse's wholesale establishment was located, an Italian
fruit vendor was doing business along the curb. It was Pietro. He was finding business fairly good in this
locality. Other venders had chosen the same street. There was nothing odd in Pietro's appearance.

But the Italian had business of his own. With the same wary glance that he had used on pilfering street−boys
in the East Side, Pietro was keeping an eye upon the jewelry store. He had seen a well−dressed customer
enter. In natural fashion, Pietro pushed his fruitstand past the front of the store.

The man was not inside. Pietro paused to make arrangements among the piles of fruit. Turning, he glimpsed
the well−dressed stranger coming from a door at the rear of the store. Evidently, the man had been in the
office. As he pushed the cart along, Pietro saw a stoop−shouldered man following the other from the office
door. He knew this fellow was Marlin Norse.

Past the building, Pietro gave the cart a jolt. A box of oranges toppled. Some of the fruit went rolling in the
street. Pietro scrambled after the oranges and collected them. It was a signal, like the dropping of Jericho's
cards.

From a far corner, a taxi shot forward. Moe Shrevnitz was at the wheel. He came cruising up to the curb near
the front of the jewelry store. The well−dressed customer arrived from Norse's. Pietro purposely dropped an
orange that he was replacing on his wheeled stand.

"Taxi?" growled Joe.

The man from the jewelry store gave a nod. He entered Moe's cab. The taxi driver saw that his passenger was
a man of about thirty−five, handsome and evidently prosperous. But the passenger did not spy Moe's face.
The collar of Moe's coat was turned up.

Nor did the card behind the front seat enlighten the passenger as the cab pulled away. The photograph at
which the fare stared was that of a fat−faced man. It bore the name of Tobias Coyle. Moe had planted that
phony card.

"Castellan Apartments," ordered the passenger.

Moe nodded without turning his head. The passenger added the exact location, which was not far from Times
Square. Amid gathering dusk, the taxi speeded toward its destination.

THE Castellan Apartment Hotel was an imposing structure north of Times Square and just east of Seventh
Avenue. While Moe Shrevnitz's cab was on its way there, a man entered the lobby of the pretentious
building. This fellow was the solemn−faced individual who had Hawkeye on his trail.

With the laundry package under one arm, the man stopped at the desk and inquired for the key to Room 1420.
The clerk handed it to him. Hawkeye, who had followed into the lobby, heard the request as he stood at the
news stand, looking over magazines.
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The little spotter was well−dressed. Moreover, he had a way of rendering himself inconspicuous when he
chose. He lounged about a few minutes after the man had entered an elevator. Then he started for the outer
door.

At that moment, Moe Shrevnitz pulled up in front of the Castellan. Hawkeye, about to go through the
revolving door, gained a glimpse of the alighting passenger. Acting on a hunch, the spotter strolled back to
the news stand. He was buying a magazine when Joe's passenger entered.

"Fourteen twenty," said the man, as he approached the desk. "The key, please."

"Just gave it to your man," replied the clerk. "He went upstairs, Mr. Agland."

"All right," responded the arrival. "Thanks. I hadn't expected Hubert back so soon. I sent him out on errands
this afternoon."

Hawkeye took a good look at Agland as the man swaggered to the elevator. Then the spotter moved from the
lobby. He had a call to make; he decided to use an outside telephone. He wanted to report to Slade Farrow
that Hubert, a suspicious visitor at the laundry, was in the employ of a man named Agland, who lived in Suite
1420 at the Castellan.

When Hawkeye went by, a taximan was talking to the door attendant. It was Moe Shrevnitz; but Hawkeye
did not know him. As yet, Hawkeye had contacted only with Jericho. Hawkeye kept on his way. Moe,
remaining, made an explanation to the doorman.

"That guy that just went in," said Moe. "He had half a buck comin' to him in change. He walked away before
I could give it to him."

"He must have meant it as a tip," replied the doorman. "He has plenty of money."

"It ain't everybody who hands out half a buck these days," observed Moe. "I'd like to carry that bird in my cab
again. Who is he, anyway?"

"His name is Monte Agland," replied the doorman, responding to the casual question. "A gentleman of
leisure. He lives here at the Castellan. Mr. Agland and his valet, Hubert."

Moe stepped back into his cab. He drove away, turned a corner and parked in front of a cigar store. From
there, he called the number that Harry Vincent had given him. He put in his report to the quiet speaker that
replied. Receiving new orders, Moe reentered his cab, circled the block and drew up within view of the
Castellan Apartments.

Meanwhile, Hawkeye was returning. Spying a cheap eating house across the street from the Castellan,
Hawkeye went in and took a table by the window. It was dinner time. Hungrily, Hawkeye ordered a meal. He
stalled with his food; and while he dawdled, he kept a watchful eye on all who came and went from the
apartment hotel.

UP in Suite 1420, Monte Agland was talking to Hubert. He was questioning the valet about the errands that
he had performed that afternoon. Strolling into his living room, Agland noted the package of laundry.

"The laundry," he remarked in a casual tone, "I had almost forgotten that it was on your list, Hubert. By the
way, do you have that disk I gave you?"
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"Certainly, sir," replied the valet. "Here it is. I showed it to the Chinaman as you told me. May I ask, sir, just
what was its purpose?"

"Just a business custom among the Chinese," laughed Agland. "I've dealt with a great many of them. They
give these disks to good customers. No Chinaman will ever overcharge any one who carries such a token."

"An odd custom, sir. I recall now that the Chinaman added a special ticket to your package. That red strip of
paper on the bundle. Maybe you noticed it, sir."

Agland nodded. Hubert went into another room. Agland opened the package. He dropped the slip on a desk,
picked up two blotters and laid them like ruled edges, to hide portions of the Chinese characters. He
chuckled; then crumpled the slip and tossed it in the wastebasket.

THERE was a ring at the door of the apartment. Hubert answered the call to admit a well−dressed visitor.
The man removed a muffler that was about his chin. He took off a hat with low−turned brim. He stepped into
the living room, where Monte Agland greeted him. Agland dismissed Hubert and closed the door.

In routine fashion, Agland and his visitor displayed a common token. Agland showed the disk that he had
taken back from Hubert. The visitor also produced a Chinese disk.

"This mug that works for you," he said. "You haven't told him anything at all?"

"Hubert?" inquired Agland, with a laugh. "Not a chance. The less he knows, the better."

"He doesn't even know who I am?" asked the visitor.

"Not a chance," chuckled Agland. "Say − wouldn't I be a dub to let him know that Ruke Perrin came up here
to see me."

"Think he'd recognize my name?"

"Probably. You're pretty well known, Ruke, even though you do keep your rackets under cover. But there's
not many people who have ever seen you − outside of those in the rackets − so it's safe enough for you to
come here anonymously."

"You're right, Monte," agreed Ruke. "There wouldn't be any gorillas hanging around this swell joint. But let's
get down to business. Any word from Diamond Bert?"

"Yes. The job is set for to−night."

"Good. I'll have the mob there."

A pause while they lighted cigarettes. Then Ruke made a casual remark.

"Diamond Bert is smart," said the racketeer. "I can't figure yet how he pulled that job at Tatson's."

"You were there, weren't you?" inquired Monte.

"Sure," replied Ruke, "but not on the inside. Diamond Bert had a fellow with him, but I didn't get a good look
at the guy. I was outside with the mob, grabbing Joland."
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"You took Joland away?"

"Yeah, but Diamond Bert picked him up afterward. I guess he's got him now. Say − Diamond Bert is a slick
customer when it comes to picking hideouts."

"Agreed. I haven't an idea where he is located. I send him messages in laundry bundles and get them back the
same way. That's all I know."

"Not quite," put in Ruke, with a grin. "You've seen the fellow who gave you the dope on Tatson; and on this
job to−night."

"You mean Norse," returned Monte. "Of course I've seen him. I put those ads in the newspapers, so Diamond
Bert could read them while he was in stir. But that's all I've done. You had your job, too."

"Shipping him those pigeons?" quizzed Ruke. "What of it? I didn't know where the birds came from, did I?
They were shipped to me first off. When Diamond Bert let them out from the big house, they flew back to the
starting point.

"Say − you and I may be big wheels in the machine that Diamond Bert's got, but there's plenty of other
wheels turning us. That's the way I like it. I'll bet there's not one guy in the whole works that could queer the
racket if he squawked.

"Take that safe at Tatson's. How did Diamond Bert bust it? Don't ask me. How's he going to crack this box at
Lewkesbury's to−night? I can't guess. It's a hundred per cent straight through, this racket. I'm for it. All I was
figuring is − what happens after to−night?"

"I don't know yet," admitted Monte. "All I can tell you is that Norse is out of the picture. He's got nothing
else worth while. But I'm playing a bet of my own. If it comes through, it will be the best of the lot."

"Here's hoping," grinned Ruke. He tossed his cigarette in a stand. "Well, I'm on my way. I'll see you later,
Monte. Unless you want to phone me."

"Meetings are better," decided Monte, "unless things get hot. I'll let you know if we have to lay low. But if it
keeps on smooth like it has been, we won't have any worries."

Ruke Perrin arose and strolled from the apartment. Monte Agland called Hubert. The valet appeared, bringing
Tuxedo, shoes and shirt. He carried the garments into a dressing room. Monte Agland changed attire with a
swiftness that showed he was accustomed to formal dress.

Ten minutes later, Monte left his apartment. He descended to the lobby, whistling softly as he rode down in
the elevator. The tips of Monte Agland's fingers were in the pockets of his vest. Whistling ceased and a smile
showed on the man's lips as his right fingers encountered metal.

Safely in Monte's pocket was the token that marked him as a man of crime. But to him, it was a talisman that
brought wealth and luxury. A willing underling of Diamond Bert, Monte Agland was as dangerous a crook as
any who carried a Chinese disk.

CHAPTER XVI. CRIME'S TRAIL

HAWKEYE was not at the restaurant window when Monte Agland reached the street. From his vantage
point, the little watcher had spied Ruke Perrin when the racketeer had entered. Despite Ruke's muffled garb,
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Hawkeye had recognized his features beneath the light of the marquee that fronted the Castellan Apartments.

Hawkeye had put in another telephone call. He had received orders to trail Ruke Perrin. When the confident
racketeer had reappeared upon the street, Hawkeye had followed him. Hence this crafty trailer was not
available when Monte appeared.

But there was another of The Shadow's new aids on duty. A cab swung across the street, cut in front of a
second taxi and was the first to reach the curb when the doorman gave a signal. Monte Agland stepped into
the cab and named his destination as an uptown night club.

Monte did not see the face of the muffled driver. Hence for the second time, he failed to spy the features of
Moe Shrevnitz. Monte had no idea that he was riding in the same cab that had brought him from Norse's. The
card in back of the front seat did not enlighten him. Moe had changed the card again.

This time the license showed a long, dark face. The name printed on the card was Pedro Aldaban. Monte
noted the name; then forgot it. He settled back in the seat and lighted a cigarette.

BACK at the Castellan, a new arrival was entering the lobby. It was the same personage whom Slade Farrow
had met a few days before. The unknown stranger with the immobile visage, whose discourse had marked
him as The Shadow. Clad in light overcoat and wearing a soft gray hat, this arrival passed as a visitor who
might be calling upon any of the many dwellers in the Castellan.

The Shadow stepped from the elevator when he reached the fourteenth floor. Moving into a gloomy end of
the hallway, he underwent a strange transformation. His light overcoat dropped away, to reveal a
Tuxedo−clad figure. The gray hat rolled into a compact bundle; then deft hands twisted the overcoat about it.

From beneath The Shadow's coat had appeared a flexible bag, shaped like a briefcase. Its snap came open.
Cloak and hat appeared. Stooping, The Shadow swept these garments to his shoulders and head. He dropped
his light overcoat and briefcase into a space behind the hallway radiator.

As he donned black gloves, The Shadow moved toward a corridor. A creature of invisibility, he arrived at the
door of 1420. Here, he produced a blackened pick and probed the lock. He opened the door and stepped into a
little anteroom.

The Shadow knew that Monte Agland had left. He had seen Moe Shrevnitz pick up a passenger who
answered Monte's description. Until another report came from Moe, The Shadow could best use his time
investigating this apartment.

Keen eyes saw Hubert walking across the living room. The servant was carrying out the contents of the
laundry package. He did not return to the living room. The Shadow entered. He examined the wrapper that
had contained the laundry. It passed his inspection.

Keen eyes glanced toward the wastebasket. There The Shadow saw the crumpled paper. He produced the
Chinese laundry ticket and smoothed it out upon the desk. The Shadow's eyes gleamed as they studied the
characters. These were not genuine Chinese, though the ordinary observer might have taken them as such.

Promptly, The Shadow duplicated Monte Agland's action with the blotters. He obscured portions of the fake
Chinese characters. Those that remained spelled an English word from top to bottom. The oddly inscribed
letters stated: "To−night."
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(Note: In recounting this story, The Shadow illustrated his method by showing me the message. By holding a
blotter over the right half of the Chinese characters, the word "To−night" is readily deciphered. A copy of this
message appears as part of the cover of this issue of The Shadow Magazine. − Maxwell Grant)

With a gloved hand, The Shadow crumpled the paper. He wheeled away and with a sweeping gesture sent the
wadded paper toward the wastebasket. It was still in air when Hubert entered. The servant failed to see the
wad as it dropped lightly into the basket, tossed from a distance of eight feet.

Nor did Hubert see The Shadow. With his whirl, the intruder had reached a gloomy corner of the room. He
became completely motionless, a strange, blackened shape that the valet failed to observe. Hubert picked up
the ash stand and carried it into the kitchenette, intending to empty it. The Shadow glided across the living
room.

Knowing that Hubert might return, The Shadow saw no time for further search. Moreover, he had learned the
most important news that he could have gained. The Shadow knew that "To−night" meant coming crime. He
had learned of Ruke Perrin's arrival at the Castellan. He knew that Ruke was gone, even though he had not
yet received Hawkeye's next report.

For The Shadow had divined that Ruke's business here was with Monte Agland. Both were agents of
Diamond Bert. Both had been trailed and must be watched. That work could belong to The Shadow's aids.
To−night, crime was due; and at the first inkling of its location, The Shadow must head for the spot.

By the elevators, The Shadow reclaimed his coat, hat and briefcase. He completed another rapid change. He
was standing in wait for an elevator when other persons put in their appearance. Reaching the street in his
guise of an ordinary person, The Shadow strolled a half block and entered Lamont Cranston's limousine.
Through the speaking tube, he ordered the waiting chauffeur to take him to another part of the city.

THE next manifestation of The Shadow's presence came shortly afterward, in the sanctum. There, The
Shadow received prompt reports from Burbank. Moe Shrevnitz had dropped Monte Agland at the Taussig
Cafe, a small but prosperous night club on Seventh Avenue.

Hawkeye had trailed Ruke Perrin. The racketeer had made a telephone call from a cigar store pay−station.
Hawkeye had caught a few words by listening in from the adjoining booth. He had heard Ruke tell some one
to pick him up near Brindle's Restaurant, in twenty minutes.

BURBANK had handled each of these matters in accordance with an emergency schedule which The Shadow
had provided. The contact man had called Harry Vincent, dispatching him to the Taussig Cafe, there to
observe Monte Agland, while Moe Shrevnitz remained parked outside.

Then Burbank had called Cliff Marsland, ordering him to drive his coupe to the vicinity of Brindle's, whither
Hawkeye had gone to keep on Ruke Perrin's trail. Hardly had Burbank finished giving this information to The
Shadow when he announced that a new report was coming over the wire. There was a pause. Then Burbank's
steady voice resumed; but its tempo had become swifter.

"Car has picked up Ruke," announced the contact man. "Hawkeye, close by, heard instructions. Ruke told the
driver to drive to the home of Nicholas Lewkesbury, on Long Island. Marsland has contacted with Hawkeye.
Instructions awaited."

"Report received," whispered The Shadow, by the blue light of the sanctum. "Instructions: Marsland and
Hawkeye to follow. Await further orders at Lewkesbury's."
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"Instructions received," came Burbank's answer.

The blue light clicked out. The Shadow's cloak swished in the darkness of the sanctum. Crime to−night!
Through Hawkeye's craft, The Shadow had learned the location. He had dispatched Cliff and Hawkeye,
knowing that they could reach the place before him. But The Shadow, too, was departing for the common
goal.

SOME time after The Shadow's departure, a speedy coupe was rolling along a boulevard on Long Island.
Cliff Marsland was at the wheel of the car. Beside him was Hawkeye. The little trailer was chuckling.

"Say, Cliff," he said. "I've knowed you off an' on for a long while. But it never hit me that you was playin'
straight. I got a boss that's a prince − fellow named Slade Farrow − an' when he told me to be on the lookout
for you, I thought he meant to look out for you.

"You could have blackjacked me with a toothpick when the boss says that I'm to work with you, that you're in
this game to nab Diamond Bert. Then after I call the boss up by Brindle's, to tell him where Ruke Perrin is
headin', you pop up with this buggy an' say to climb in.

"But listen, Cliff. There's four gorillas in that bus with Ruke. An' I figure that ain't all. I'll bet there'll be
another boat load of 'em when we get to this place of Lewkesbury's. We can't crack an outfit like that − just
you an' I −"

"We'll do our share," interposed Cliff.

"Listen," rejoined Hawkeye. "Don't think I ain't game. I can handle a rod when you're ready. What I was
thinkin' is we ought to pile in on 'em as soon as we get there, if we get a chance."

"We'll see," said Cliff. "I know you can use your gat, Hawkeye. Leave it up to me."

"O.K."

Cliff made a turn. He came to the gates of a large estate. Nicholas Lewkesbury's was one of the show places
in this part of Long Island. Iron fences stretched from either side of the gate. Cliff picked a vacant space
among some trees on the other side of the road. He drove the coupe in there and parked. Hawkeye followed
Cliff to the ground.

"Where d'you think them mugs went?" inquired Hawkeye, from the darkness. "Inside the gates?"

"I doubt that they went through the gates," responded Cliff, in a whisper, "but it's a safe bet that they're on the
other side of the picket fence. That's where we're going."

They climbed the fence and made their way up through shrubbery along a slope. They approached the side of
a lighted mansion. Though the night was cool, it was evidently warm inside the house, for windows were
open and voices could be heard. Nicholas Lewkesbury was entertaining guests.

There was no sign of Ruke Perrin and his mob. Cliff and Hawkeye crept forward toward the lighted windows,
which were at the front of the house. As they approached, laughter ceased beyond the opened windows. Cliff
caught the sound of suppressed cries. Then came silence that was broken only by a muffled, incoherent
growl.
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Before Cliff could stop Hawkeye, the little man had scrambled forward. He had gained the edge of the porch
and was up it like a monkey. Cliff could see him peering through a window; then Hawkeye dropped and
came scudding back.

"Ruke an' the outfit," whispered Hawkeye. "Eight of 'em, I counted. They must have come in from the front.
They got about twenty people covered, includin' the servants. All in one great big room."

"Any action?"

"No. Just holdin' the crowd there. I don't 'get it, Cliff. Say − if we came up on that porch, we could bust in on
Ruke an' his mob. Give it to 'em good an' hard −"

"Two against eight?"

"We could smear 'em." Hawkeye flashed a revolver in the gloom close by the house. "You an' me, Cliff −"

"But what about the people in the house?" interposed Cliff. "Some of them might get bumped."

"That's right," admitted Hawkeye. "Say −"

He paused and gripped Cliff's arm. Off by the rear of the house, Hawkeye had caught the sound of an opening
door. Other intruders were on these grounds. A minute passed. Suddenly, Hawkeye detected a glimmer from
above. He pointed upward.

"Look, Cliff!" he whispered. "Right over us. Light comin' through barred windows. You know what that
means? I'll tell you. It's a strongroom!

"I know who just sneaked in from the back. Diamond Bert, an' maybe somebody with him. They're after
swag, workin' on their own, while Ruke an' his outfit is keepin' the folks in order. That's the lay, Cliff − sure
enough −"

Hawkeye rose to his feet. He was starting toward the rear of the house, expecting Cliff to follow. Suddenly,
Hawkeye realized he was alone. Stopping, he fancied that he heard a sinister hiss from the spot where he had
left Cliff. Hawkeye paused longer. Some one was speaking to Cliff Marsland; some one whose shape
Hawkeye could not see.

The Shadow!

SEIZED by a weird spell, Hawkeye crouched. From close beside him came a faint swish, as of a moving
cloak. Hawkeye, who had once boasted that he could spot The Shadow, was numbed by the sense of a
mysterious presence. Something was passing him in the dark − something that he could not discern; that he
could no longer hear.

Hawkeye realized suddenly that The Shadow had taken up the task of trapping Diamond Bert. The Shadow
had made for that door just past the edge of the house. Lingering, Hawkeye could hear Cliff's whisper from
the side of the porch. Hawkeye crept in that direction.

"We're going up on the porch," Cliff told him, in an undertone. "New orders. We're to hold back; to see that
nobody gets hurt in there."

"I get you," muttered Hawkeye. "Somebody else is gettin' Diamond Bert."
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"Right," responded Cliff.

He was climbing the porch. Hawkeye followed. They reached a pair of double doors that were ajar.
Crouched, with guns in readiness, they could see the entire situation.

From the front end of the room, Ruke Perrin and his mobsters were covering Nicholas Lewkesbury and the
guests. Ruke and his crew were masked; but Cliff and Hawkeye knew the leader by the Tuxedo he was
wearing. The guests, huddled in the rear end of the room, were standing fearful. Men in evening clothes were
pale, clenching their upraised fists. Gowned women were trembling at the sight of mobster guns.

"I'd like to plug that egg," mumbled Hawkeye. "It's Ruke Perrin, the dirty louse −"

"Easy," whispered Cliff. "You'll get your chance, maybe."

The words were prophetic. At that instant, one of the covered men looked upward. A portly, baldheaded
fellow, he had heard sounds from the floor above. Closest to a side door of the room, the portly man moved
in that direction.

"Hold it, there," ordered Ruke, in a growl. "If you move, Lewkesbury, we'll fire. At the whole bunch −"

The warning went unheeded. Almost at the door, Lewkesbury made a lunge. Ruke Perrin barked an order and
loosed a shot at the millionaire. The bullet sizzled wide. Yet that one shot had touched off a miniature
arsenal.

With Ruke's order; with the burst of his gun, venomous mobsters directed their weapons at the helpless crowd
before them, ready to pour a leaden hail into a score of unprotected victims!

CHAPTER XVII. HALF A MILLION

RUKE'S gorillas were merciless killers. To these villains, slaughter was a pastime. They felt no qualms at
following their evil leader's bidding. To a man, they were cool and calculating as they aimed their guns.
Speed was unnecessary with these helpless victims.

But where mobsters saw occasion to deliberate, there were two men who had cause for hurry. Cliff and
Hawkeye, too, had heard Ruke's command. Their time for action had arrived. They were dealing with armed
gorillas. They acted on the instant.

As Ruke blazed a second shot at the scrambling form of Nicholas Lewkesbury, two reports burst as one from
the opened doorway to the porch. Cliff and Hawkeye, simultaneous in their fire, beat all of Ruke's gorillas to
the shot.

Two mobsters staggered. The others wheeled, fingers on the triggers of their guns. Again, the outside
marksmen fired. This time the mob responded. Cliff had clipped another gorilla. But Hawkeye had failed.
Too hastily, the little sharpshooter had taken aim at Ruke.

Mobsters leaped for cover as they fired. So did Ruke. Cliff and Hawkeye dropped to the level of a stone step
that formed an entrance from the porch. Flashing guns produced a cannonade as bullets sizzled in both
directions through the open doors.

Cliff and Hawkeye were firing rapidly, with no thought of further aim. They wanted to draw the mobster fire
in their direction. From within, the gorillas were blazing away at low−lying men whom they could not see.
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The odds were against The Shadow's marksmen. Outnumbered, five to two, their cause would have been lost;
but for an attack which came from another quarter. Nicholas Lewkesbury had staggered back from the side
door of the room. That portal had yawned black when the quick fight began. Now, in the midst of the fray,
came thunderous roars from that inner doorway; powerful shots that were accompanied by tongues of flame.

The Shadow, en route to the second floor, had turned back at the sound of gunfire. Arriving to find his aids
pressed in their battle, he had opened with two automatics. The result was immediate. The flanking fire did its
work.

Two of Ruke's four mobsmen sprawled. The other pair turned and boomed quick shots at the doorway, while
Ruke, in a front corner of the room, kept up the fire toward the porch.

The mobsters who aimed in The Shadow's direction were hasty. Their first shots splintered the woodwork of
the door−frame. Their second efforts might have been more damaging, had they gained the opportunity to
follow their improved aim with gunfire. But those smoking revolvers were doomed to sudden silence.

The Shadow's automatics roared. Slugs from the .45s found human flesh. The last gorillas rolled to the floor,
snarling futile oaths. Only Ruke Perrin remained for combat. Ruke turned yellow. As the last of his
henchmen sprawled, the racketeer hurled an empty gun toward the porch door and dived from the big room
into the front hall.

Cliff and Hawkeye came to their feet. They dashed along the porch and fired parting shots as they saw Ruke
legging it from the house. The range was too great to get the racketeer. Guns emptied, Cliff and Hawkeye
stood side by side. Cliff shrugged his shoulders and began to reload his automatic. Hawkeye did the same
with his revolver.

MEANWHILE, The Shadow had turned for his original goal. With smoking automatics in his fists, the
master fighter whirled from the rear doorway and made for the stairs to the second floor. Halfway up, he
heard men dashing across the house. Weaving his way through a gloomy hall, The Shadow found an empty
room and spied an open window on the farther side.

This was the course that Diamond Bert and his companion had taken. They had leaped from the window to
the ground below. The upper slope of the hillside had lessened their jump. The Shadow peered from the
window. He saw no one.

Shots from off beyond the house front. The Shadow knew the course that the crooks had taken. Cliff and
Hawkeye were pursuing them. Wheeling from the window, The Shadow found a front room. Dull moonlight
showed two figures running along a quarter mile driveway, spurting shots at two others, fifty yards ahead.
The fleeing men dashed off through a clump of trees. Cliff and Hawkeye kept up the almost hopeless chase.

Footsteps were pounding up the stairs from below. The Shadow turned. People were coming, but not in his
direction. They were headed for a side room of the house; the spot where Hawkeye had seen the lights. The
Shadow moved out into the hall.

Peering from a corner, he saw Nicholas Lewkesbury and three male guests entering the strongroom. At the
far side was an alcove. This was protected by a triple−locked grille, a most formidable array of ornate bars.

"The locks are all right," Lewkesbury was gasping. "I − I knew they would be all right. They − they're fitted
with alarms. The rogues − didn't − didn't get in."
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Guests were clattering the heavy bars. Drawing closer, The Shadow saw that the barrier was unscathed.
Lewkesbury, nevertheless, was working the combinations of the door in the center of the grille.

The millionaire swung the door wide. He entered the alcove and advanced to a small vault that showed in the
wall. The Shadow was closer than before, waiting. It seemed certain that no robbery had been effected, with
the short time involved. Nevertheless, he lingered.

"They couldn't crack this vault," decided Lewkesbury, speaking proudly to his audience. "It's one I had built
specially. A Blefflinger. Just the same, I'm going to open it. There's a half a million dollars' worth of gems
inside this vault!"

The announcement brought startled comments from the guests. It told the reason for the armed attack.
Apparently none of the guests had known that Lewkesbury had such wealth in his home.

"Half a million," repeated the millionaire, as he worked the combination. "That's the estimate of the experts.
There was a wholesaler among them, too − old Merlin Norse − and he said the same as the rest. Half a
million doll −"

The vault door opened. Light glimmered into it from a bulb that shone at the top of the alcove. A hoarse cry
of dismay came from Lewkesbury's lips. Papers were strewn upon the floor of the vault. Upon them were
emptied sliding drawers. Vacant spaces in the back of the vault showed that the massive strong box had been
rifled.

"Call the police!" blurted Lewkesbury. "I've been robbed − robbed of half a million. The police −"

The Shadow had turned. He was on the deserted stairway, sweeping downward. He reached the floor below,
picked a hallway, and moved out into the night. There were guests about; but most of them were in the big
room, or close to the house. None saw The Shadow make his silent departure.

TWO hours passed. A light glimmered in the sanctum. A white hand made inked notations as The Shadow
talked with Burbank. The contact man was delivering reports. Diamond Bert and his companion had escaped,
following Ruke Perrin. They had apparently fled in two automobiles, leaving a third behind.

Clyde Burke had supplied a brief report from Lewkesbury's. This agent, as a reporter for the New York
Classic, had visited the scene of crime. Various gorillas had been identified. Some were dead; the others,
badly wounded, had refused to talk. Joe Cardona had expressed the opinion that they knew nothing.

Footprints of two men had been found in the soft ground outside the opened window. Those and the
automobile were the only physical clues. Vault and grilled door had been locked after the burglary. The car,
Clyde added, was a stolen vehicle.

Then came the last report. This one was from Harry Vincent. Harry had spotted Monte Agland at the night
club. The young man had dined and wined with a convivial group who were evidently habitues of the place.
Harry had learned the names of several men in the group.

One, a bearded Frenchman, was named Gautier Ranaud. Harry had learned from the headwaiter that Ranaud
was the representative of some concern in Paris. More than that, Ranaud, himself had talked, loud enough for
Harry to hear from a near−by table.

The bearded man had spoken of jewels. He had stated that he had made purchases through the International
Mining Syndicate; that a supply of uncut diamonds would be in the syndicate office by to−morrow night, so
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that Ranaud might take the gems to France.

No mention had been made of money. Harry had gained no idea concerning the value of the diamonds.
Ranaud, at Agland's suggestion, had suddenly nodded and decided to talk no further. The bearded Frenchman
seemed on friendly terms with the suave young American.

THESE reports concluded, The Shadow produced two envelopes that he had gained from his secret post−box
on Twenty−third Street. He opened them and read fading messages from Rutledge Mann. Both envelopes
contained enclosures.

The first was from Slade Farrow. It concerned Tapper. The ex−crook had encountered difficulty in entering
Tatson's; he had made too much noise on his first attempt. So he had waited until a later night. Then he had
entered.

The wall safe had proven too formidable. Tapper had never struck a box like it. He admitted that his ability
had failed him and he was high in his admiration of Blefflinger safes. What puzzled Tapper was how any one
could have cracked the box.

The second enclosure was a message from Yat Soon. It was written in quaint Chinese characters, which The
Shadow read quite easily. The message must have contained suggestions, for the soft laugh that came from
The Shadow's lips was a quiver of appreciative mirth.

Plucking earphones from the wall, The Shadow put in a call to Burbank. He delivered instructions for the
morrow; word that must be passed to waiting agents. Methodically, The Shadow made his whispered
statements. The orders were of his own making; yet among them came a repetition of the name "Yat Soon."

The earphones clicked. Burbank's bulb darkened. The blue light went out. A final laugh rose through the
sanctum; then faded into strangely ebbing echoes, as though unseen beings were joining in The Shadow's
mirth.

Diamond Bert had committed new robbery, with double gain. But this time, murder had been averted. The
supercrook had fled with pursuers close upon his heels. Barely had he eluded The Shadow.

Safe in his hideout, Diamond Bert would deliver a new challenge. Crime had not yet ended. But when
Diamond Bert again fared forth, The Shadow would be ready with a snare. Such was the meaning of The
Shadow's departing laugh.

CHAPTER XVIII. MOVES ON THE MORROW

AFTERNOON. A huge limousine was rolling along a West Side avenue. Seated in the car was a personage
who wore the guise of Lamont Cranston. Deft fingers were opening envelopes; keen eyes perused the
messages contained within.

Reports. A new contact point had been established for the day. Harry Vincent had received calls from agents
in a little office that he had rented for the purpose. After dark, Burbank would again take up the duty.

There had been no emergency calls. Harry had given his reports to Clyde Burke, who had carried them to
Rutledge Mann. The investment broker had left them in the deserted office on Twenty−third Street, along
with a report of his own. This was the one that most interested The Shadow.
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It concerned one Gautier Ranaud. Through wealthy clients of his investment bureau, Mann had learned more
about the Frenchman. Ranaud was unquestionably the representative of foreign interests. He was here in New
York on a bona fide mission; to make purchases of diamonds.

Apparently, the Frenchman had been waiting a favorable condition of foreign exchange. The past two weeks
had been slightly to his advantage. The dollar had lulled during its upward climb. Ranaud had gained his
opportunity to spend French francs, or English pounds. But Mann had gained no data concerning any actual
transaction.

Investigating the International Mining Syndicate, Mann had learned that the corporation was doing an active
business. By direct inquiry, he had found that the syndicate could not promise delivery of uncut diamonds for
several weeks to come. The inference was that Ranaud had bought all the available gems.

THE limousine stopped in the middle of a block. Stanley, the chauffeur, sprang to the curb and opened the
door. Lamont Cranston alighted. He entered a building, noted a name on the list by the elevator and ascended
to the fourth floor. There he arrived at the offices of the Blefflinger Safe Company.

When he announced his name, the visitor was at once conducted to a private office. There he met a pudgy,
heavy−jowled individual who proved to be Maurice Blefflinger, the president. Blefflinger had just returned
from Buffalo; he expressed his regret that he had been absent in the morning when Lamont Cranston had
telephoned him.

The visitor was prompt in stating his business. It concerned safes of special construction. Lamont Cranston
was apparently in the market for a built−to−order article. Blefflinger shook his heavy head.

"Can't supply you, Mr. Cranston," he declared, "We're only making standard models at present."

"Odd," remarked the visitor, "I was informed that you specialized in safes and strongroom equipment made to
individual design."

"We did," admitted Blefflinger, "but the idea didn't work out. It depended too much on one man. He had
entire charge of the department. Used to work on each order like a sculptor with a statue. He'd stay here half
the night, after the mechanics had gone."

"He must have been a remarkable craftsman."

"He was. Throckton Rayne was his name. Made his own designs for safes and vaults. Turned out the most
remarkable grilles that you could ever see. He was an artist in his line."

"What became of him?"

"His health went bad" − Blefflinger shook his head sadly − "and the doctor told him to retire. Too bad; Rayne
wasn't much more than forty. He left us a year ago and took a place in the country."

"Have you seen him since?"

"Once. Funny thing" − Blefflinger paused to chuckle − "you know I popped in on him, just by accident. What
do you think he was doing? Last thing you'd ever expect. He was raising pigeons. But I guess he quit that,
too."

"You saw him again?"
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"No. That's just it. It was early in the summer when I dropped in on him up in Connecticut. I came by the
place a month later. Rayne was gone. Just packed up and left. I inquired about him; none of the natives knew
what had become of him. They thought he'd gone out West."

A nod from Lamont Cranston. The visitor was rising. Blefflinger, also coming to his feet, spoke in a serious
tone.

"I'd like to recommend you to another concern," he said, "but I honestly don't know who to name. What's
more, I advise you strongly to forget this idea of a made−to−order vault."

"Why?"

"We did about a dozen special jobs while Rayne was here" − Blefflinger stooped to open a drawer and take
out a typewritten sheet of paper − "and there's the list of the purchasers. Notice anything about it?"

"Some of the names appear familiar."

"They ought to," Blefflinger grunted. "Tatson and Lewkesbury. Both of their places were robbed during the
past week. Maybe I sound like a poor business man, mentioning this fact. But I can tell you for certain that if
Tatson and Lewkesbury had bought our standard safes, right out of stock, they wouldn't have had this
trouble."

"What was the fault with the special ones?"

"I don't know," admitted Blefflinger, shaking his head in puzzled fashion. "They ought to have stood the test.
But they didn't. It's my opinion that putting so many tricky devices on a safe is the worst thing you can do.
Weakens it. Lays it open to a smart cracksman.

"Rayne took all his plans along with him when he left here. I thought we had duplicates; but it appears we
didn't. So I can't figure what was wrong at those two places. It beats me. But there's one lesson I've learned,
Mr. Cranston. I'm out of the special−made business. Anybody that wants Blefflinger safes or strongroom
equipment will have to buy out of regular stock."

Lamont Cranston left. He entered his limousine and ordered Stanley to drive him to the Cobalt Club.
Drawing a small pad from his pocket, Cranston used a fountain pen to write a column of names. From
memory, he copied the entire list that Maurice Blefflinger had shown him.

The writing faded. The names were perfectly impressed upon The Shadow's memory. He had learned another
phase of Diamond Bert's game. He had discovered the identity of the slippery crook's chief aid. Throckton
Rayne.

DIAMOND BERT had made many contacts during his checkered past. Marlin Norse, Tam Sook, Monte
Agland, Ruke Perrin − these and others had done his insidious bidding. But the master stroke of his ingenuity
had been the acquisition of Throckton Rayne.

Working for Blefflinger, Rayne had unquestionably made definite use of the time while Diamond Bert was in
the penitentiary. Employed to design special strongroom apparatus and to superintend the construction,
Rayne had added his own secret devices.

With a dozen formidable safes ready to be opened by Rayne's ingenuity, the stage had been set for Diamond
Bert's return from Sing Sing. His work accomplished, Rayne had retired; ostensibly for his health; actually to
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raise carrier pigeons that could be shipped to his chief.

The quick and efficient robberies at Tatson's and Lewkesbury's were now explained. Rayne had accompanied
Diamond Bert on those raids. Other strongrooms would yield should Rayne enter them.

Only, however, if the owners of the special vaults chanced to have jewels stored there. Gems were Diamond
Bert's best bet. He had agents who could fence them. Two of twelve potential victims had been robbed.
Which would be the next?

A soft laugh from the lips of Lamont Cranston. It was like an echo of The Shadow's mockery. For The
Shadow knew where crime would strike. To−night. He knew it from Blefflinger's list. Among the customers
who had been supplied with special vaults, The Shadow had read the name of the International Mining
Syndicate.

CHAPTER XIX. AT THE LAUNDRY

THE SHADOW'S visit to Blefflinger's had necessarily been late in the afternoon. Dusk was approaching as
the limousine neared the Cobalt Club. Time would soon bring word from The Shadow's agents. It would be
phoned to Lamont Cranston at the club.

Already events were in the making. Moe Shrevnitz, cruising about under his right name, had stopped his cab
near Chinatown. He had chosen an appointed spot. There, two solemn−faced Orientals had entered the taxi.
The men were dressed plainly, in American clothes.

Moe had taken orders. They had given an address near an uptown corner of Sixth Avenue. Arrived there, the
two had left the cab to enter a Chinese restaurant. They had given instructions when they left. Instructions
that were almost a query. Moe had nodded his understanding.

Parked in front of the restaurant, the taxi driver could see a full block ahead. Off beyond an elevated
structure, he made out a uniformed figure standing in a doorway. It was Jericho. Moe kept his eyes fixed
upon the distant man.

Upon Jericho's actions depended Moe's next step. Moe, in a sense, was a contact between Jericho and the two
Chinese who were lingering in the restaurant. A signal from Jericho; Moe would stroll into the chop suey
house to ask the Celestials if they still wanted his cab. They would then return to the taxi. After that, Moe's
duties would be definite.

Yet two hours had passed since Moe's arrival here. The taxi driver was getting impatient. It seemed as though
the signal would never come. Jericho was still visible, but dusk was gathering. Soon Moe would have to
count on the street lights to make out the shape of the huge African.

Meanwhile, Hawkeye was also waiting at an appointed spot. The little man was in the vicinity of the
Castellan Apartments. He, like Moe, was becoming anxious. But his impatience ended when he saw a
solemn−faced man come from the big building, carrying a bundle under his arm. It was Hubert, the valet.

Hawkeye took up the fellow's trail. Hubert reached Sixth Avenue. He took a turn at the corner of the street
where the laundry was located. Hubert's destination was obvious. Hawkeye moved ahead, sidled through a
passage between two buildings and reached the back of the house where the laundry was located.

Stepping into a recessed doorway, Hawkeye found a locked portal. He produced a skeleton key and shoved it
into the keyhole. An inner key twisted loose and fell. Hawkeye opened the simple lock with his skeleton key.
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He entered a dingy hallway.

A door on the right proved to be unlocked. Opening it a trifle, Hawkeye gained the view he wanted. He was
looking into the back room of the laundry. Almost immediately, a Chinaman appeared from the front. The
Mongol was carrying a bundle that looked like Hubert's. Hawkeye saw him open it. From the folds of a
Tuxedo shirt, the Chinaman produced an envelope.

A message from Monte Agland. One that was to be forwarded. Positive that Hubert had gone out again,
Hawkeye decided upon prompt action. Moving into the rear room, the trailer produced a revolver and shoved
its muzzle against the Chinaman's ribs.

YELLOW hands went up. The Chinaman made no outcry. Helplessly, he stood there until Hawkeye gave a
low−voiced order. Then the Chinaman turned around to face his captor. Hawkeye grinned. This Chink had
been easy. The man's helplessness was ludicrous. Hawkeye backed him toward the wall. He intended to hold
him there; then wait for the other Chinaman to appear.

Suddenly, Hawkeye's prisoner sprang forward. He grabbed for Hawkeye's wrist. Taken by surprise, the little
man twisted away. He swung to aim his gun; but he was too late. A form came leaping toward him. It was the
second Chinaman. Hawkeye went down in a heap. His gun clattered on the floor.

The Chinamen leered as they made Hawkeye prisoner. To the invader, both Celestials looked alike. He could
not tell Loon Goy from Hoy Wen. Nor did their chatter tell which was which. It happened that Loon Goy had
been the first whom Hawkeye encountered. Hoy Wen had been the one who had remained out front. But this
distinction did not concern Hawkeye for the present. The two were just Chinamen to him; and he liked
neither of them.

Hoy Wen drew a long−bladed knife and held it above the half−huddled form of Hawkeye. He looked to Loon
Goy for an order. The second Chinaman was about to speak when a clink came from the front of the shop.
With a motion that meant for Hoy Wen to wait, Loon Goy went out through a curtained door.

There was a counter just beyond. Loon Goy came face to face with Jericho. The uniformed card−passer was
holding a bundle that he had brought from the doorway across the street. Loon Goy had observed the African
during the past several days. He suspected nothing.

"The doctah's laundry," remarked Jericho. "Open it up and tell me how much you want to charge. Doctah's
particular about the price."

Loon Goy complied. That was the simplest way to get rid of this customer. But as he was opening the bundle,
the Chinaman suddenly looked up. Jericho had raised the hinged portion of the counter. He had stepped
through to reach the Chinaman's side.

With an evil grimace, Loon Goy shot his hand beneath his coat. He was after a knife; but he never reached it.
Jericho's huge arms shot forward and caught the Chinaman in a powerful grip. Then, with unconcern, Jericho
twisted Loon Goy underneath his left arm and dragged the struggling Celestial into the back room.

Hoy Wen, knife in hand, was poised above Hawkeye. Coming up as Jericho dragged Loon Goy into view,
Hoy Wen leaped forward, with the flashing blade in motion. Jericho's massive right paw swung through the
air. As one would catch a mosquito, Jericho plucked Hoy Wen's driving wrist and twisted it upward.

Hoy Wen delivered a sharp outcry. The knife dropped from his fingers and fell upon an ironing board. Hoy
Wen twisted his wrist free. Loon Goy pulled one hand out from under Jericho's arm and clawed at the
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African's face.

Viciously, Hoy Wen leaped forward, thinking that Loon Goy could aid him. It was just what Jericho wanted.
Hoy Wen's clawing hands reached the collar of Jericho's heavy uniform; then the second Chinaman found
himself struggling in the grip of a powerful right arm.

Hawkeye, half−dazed, came to his feet to aid. Then he sprang from a corner of the room as three milling
forms came lurching toward him. Jericho's arms were loosening. Four Chinese hands were at his throat. His
case looked bad. Backing away, Jericho was gripping each Chinaman by the back of the neck.

It seemed a futile process. Hawkeye, diving across the floor, found his revolver and turned toward the three
fighters. He saw the face of Jericho, wearing a broad grin, framed in the wildly driving arms of the Chinese.
He saw the powerful grip that the African's hands had gained upon the back of each Oriental neck.

Then, as Hawkeye stared, the finish arrived. Laughing as he leaned back to avoid swinging fists and clawing
fingers, Jericho brought his outstretched hands together. Two Chinese pates cracked sharply as they met.
Jericho's hands relaxed. Slumping, the released Chinamen rolled side by side at Jericho's feet.

"Boy!" exclaimed Hawkeye, in admiration. "That was somethin'. Bouncin' their conks together. Say − both of
them Chinks is out cold!"

Jericho grinned as he surveyed Loon Goy and Hoy Wen. He saw that there would be no trouble from either of
them for a while. He nudged Hawkeye's gun, indicating that it would not be needed. Then, with a chuckle, he
strolled out through the front of the laundry.

When he reached the street, Jericho removed his long−visored cap and mopped his brow with a rainbow hued
silk handkerchief. He strolled back to his post across the street. He had given the signal that the job was done.
Two minutes later, Jericho was passing out cards when Moe's cab pulled up in front of the laundry.

MOE'S Chinese passengers alighted. Blandly, they entered the laundry. They looked like two visitors coming
to see Hoy Wen and Loon Goy. Actually, they were; but they had no friendship for the two crooked
Chinamen. These new Celestials were agents of Yat Soon, the arbiter.

Hawkeye knew that they were coming. He received them with a grin when they entered. He pointed to the
bodies on the floor. The new Chinese spoke together in their native tongue. Then one of them went out to the
front of the laundry, while the other began to bind and gag Hoy Wen and Loon Goy in turn.

Hawkeye watched the process in admiration. The Chinaman was as capable at his job as Jericho had been at
his. Using thongs that he produced, Yat Soon's agent made short work of trussing up the Oriental crooks.

In the course of his work, he fished out two Chinese disks that Hoy Wen and Loon Goy had been carrying.
Leaving the two men bound, he went to the front of the shop. Hawkeye, peering through the curtains, saw
him give one disk to his companion and keep the other for himself.

There were boxes in the back room. Large ones. When the agent of Yat Soon returned, he called on Hawkeye
to aid him. They loaded Hoy Wen in one box; Loon Goy in another. Hawkeye nailed lids on the boxes while
the Chinaman used the telephone to make a call.

This done, the Chinaman found brush and ink. He painted Chinese characters upon the boxes; then added a
name and address in English. The name was that of Yat Soon. This careful work required nearly ten minutes,
for the Chinaman was deliberate. Hardly had he finished before there was a pounding at the rear door.
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The Chinaman admitted two truckmen. They carried out one box; then came for the other and removed it
also. Seated in a corner, Hawkeye looked on in wonder. He had heard of Yat Soon. He wondered what
punishment would come to Loon Goy and Hoy Wen when they were delivered to the arbiter.

To Hawkeye, the two new Chinese looked exactly like the pair that had been shipped away. He realized that
these men of Yat Soon were taking over the business. As a reminder of that fact, the Chinaman who had
addressed the boxes suddenly handed Hawkeye the envelope that had come with the laundry left by Hubert.

The envelope was sealed. Hawkeye hesitated to open it. The Chinaman settled the matter when he observed
Hawkeye's dilemma. Over in one corner was a washing machine. All this while it had been bubbling with
boiling water. Steam was coming from beneath the lid.

The Celestial took the envelope. Deftly, he passed it back and forth in the escaping steam. The flap of the
envelope loosened; the Chinaman peeled it open and removed a sheet of paper which he handed to Hawkeye.
Hawkeye stared at the message that he found. It was printed in capital letters:

IMSOK

"Imsok," read Hawkeye. "What does that mean? Sounds like Russian, don't it?"

"You writee him down?" questioned the Chinaman, standing with a laundry slip and a pencil.

"Sure," replied Hawkeye. "Imsok."

He copied the word and handed the paper back to the Chinaman, who replaced it carefully in the envelope
and closed the flap. Hawkeye watched the Chinaman run an iron over the envelope. The neat job killed all
traces of the envelope having been opened.

Hawkeye picked up the telephone and made a call. It was to a number that Slade Farrow had given him.
Hawkeye was calling Harry Vincent. When Harry responded, Hawkeye reported. He told the contents of the
note. When he repeated the word "Imsok," Harry asked him to spell it. Hawkeye complied; then, in response
to a new question, stated that all the letters had been capitals. Harry's tone denoted satisfaction.

The Shadow's agent had promptly understood the meaning of the message. This was because Harry had
overheard Monte Agland talking, last night, with Gautier Ranaud. "I M S" meant "International Mining
Syndicate." "O K" signified itself: the slang expression "O.K." It was Agland's tipoff to Diamond Bert that
the job could be worked to−night.

HAWKEYE remained in the rear room. Darkness had settled over Manhattan; evening was under way.
Stolidly, Yat Soon's men were running the laundry in place of Hoy Wen and Loon Goy. Hawkeye was
watching through the curtains. He saw a middle−aged man enter.

The arrival laid a laundry ticket on the counter. One of Yat Soon's agents picked it up. Instantly, the customer
raised his hand, holding it cupped so the Chinaman could see an object in the palm. Hawkeye caught a flash
of a Chinese disk.

The Chinaman promptly displayed the token that he carried. He found the customer's package and carried it
into the rear room, passing Hawkeye who drew back from the curtains. Picking up the ironed envelope, the
Chinaman thrust it into the overlapping edge of the package.
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He went back to the customer. A clink announced that the man had gone with his package. The Chinaman
appeared at the curtains and beckoned to Hawkeye; then pointed to the door. Hawkeye nodded. He strolled
out to the street.

A cab rolled up. It was Moe's. Hawkeye sidled into the rear and stared out through the front window. He saw
the man with the package turn the corner. Moe started the cab. As it turned the corner, Hawkeye caught sight
of the man ahead. The fellow was springing into a cab.

The chase began. A cab ahead, with Moe following. Moe's craftiness gave Hawkeye the jitters. Moe would
linger far behind, so that the man in the front cab would not know that he was being followed. Yet Moe did
not lose the trail.

Hawkeye settled back in the rear seat. He tried to relax; to leave the chase below. He thrust out his arm. It
encountered something in the darkness of the rear seat. Hawkeye turned to stare squarely into burning eyes
that stared from solid blackness.

A soft laugh whispered in the cab. Hawkeye shivered and stared straight ahead. He was not alone on this
chase. With him was another, a master trailer. One with whom Hawkeye must work to−night.

A personage whom Hawkeye feared, even though he was an ally with that being. Hawkeye was riding with
The Shadow!

CHAPTER XX. THE DOUBLE SLIP

THE cab ahead had stopped. It had reached a destination close to the East River. The glow of city lights
showed the structure of the Brooklyn Bridge looming high beyond low−lying buildings. Boat whistles were
sounding from the mist that rose above the channel.

A weirdly whispered voice was ordering Hawkeye to continue the pursuit. Nodding as he stared through the
front window of Moe's cab, the little trailer prepared to open the door. Moe stopped by the curb. Hawkeye
spied a man leaving the cab ahead.

The fellow edged into an alley. Hawkeye started in that direction, as the discharged cab pulled away. Then,
phantomlike, The Shadow alighted also. From the darkness, he whispered orders to Moe. Startled by The
Shadow's presence, the driver could only nod.

Then Moe pulled away as The Shadow took up Hawkeye's trail. Through the alleyway, he followed the
spotter's path until he found Hawkeye waiting in front of an old, brick−walled building that appeared to be
deserted.

The quarry had entered that house. The Shadow knew the fact from the way Hawkeye was prowling. In a
little court beside the building, Hawkeye was testing a heavy door, only to find it locked. The Shadow gave
no order. He saw that Hawkeye intended to wait. Stealthily, The Shadow passed Hawkeye in the darkness.

Manhattan's low−hanging red glow showed above the house, giving the building a silhouetted effect. The old
structure was three stories high at the front; but the top floor did not extend clear to the rear. Jutting back
from the side was a brick wall; in it, a tightly−nailed gate.

While Hawkeye was moving from the side court, going to examine the front of the house, The Shadow scaled
the wall. He peered down into the cracked cement of an inner court. There he saw a back door that might
afford a mode of entrance.
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But The Shadow had another choice. He took to the wall of the house itself. In limber fashion, he reached the
flat roof that topped the rear second story. There, he discerned iron−shuttered windows that were evidently
barred on the inside.

That was not all. The Shadow observed the outline of what appeared to be a large, coffin−shaped box close
by the wall at the front of this low roof. Coos sounded as The Shadow glided close. The white forms of
pigeons appeared beyond a wire−fronted door in the box.

Diamond Bert's carriers! This house was the residence of Throckton Rayne. Here was the headquarters to
which Diamond Bert had dispatched his messengers. The slippery crook had evidently decided to use it as a
hideout also.

STEPPING upon the high pigeon−box, The Shadow gained a hold upon jutting bricks above the shutter level.
Beetlelike, his blackened shape moved upward until it reached the upper roof. Here, above the third floor,
The Shadow appeared as a fantastic phantom, his form outlined by the glow above the housetops.

A trapdoor was set in the roof. It was firmly fastened; but The Shadow loosed it. Using a jimmy, he wrenched
the slab from its moorings. He dropped down into the complete blackness of a third−story room.

A tiny flashlight blinked. The Shadow found a door. He opened it and spied a dim light coming up a pair of
stairs. He moved down to the second floor. There his keen ears detected buzzing voices in a front room. The
Shadow approached a half−opened door.

Though the barrier obscured the men within, The Shadow could tell them by their voices. One, who spoke in
a harsh, firm tone, was certainly Diamond Bert. The other, whose voice betokened caution, could have only
been Throckton Rayne.

"Don't worry," Diamond Bert was growling. "This job'll be the last. Why shouldn't it be? It means more than
a million in one trip."

"But last night −"

"I know what you're going to say. We ran into a mess. But that was just a bad break − and anyway, we got the
swag, didn't we?"

"Yes. But The Shadow −"

"Say, Rayne, I was a dub to talk to you about The Shadow. If I had kept mum, you wouldn't be scared
to−night. Listen. I've slipped The Shadow so far. I'll keep on slipping him."

"He eluded Tam Sook's trap −"

"Yes. But he didn't get me, did he? No. I was wise enough to go to that laundry instead of to Tam Sook's
place."

"But there were Chinese spies −"

"Up at the laundry, yes. Sent there by that smart Chink, Yat Soon. Well, I moved out of that place. The spies
didn't learn a thing. Listen, Rayne, I've been taking no chances. Those fellows that you paid to take laundry
bundles up to Hoy Wen and Loon Goy looked just like ordinary customers. They couldn't have been spotted.
That's a sure bet."
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"I know; but I −"

"You were scared to−day. That's why I let you go yourself. You brought back the message we wanted, didn't
you? And what did you find in the laundry? Who was there? Two Chinamen. Hoy Wen and Loon Goy."

"I saw two Chinese" − Rayne was speaking slowly − "but I could not swear that they were Loon Goy and
Hoy Wen. All Chinese look alike to me. Besides, I never had previous contact with Loon Goy and Hoy
Wen."

"The Chinks had disks, didn't they?" demanded Diamond Bert.

"One of them did," admitted Rayne.

"All right." There was a scuffling sound as Diamond Bert arose. "Let's get going then. I'm not going to do this
job alone to−night."

"Perhaps I ought to stay here," pleaded Rayne. His chair was grating on the floor. "One of us ought to watch
the jewels that we took from Tatson and Lewkesbury."

"Yes?" There was irony in Diamond Bert's tone. "Well you won't be the one to watch the swag, Rayne. It will
be safe enough here. I need you to−night."

"Why? You know the secret yourself −"

"I know what you told me; but I'm not going to look for secret catches that you already know. You can do the
work quicker than I can −"

Diamond Bert stopped short. He had reached the door. To his amazement, it was swinging inward. The
squatty crook blinked as he stared forward. There, just inside the door, was a figure garbed in black. Burning
eyes flashed from blackness; below them loomed the muzzles of The Shadow's .45s.

DIAMOND BERT blinked. He was trapped and he knew it. Though his fists clenched, the crook made no
move. Throckton Rayne, staring also, began to quiver. A gaunt, pale−faced man of middle age, Rayne was
pitiful as he faced this master foe.

The Shadow had trapped Diamond Bert. Trapped him in the hideout on which the crook had relied. Diamond
Bert was in a spot which he had not provided with secret snares. Outguessed, outwitted, he was hopelessly
caught.

A laugh came from The Shadow's hidden lips. It was a burst of foreboding mockery; mirth that marked the
end of a long trail. It spelled doom for Diamond Bert Farwell; yet even as The Shadow laughed, the situation
took a sudden turn.

To most men, the sound of that shuddering mirth brought terror. There were a few in whom it inspired
madness, also. Throckton Rayne was one of these. As The Shadow's sinister taunt echoed through the room,
Rayne delivered a frenzied cry and hurled himself upon the being in black.

There was incredible swiftness in Rayne's wild attack. It came with an impetus that only madness could have
inspired. It came with a suddenness that was unexpected, even by The Shadow. With insane power, Rayne
clutched the tall cloaked figure and sent The Shadow spinning back against the wall.
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His right had automatic thrust up by Rayne's swift arm, The Shadow fired at Diamond Bert with his left.
Rolled back by Rayne's attack, The Shadow shot wide. Diamond Bert dived for a table by the door. He
grabbed a suitcase as a second shot sizzled past his ear. Then, with a mad scramble, he fled for the stairs.

The Shadow fired again. This time, Rayne destroyed the aim. Battling like a demon, the man grabbed the
barrel of the automatic and jerked it as The Shadow fired. Diamond Bert dodged down the steps. Gaining The
Shadow's gun, Rayne delivered a fierce hammerlike blow toward the head beneath the slouch hat.

The Shadow twisted. The butt of the automatic split the woodwork of the door frame, so vicious was Rayne's
blow. Then the frenzied fighter made another swing to sideswipe The Shadow's weaving head. It was a
murderous attempt; but it failed.

In his twist, The Shadow had freed his right hand. His automatic boomed as Rayne swung. The butt of the
second gun swept the top of The Shadow's hat. Then Rayne went sprawling, gasping to the floor. The
automatic clattered from his grasp.

From out in front of the house came distant shots. Diamond Bert had reached the street. The Shadow knew
that he was exchanging bullets with Hawkeye. Then came silence. Rayne coughed from the floor, writhed
and lay still. He was dead.

Though belated, The Shadow was about to take up the pursuit of Diamond Bert. No use for a search here; the
bag that the crook had grabbed most certainly contained the stolen gems. Then The Shadow paused. He heard
a low moan from beyond a side door of the room.

That barrier was bolted. The Shadow opened it. His flashlight showed a man lying on a cot. The Shadow
aided the fellow to his feet. As he brought him to the light, he knew that the man was drugged. More than
that, he recognized this victim of Diamond Bert's. The man was Karl Joland, the missing secretary.

Aiding Joland to the stairway, The Shadow descended. He took the side door to the courtyard. As he reached
the front of the house, The Shadow could hear clubs clicking on the sidewalk beyond a corner of the alley.
From the distance came police whistles.

The Shadow spied a stooping figure. Hawkeye. The man was clutching a wounded shoulder. The Shadow
was right; Hawkeye had tried to intercept Diamond Bert. But the crook had beaten him to the shot.

The Shadow whispered an order. Hawkeye grunted a response. He could see Joland's figure staggering along
the alley, supported by what appeared to be a pillar of blackness. The Shadow was guiding the drugged
secretary to the nearest corner.

A cab popped into view just as The Shadow reached his goal. It was Moe's taxi. The Shadow hoisted Joland
aboard; then dropped away as Hawkeye stumbled up. Hawkeye gained the cab and slumped in beside Joland.
Moe heard a whispered order from The Shadow. The cab shot away from the curb.

Shots sounded from across the street. Policemen had spied the cab and were trying to stop it. From the
entrance of the alley, The Shadow fired his automatics, high above the heads of the bluecoats. He wanted to
divert their attack. He succeeded.

Police bullets zinged toward the alleyway, flattening against brick walls, ricocheting from the curb. The
Shadow responded twice from deeper in the alley. Again, his shots were purposely high. Officers advanced
on the run.
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But by the time they flashed their lights along the alleyway, The Shadow had swept far from view. Moving
rapidly through, he was heading for the street beyond. He had sent Hawkeye and Joland to a place of safety.
His task was to resume the trail of Diamond Bert.

HALF an hour later, a tiny flashlight glimmered on the glass−paneled door of an office. It showed the name
of the International Mining Syndicate. It moved downward and spotted the brass lock. The Shadow's pick
came into action. The door yielded.

Entering a darkened office, The Shadow paused. He knew that Diamond Bert could not yet have reached this
destination. The lock would have shown some sign; moreover, The Shadow had come here with the utmost
speed.

Yet The Shadow was also positive that Diamond Bert would not desist from his attempt to gain the uncut
diamonds. This crime was to be the crook's master stroke. Moreover, Diamond Bert had much reason to
believe that The Shadow did not know where to−night's crime was to fall.

The note had come intact from the laundry. Diamond Bert and Throckton Rayne had made no mention of the
place where they were going. There was every reason why Diamond Bert should attempt this robbery as soon
as possible. Delay was not part of the slippery crook's game.

The Shadow reached an inner office. Beyond it was a little room. The doorway was blocked by a massive
metal grille. Half of this contrivance was hinged to open. The fastenings consisted of three formidable locks,
evidently equipped with an alarm.

The Shadow knew that Throckton Rayne had designed the contrivance and that Diamond Bert knew its
secret. While he awaited Diamond Bert's approach, The Shadow began an inspection of his own. He
discovered that a heavy cross piece ran along the middle of the upright bars. This was decorated with an
ornate scroll. It was there that The Shadow looked for the secret. He found it.

The scroll was loose. This was natural, for it had no protective value. But as The Shadow shifted it with his
gloved fingers, he found the combination. Up − then to the left − a click and the iron cross piece moved with
the scroll.

The vertical bars now formed two sets, a little off line. Those below the cross bar were slightly to the left of
those above. The Shadow pressed the bars upward. They arose together, forming an opening beneath. The
Shadow edged through this space, on the side of the grille which apparently had no door.

Within the little room, The Shadow discovered a vault built in the wall. It bore the name Blefflinger. Like the
grille, it was heavily decorated around the edges of the door. The Shadow pressed portions of the metal
molding.

At last he found the secret. After intricate manipulation, sections of the molding began to slide apart. From
between them, halfway up either side of the door, metal rods slid out automatically. These thin pieces were
each three inches high. They were provided with finger holes.

The Shadow drew them toward him. Working on ball−bearings, the entire front of the vault slid outward, the
door coming with the frame. Stepping to the side, The Shadow saw that the vault was double−walled, with
these drawerlike segments between. A wide space yawned in the side of the sliding inner wall. Through it,
The Shadow stooped into the vault.
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He had found the mode of opening which had enabled Diamond Bert and Throckton Rayne to do quick work
at Tatson's and Lewkesbury's. This vault, though different from the other safes, had operated on what must be
the same principle, a sliding front.

Now The Shadow's task concerned the uncut diamonds that were being held for Gautier Ranaud. He intended
to remove them; to leave an empty vault for Diamond Bert. Then could the arch−crook be trapped, while
seeking for treasure that was not here to gain.

THE interior of the vault, though high, was not deep. The Shadow's search was rapid. Boxes, files, other
objects were moved aside by the gloved hands, At last the search had sorrowed to a single compartment at the
bottom of the vault. The Shadow opened the little door. His blinking flashlight showed total emptiness!

The diamonds were already gone! Who had taken them? Diamond Bert? The Shadow's hollow laugh was a
denial. The crook could not possibly have come here and gone by this time. Stooping, The Shadow left the
vault. He pushed the front shut. He made his way out through the grille and closed the tricky barrier.

Reaching the outer office, The Shadow paused to listen. No sound of any approach. Yet by now, Diamond
Bert should be close at hand. The Shadow found a switchboard; he plugged in and used the telephone. He
gained his connection. A quiet voice responded:

"Burbank speaking."

"Report," ordered The Shadow.

"Report from Burke," stated the contact man. "Cardona has left headquarters. Destination, Hotel Wildebrand.
Purpose unknown. Cardona accompanied by Markham."

"Report received."

Ending the call, The Shadow laughed. He remembered an item in one of Rutledge Mann's reports. That was a
statement concerning Gautier Ranaud. The Frenchman was stopping at the Hotel Wildebrand.

Some new development had occurred since Monte Agland's message had been dispatched to Diamond Bert.
It concerned the uncut gems. Diamond Bert, after eluding The Shadow, must have made contact with Monte.
He had learned the news.

Crime was not due in this office. The place where it would strike was at Ranaud's hotel. Again, Diamond Bert
had slipped The Shadow; but the master sleuth knew where the crook would be.

A soft laugh echoed within the office. Then came echoes, finally a hush that arrived with the soft closing of
the outer door. The Shadow had fared forth toward another goal.

CHAPTER XXI. CRIME STRIKES

FIVE men were in the living room of a suite at the Hotel Wildebrand. Seated in the center of this group was
Police Commissioner Wainwright Barth. To his right was Gautier Ranaud. Leaning back in his chair, the
bearded Frenchman was smiling as he smoked a cigar.

Standing beyond Ranaud was Monte Agland. Attired in Tuxedo, the debonair young man seemed quite at
ease. Tall, of rather slender build, Monte formed a contrast to Ranaud, who was short and chunky.
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On Barth's left were two representatives of the law. They had arrived but a short while before: Acting
Inspector Joe Cardona and Detective Sergeant Markham. Barth had introduced them; now, in exacting
fashion, the police commissioner was summarizing the events that had brought them here.

"Monsieur Ranaud," stated Barth, "has completed a purchase of very valuable uncut diamonds. He is leaving
for France in a few days, aboard the Steamship Burgundy. The stones will be placed aboard that vessel at
midnight."

"Where are the gems right now?" inquired Cardona.

"Here," replied Earth, "in Monsieur Ranaud's possession. He values them in excess of one million dollars."

"And he's got them here!" exclaimed Joe.

"Yes," said Barth, with a serious nod. "Locked in the drawer of that table."

"Let me explain, M'sieu," interjected Ranaud, with a motion of his hands. "You have not tol' our frien' the
inspector what I have tol' you, M'sieu Barth. It was not because I wish that I bring those jewel here. Non,
M'sieu.

"I have bought them from a syndicate" − Ranaud turned to Cardona − "an' I ask that they keep them in the
safe, until to−morrow. But they say: 'Non, M'sieu. Those diamon', they are too valuable. You mus' take them
to the bank.

"But it was late, M'sieu. So I say: 'Poof! No one can know if I have the diamon' with me. It was good that I
should take them.' So I bring the diamon' here. Then I arrange that the armor truck shall come to get them for
the boat. Comprenez−vous, M'sieu?"

"I get you," returned Cardona. "But why haven't you sent the diamonds down to the steamship already?"

"I mus' tell you, M'sieu," returned Ranaud before Barth could make a response. "I call to the steamship from
here. They say: 'Non. We can not take les bijoux − those jewel − until Monsieur le captaine, he is aboard.
That will not be until after midnight, so I see that I mus' wait. I am much worry, also, about the armor truck.

"So I say what shall I do? Then I pretend that I am in France; in Paree. I know what I mus' do. I call M'sieu le
Prefect; he will be my good frien'. Here, you call him the commissioner. So that is what I do. I call M'sieu le
Commissionaire" − he indicated Barth − "an' I say that I must talk to him about one million dollar. That is all
I say. So he come here."

CARDONA grinned in spite of himself. He could picture Wainwright Barth speeding in response to Ranaud's
cryptic request. Barth, finding opportunity to speak, put in his added explanation.

"Monsieur Ranaud was not at all specific," he declared. "From his conversation, I knew there had been no
crime. So I came here to learn what was at stake. Mr. Agland had arrived only a few minutes before me.

"I saw at once that the diamonds should be guarded. So I sent for you and Markham. In the meantime, while
you were on the way here, Cardona, I called the Gotham Transportation Company. They will have an
armored truck here at midnight.

"I see no occasion for a squad. That would only attract attention. Having no engagement for this evening, I
shall remain here with you and Markham. Mr. Agland has decided to remain also. He is a friend for whom
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Monsieur Ranaud has vouched."

Cardona nodded. He looked toward the table. Seeing his action, Ranaud lumbered to his feet and produced a
key. The Frenchman unlocked the drawer, brought out a small leather bag and opened it. Cardona could see
the uncut stones within. Ranaud smiled and placed the little bag upon the table.

"Who else knows about these diamonds?" questioned Joe, turning to the commissioner.

"No one," replied Barth. "Except the offices of the International Mining Syndicate."

"No word went out from here?" inquired the detective. "No telephone calls?"

"None," responded Barth.

"I made a call," remarked Monte. "Before you arrived, commissioner. But it did not concern the diamonds.
You see, I just happened to drop in to see Ranaud. When he told me that he had the equivalent of a million
dollars, entirely unprotected, I thought it best to remain in case he needed me.

"So I called my apartment at the Castellan, to tell my valet that I did not expect to be in. I remained here; and
a few minutes later you arrived, commissioner."

"Very good," decided Barth.

"We'd better talk to the house dick," suggested Cardona. "Put him wise to the situation. He's probably down
in the lobby."

"Very well," agreed Barth.

"Where is the telephone?" asked Joe.

"Through there," replied Monte, pointing to a door.

Cardona went into a little hallway. He noticed three doors. One was open. Cardona saw that it was a
bedroom, with a telephone on the table. He called the lobby, inquired for the house detective and ordered the
man up to 1228, the number of Ranaud's suite.

JOE recognized the dick when he arrived. The fellow's name was Lennis and he was an experienced man at
hotel work. Briefly, Cardona explained the situation. Lennis started back for the lobby, after promising to
keep watch on all who entered.

Just as the detective's elevator reached the lobby, the door of another car clanged. Thus Lennis failed to
glimpse a face that he might possibly have recognized. Ruke Perrin, missing racketeer, had gone aboard that
car.

At the desk, Lennis inquired concerning new guests. There had been an influx during the past half hour.
Some twenty persons had registered. Three had been placed on the twelfth floor. The clerk recalled that one
man had specifically wanted a room on the twelfth. But he did not remember which of the three it was; and
he had noted nothing suspicious about any of the three.

Lennis studied names on the registration cards. He decided that nothing was wrong. Taking a position where
he could view the revolving doors on two separate streets, the house dick waited and assumed a wise
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expression.

MEANWHILE, Ruke Perrin had reached the door of Room 1216. He rapped softly. The door came ajar. The
racketeer thrust his hand into the opening and displayed a Chinese disk. The door opened; Ruke stepped into
a dim room and closed the door behind him. He stood face to face with Diamond Bert.

"Quick work," commended the crook. "Looks like we're all set. But let's get it straight before we start. Monte
called you right after he got here. Is that right?"

Ruke nodded.

"Then I happened to call you to say that I'd ducked The Shadow. He got the guy that was with me. Never
mind who. Down at the hideout. You told me Monte was here and that Ranaud had the sparklers."

"Right," agreed Ruke, "and the next thing I hear is when you called me to say you were in Room 1216 at this
hotel. Say, Bert − you work swift."

"I was over by Grand Central," chuckled Bert. "Checked one bag there and took another out. I've got other
bags planted places, too. Didn't have time to bother with a disguise. All my make−up is in other bags. Just
wanted a big suitcase to check in here with.

"But here's the lay" − the crook blinked, then became harsh − "and it's a tough one. As soon as I'd checked in,
who showed up but Joe Cardona and Markham. I spotted them through the transom. I heard what they said,
too. Commissioner Barth is in there. He was the fellow that sent for them."

"Three of them, eh?" commented Ruke.

"Four," replied Bert, "counting Ranaud. But we've got Monte. And what's more, we've got a real bet. The
house dick came up and then went down again. I guess they wouldn't be surprised if he came back."

"That might mean more trouble for us."

"Not a bit of it. That's our bet. We'll tap on the door; they'll think it's the house dick, coming up to tell them
something. Get the idea? But before we start − what about the mob?"

"All set, unless I make a call to Jigger. He's the lookout, planted over at a hash house, across the street."

"How long did you give them?"

"Fifteen minutes."

"We'd better move."

Diamond Bert produced a .38. Ruke did the same. Bert unlocked the door of the room and motioned Ruke to
follow him into the hall. They crept to the door of Ranaud's suite. Diamond Bert tapped, copying the knock
that Lennis had given.

INSIDE the room, men exchanged sudden glances. Since Lennis had left, Joe Cardona had made a new
suggestion. He had formed a plan to be used should any one knock at the door. Wainwright Barth had
approved the suggestion. He was the first to act.
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The commissioner strode to the door and rested his hand on the knob. Cardona and Markham produced their
revolvers and aimed for the doorway. With a dramatic gesture, Barth yanked open the door, stepping back as
he did so.

FACE to face, muzzle to muzzle, two detectives were facing two crooks. Cardona and Markham were ready;
so were Diamond Bert and Ruke. Both sides were momentarily startled. It was a stale−mate for the instant.
Then, before any one could fire, Monte Agland snapped a brisk command.

"I've got you covered, Cardona," he announced. "You too, Markham. Drop those rods before I plug you."

The tone was businesslike. Turning, the detectives saw that they were covered. They were forced to release
their guns. Monte kept a drawn revolver toward them, while Bert and Ruke took charge of Barth and Ranaud.

Diamond Bert Farwell chuckled. His tone carried an evil sneer. He closed the door and made the prisoners
back over to a corner. He spied the bag of diamonds on the table and was about to reach for the prize when a
sound deterred him.

The telephone was ringing from the bedroom. Diamond Bert hesitated; then motioned to Monte. The young
man nodded. While Bert and Ruke covered the men in the corner, Monte started for the telephone. He closed
the door behind him. The ringing ceased; then Monte returned and poked his head from the door.

"It's the house dick," he informed, in a whisper. "Wants to talk to Cardona. Says a couple of tough looking
mugs just came up in the elevator."

"Some of your mob, Ruke," growled Diamond Bert. "Sort of clipped that fifteen minutes short, didn't they?
Where are they going? To my room?"

Ruke nodded.

"Go back to the phone," said Bert to Agland. "Tell the dick that Cardona wants him up here. Tell him to make
it snappy."

Monte nodded. Diamond Bert was growling when he returned to say that Lennis was starting up.

"All right," decided Diamond Bert. "Stick that bag in your pocket Monte" − he paused while his minion
plucked the bag of diamonds − "and slide over to 1216. Flash the disk on those mugs of Ruke's. They'll be in
the room. I left the door open.

"Have them grab the house dick when he comes by. Tie him up and gag him. Then bring the mob over here.
We'll let them hold these cuckoos while we move out with the swag. I'm letting you hang on to it for the
present, Monte. It's better in your pocket than in here."

The big shot nudged his thumb toward the door. Monte hastened out into the hall. Diamond Bert, with only
occasional blinks to mar his steady gaze, maintained his close watch on the captured men. Ruke Perrin did
the same.

MONTE had closed the door behind him. He had reached 1216 and shown his disk to a quartette of mobsters.
One gorilla was watching through the transom. He announced the approach of Lennis and scrambled down
from the chair on which he was standing.
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Monte opened the door, just as the house dick passed. Two gangsters grabbed the detective, muffled his shout
and drew him back into 1216. Monte closed the door while the gorillas bound and gagged the dick.

The corridor was gloomy and deserted. Then, amid the brief interlude came the clang of a distant elevator
door. Half a minute passed. Something appeared within the corridor. It was a shape of blackness that
materialized into a swiftly stalking form. The Shadow had reached his destination.

The spectral arrival passed the door of 1216. He reached the door of Ranaud's suite and paused. Slowly,
almost imperceptibly, The Shadow turned the knob. He pressed the door a fraction of an inch, so that the
knob remained unlatched. Bringing two automatics from beneath his cloak, he pressed the door with his foot
and sent it inward with a rapid swing.

Diamond Bert and Ruke Perrin turned. Their guns were still covering the men in the corner; but their eyes
saw The Shadow. Confronted by this unexpected menace, they wheeled to fire their revolvers. It was then
that things happened.

Automatics thundered. Ruke Perrin swayed; his revolver wabbled in his hand. But Diamond Bert Farwell
managed to zim a quick shot past The Shadow's shoulder. For Diamond Bert, in whirling, had ducked beyond
Ruke's body. The racketeer had proven a human shield.

Both of The Shadow's bullets had clipped Ruke. The racketeer was toppling and Diamond Bert, with one shot
fired, was a target. But others unwittingly saved the arch−crook's life as they intervened, intending to give
aid.

Cardona and Markham were pouncing upon Diamond Bert. They downed the crook and tried to snatch away
his gun. The Shadow could not fire into that milling trio. Moreover, he sensed new foes coming.

Shots burst from the door of Room 1216. The Shadow sprang into Ranaud's living room as bullets whistled
their opening message. Howling mobsters followed, four in a squad, thinking that The Shadow had fled. But
as they swept up to the open doorway, they learned their error.

The Shadow had wheeled. Just as the mobsters arrived, he came swinging from the room. His automatics
pumped hot metal squarely into the group, so close that the spitting flame singed the clothing through which
the bullets passed.

Meeting the impact of the four−man horde, The Shadow was hurled backward in the corridor. Surprisingly,
he sprawled beneath the heap of lunging gorillas, whose trigger fingers were still acting though guns had
fallen from their hands.

The Shadow, literally, had been downed by a squad of dead men! His guns were still roaring as he lost his
footing. Rolling forms, convulsive bodies, those were the forms that he had met en masse. Piled high upon
The Shadow were enemies whom he had banished from the ranks of the living, but whose plunging corpses
had kept on coming as a result of the maddened charge!

THE SHADOW had met four − not five. Monte Agland had not joined the wild rush. He had sped in the
opposite direction, heading for the elevators, anxious to get away with the swag. He had resolved upon that
course the moment that the first shots resounded.

Now, from Ranaud's living room, came another fugitive. Diamond Bert, fighting like a fiend, was dragging
Cardona and Markham out into the hall, before Barth or Ranaud could render aid.
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Breaking free, the crook dashed madly down the corridor, while Joe and Markham, gunless, traveled at his
heels. At the turn, Diamond Bert fired a shot that clipped Markham in the shoulder. As Cardona knocked the
crook's gun from his hand, Farwell delivered a haymaker to Joe's jaw.

The Shadow was coming to his feet, hurling aside two dead men who had pinned him to the floor, by weight
alone. Diamond Bert, grabbing his gun from the floor, made a lucky dive for cover, just as The Shadow
opened fire.

Dashing to the elevators, the crook was just in time to find a car door open. He leaped aboard, covered the
operator and told him to let the elevator drop. The doors clanged just as The Shadow arrived in quick pursuit.

Another car stopped three seconds after The Shadow pressed the button. Like the first it was empty, except
for the operator. The startled elevator man obeyed as The Shadow gave the order to descend.

Again, Diamond Bert Farwell was at large. Once more, luck had been with the super−crook. Though The
Shadow was close at his heels, Diamond Bert had gained the start he needed.

CHAPTER XXII. THE LAW MOVES

MONTE AGLAND had reached the lobby. There was no haste in his manner as he strolled toward the outer
door. He was in advance of the news that would soon be broadcast. Word of the battle on the twelfth floor
had not yet reached the lobby.

As Monte reached the sidewalk, he was spotted. A crafty−eyed taximan − one who had driven Monte before
− was watching from a space up the street. Moe Shrevnitz had delivered Hawkeye and Joland to a physician.
Reporting, he had been ordered to cruise about the Hotel Wildebrand.

There was a cab parked in front of Moe's; but the shrewd driver had allowed for it. His wheels were turned
away from the curb; Moe had edged back just far enough to allow quick starting space. He was ready when
Monte appeared.

Moe's cab shot out from the curb. An approaching sedan squeaked its brakes. The cabbie in front of Moe had
also seen the wave of the hotel doorman as Monte had called for a taxi. That fellow was starting, too; but
Moe cut in ahead of him.

As Moe wheeled up just beyond the door, the other driver rammed his bumper. Moe's foot slipped from the
brake; the crash sent his cab ahead a dozen feet before he could stop it. Turning in his seat, Moe saw Monte
about to enter the other cab.

At that instant, a bellhop came dashing from the hotel. Monte sprang into the cab and shouted an order to the
driver. The startled jehu wished that he had let Moe take this passenger. Monte was yielding a revolver. The
driver cut away in back of Moe's cab.

The door was still open. Two men sprang into view. They were agents of The Shadow: Harry Vincent and
Cliff Marsland. With one accord they bounded upon the running board of the fleeing cab, just as Monte
Agland slammed the door.

Moe swung out to block the escaping taxi. The wildly excited driver, frightened by Monte's gun, swept wide
of Moe. Then came shots. Not from Monte; but from spots along the other side of the street. Jigger, the
lookout in the hash house, had seen the escape. He figured Monte as a friend of Ruke's.
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A bullet stung Harry's arm. Only a flesh wound; but it caused him to lose his hold. Cliff, about to thrust a gun
in Monte's face, grabbed Harry to keep him from falling into the street. Harry toppled. To save him, Cliff
leaped also. He broke Harry's fall as they struck the street. Monte's cab swerved the corner.

Bullets crackled on asphalt. The Shadow's agents were targets for the firing mobsters. But Moe was at hand.
Almost at the corner, he jammed the brake and wrenched open the door. Cliff hoisted Harry into the cab and
dived in afterward. Moe shot around the corner, grazed a trolley car and sped up the avenue while pedestrians
scattered.

No chance to follow Monte. The crook had made a getaway. Moe's effort had been to save Cliff and Harry.
He had done well. Guns were still barking when his cab swerved from view. Jolted by their drop to the street,
both Harry and Cliff had needed this prompt aid.

MOE had seen a rakish touring car coming slowly along the street. He had feared this vehicle, suspecting it
was filled with mobsters. That was why Moe had kept on his rapid way. He wanted to avoid pursuit and he
succeeded. The touring car did not take up the futile chase.

Police on the avenue had witnessed the mad flight of two cabs. They had heard the shots; suspecting that they
came from within the hotel, three bluecoats dashed in through the avenue entrance. They arrived just as
Diamond Bert Farwell came dashing from an elevator.

An officer grabbed the crook. Bert shook him off. Guests scattered for cover as the fugitive dived for the
entrance to the side street. As cops pulled their guns, two gorillas stepped in to cover Diamond Bert's flight.
Revolvers barked. Bullets whined past bluecoats.

Caught in the center of the lobby, the policemen would have been victims of this new gunfire, but for the
arrival of a new marksman. The lobby of the Wildebrand was high. A balcony topped it, a full story above the
ground level.

The Shadow, hoping to cut off Diamond Bert's escape, had stopped his elevator on that upper level. Too late
to stop Farwell, he dealt with these gorillas instead. From above the balcony rail, he delivered a shot that
clipped one mobster. The other, hearing the echo from above, raised his gun and fired twice. His frantic shots
missed the high target. The Shadow, however, responded. The gorilla sprawled wounded beside his pal.

OUTSIDE, Diamond Bert had seen the touring car. Flashing a Chinese disk before the driver's eyes, he
clambered aboard. The car shot away. Revolvers spat hasty shots to ward off pursuers. Safe with the
remnants of Ruke Perrin's new mob, Diamond Bert was speeding to new shelter.

Cops in the lobby were looking toward the high ceiling, anxious to find out who had fired those timely shots.
They never learned. The Shadow had vanished. Cutting back from the balcony, he found a flight of service
steps. He descended toward the hotel kitchen; then turned and gained the street.

Pandemonium reigned throughout the lobby; and the excitement was carried to the twelfth floor when police
headed there. They found Commissioner Wainwright Barth and Joe Cardona. The two were taking care of
Markham. His wound was serious enough to require a prompt trip to the hospital.

Barth descended to the lobby. Like a field marshal viewing a battlefield, he took charge of police
proceedings. Orders went out to patrol cars. A man hunt was on. But it was belated. The crooks had made
good use of their head start.
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Joe Cardona, remaining on the twelfth floor, was the man who obtained the real results. Entering Room 1216,
Joe discovered Lennis, bound and gagged. Joe released the house dick. He sent Lennis in to see if Ranaud
had been hurt. The dick came back to report that the Frenchman was all right but moping over the loss of his
diamonds.

"The Frenchman says he's sick," stated Lennis. "He looks it, too. Wants to be left alone. I don't blame him. A
million bucks is plenty to lose. He's calling it twenty million. Guess he's gone goofy."

"He's thinking of francs," explained Cardona. "Well, let him figure it out for himself. I'm going to get those
rocks back. Here, Lennis. Go through this suitcase with me."

The bag contained an odd assortment of clothing. But beyond the fact that the articles belonged to Diamond
Bert Farwell, there appeared to be nothing that might mean a clue. It was only when Cardona ran his fingers
deep into a pocket in the top of the suitcase that he found something. It was a card.

Joe produced the article. He recognized the name as he read it. The card gave the name of Marlin Norse,
wholesale jeweler. It also carried Norse's address.

"Huh," grunted Joe. "I guess that double−crossing secretary gave this to Diamond Bert."

"Who was he?" questioned Lennis.

"Fellow named Karl Joland," replied Cardona. "We figure him in on the jewel robbery at Tatson's. Norse −
this is his card − was a dealer that Tatson had business with. Come to think of it, Lewkesbury mentioned
Norse, too. Said the guy was one of the bunch that appraised his gems. Say −"

"What?" inquired Lennis.

"What," replied Joe. "That's just what I'm asking. What. What did Diamond Bert want with Norse's card? He
couldn't be going to crack that guy's place, could he?"

"Norse is a jeweler, isn't he?" put in Lennis.

"Sure," replied Joe, "but from what I heard, he handles cheap stuff. When he goes in for real sales, he acts as
agent. I was sort of worried about fellows like him, on account of these robberies. So I checked up on them.

"Say − maybe I've got it! I've been wondering who tipped off Diamond Bert about that swag at Lewkesbury's.
It could have been old Marlin Norse! What's more, he could have passed the word about Tatson's. Maybe
that's why we've found nothing on the secretary, Joland!"

Holding the card in his right hand, Cardona began to nod. He was seeing through the game at last. Lennis was
lost in admiration. To the hotel dick, this had been a process of masterful deduction.

"Give me that phone," said Cardona, suddenly coming from his reverie. "I'm going to get the commissioner
up here. You can stay, Lennis. You'll have your chance to listen in on something. I know where that bird
Agland beat it to. Maybe we won't get him; maybe we won't find Diamond Bert. But we'll get those rocks!"

NORSE'S jewelry store. That was the place that Joe Cardona had picked as a goal. Figuring Norse in on the
racket, the detective had decided that the wholesaler's safe would be the logical place for Monte Agland to
store Gautier Ranaud's diamonds.
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But already, a super−sleuth had chosen the same objective. The Shadow had arrived at the building where
Norse's store was located. He was working on the door that he had entered on a previous night. The door
yielded once again.

The Shadow entered. He reached the passage that led to the jeweler's office. He picked the lock and stepped
inside. At that moment, The Shadow heard a muffled buzz from somewhere above. He waited. Footsteps
came from the stairway at the rear of the passage. The Shadow closed the door just as Marlin Norse pattered
by in his slippers.

The Shadow locked the door from the inside. His flashlight glimmered. It picked an old showcase,
caticornered near the front of the room. The Shadow extinguished his light and moved behind the high case.
He crouched there. A key clicked in the door from the passage.

Two men entered. One turned on a light. The glare showed Marlin Norse, in dressing gown. The old jeweler
was wearing tortoise−shell glasses that gave him an owlish expression. With him was Monte Agland. The
two sat down. Norse was nervous.

"Here's the rocks," declared Monte, abruptly, as he passed the bag of uncut diamonds to the jeweler. "They're
going in your safe, see? Until the big shot wants them."

"But − but" − Norse paused in his protest − "I − I thought I had done my share. I'm − this is dangerous. What
if the police −"

"The police?" jeered Monte. "Say, they'd never think of looking here. Listen, Norse, I'm going to take it on
the lam. In a hurry. All you've got to do is hold the swag."

"Until some one comes with a disk?" inquired the jeweler. "Like the one you showed me? Like the one in the
desk? You mean that I should give these diamonds to whoever shows the token?"

"Sure," returned Monte. "If any fellow comes with a disk, hand them over. But you won't need to see the
disk, the way I figure it."

"Why not?"

"Because Diamond Bert will be here himself. He was up against it, but I think he made a getaway. I hopped a
cab myself; after I left it, I doubled back by the hotel and then took the subway."

"You mean there was much trouble at −"

"Forget it, Norse. I want to see you put these rocks in your safe. Or anywhere else that you know is good.
Then all you've got to do is wait for Diamond Bert −"

Monte broke off. He grabbed Norse's arm. He had heard faint prying sounds from somewhere outside. He
stole toward the door and listened. He came back hurriedly.

"The police," he whispered. "Quick, Norse. Stow me somewhere. When they come in, you act blank. See?"

The jeweler trembled.

"Hurry!" ordered Monte.
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NORSE pointed to a closet at the back of the room. Monte entered it. At that instant, an outer door began to
crack. It was the side entrance to the jewelry store. Alarms started ringing.

Norse scrambled to his feet and hurried into the hall. He made for the steps; then turned. He was doubling
back when he encountered Joe Cardona.

"What − what's the trouble?" blubbered Norse. "Who are you? Breaking in? Starting my alarms?"

Joe was flashing a badge. Norse moved into the office, faltered about to find the alarm control. Then he
turned off the bells. He sank into a chair behind his desk.

"Who's been here?" demanded Cardona.

"Nobody," pleaded Norse. "Nobody was −"

"Take a look around the store," ordered Joe, turning to two plain−clothes men who had followed him to the
office door. "Say, Norse" − this to the jeweler − "where were you when we broke in?"

"Upstairs," quavered the jeweler. "I heard the alarms. That is the truth."

Cardona was on the point of believing the jeweler. Norse looked pitiful; too helpless to be a minion of
Diamond Bert. Then Joe had a hunch.

"Upstairs, eh?" quizzed the acting inspector. "With a light burning in this office?"

Norse capitulated. He began to talk incoherently. The Shadow could hear Cardona asking new questions. He
could see the detective leaning forward, glaring at the jeweler. But beyond, The Shadow saw something else.

The shining muzzle of a revolver was creeping from the crack of the closet door. Then the barrel. The gun
was turning toward Joe Cardona. Low by the edge of the old show case, The Shadow aimed an automatic
straight across the desk, between Cardona and Norse. The Shadow fired.

Cardona leaped to his feet as the shot burst and a bullet whined close in front of him. But before he could turn
to locate the source of the shot, his attention was turned in another direction. The closet door had opened.
Monte Agland was staggering forth.

The Shadow had clipped the barrel of the crook's gun. The slug from the .45 had knocked the .38 from
Monte's hand. Numbed from fingers to wrist, Monte had instinctively tumbled from his hiding place.
Recovering, he threw himself upon Joe Cardona, endeavoring to seize the police revolver that Joe was
drawing.

Cardona fired. Monte did a sprawl in the air. He flopped to the floor; the bag of diamonds clattered from his
pocket. Joe grabbed the prize. The other detectives pounded in from the hall.

The Shadow had dropped behind the showcase. As he waited there, the sound of new shots burst from outside
the building. Cardona waved the two detectives in that direction. Holding the bag of diamonds, he stood
above Monte Agland's gasping form. Norse was cringing.

None saw The Shadow as he moved across the room. Outside firing had dwindled. The Shadow paused in the
passage. He saw Monte Agland raise his head and utter dying words.
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"You fool!" snarled the smooth crook. "Maybe − maybe you got the rocks. But you − you didn't get Diamond
Bert. He − he was due here. Those shots − outside − were on his account. But you've missed − missed out on
−"

Monte Agland gasped and died. The Shadow faded with blackness. He knew that the dying crook had spoken
the truth. Joe Cardona, unwittingly, had aided Diamond Bert Farwell in another getaway. Had The Shadow
remained here alone, he would have trapped the arch−crook with the others.

Yet The Shadow, traveling through outer darkness, delivered a soft, eerie laugh. He was not yet through with
Diamond Bert; because he knew that the crook had not completed crime. Those uncut diamonds that Cardona
had recovered would still remain a lure.

Diamond Bert Farwell would never rest until he had gained a chance to recover the gems that he had won and
lost. Upon that fact, The Shadow was counting for the finish.

CHAPTER XXIII. MASTERS MEET

MORNING newspapers headlined Cardona's triumph. The ace had recovered a million dollars' worth of
stolen gems. A man hunt was on for Diamond Bert Farwell.

Up in his suite at the Hotel Wildebrand, Gautier Ranaud was reading the story of last night's fray. The day
was dull; light was poor in the living room. The bearded man was seated by a floor lamp.

A rap at the door. Ranaud arose and answered it. He bowed to Police Commissioner Wainwright Barth; then
thrust forth a hearty handshake to Joe Cardona, who was with the commissioner. A third man was present.
Barth introduced him as Lamont Cranston. The bearded Frenchman faced a tall personage whose
countenance seemed stern and hawklike.

"But these, M'sieu?" questioned Ranaud, waving his hand toward the hall, where half a dozen men formed a
squad. "Are these detectives?"

"Yes," replied Barth. "Close the door, Cardona; the detail can wait outside. You see, Monsieur Ranaud, we
intend to give you absolute protection."

"Ah! You have brought my diamonds?"

"As you requested. Also to complete the case. The diamonds were stolen from you in this suite. We are
returning them intact."

Barth produced the bag and placed it upon the table. Ranaud seized it and let the uncut stone trickle into his
hand with the air of a child admiring shiny pebbles. Lamont Cranston leaned forward. The Frenchman
stepped back as he poured the diamonds into the bag.

"Mr. Cranston is a friend of mine," said Barth, seriously. "He is a millionaire. He wanted to see the uncut
diamonds. But of course, without your permission −"

"Ah, oui, M'sieu." Ranaud obligingly shook the diamonds into his hand and held them before Cranston's eyes.
"You wish to see them longer?"

"No," rejoined Cranston. "I understand that these stones are to be taken to the steamship. I do not wish to
cause a delay."
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"There is much time, M'sieu," replied Ranaud. "The ship − she do not sail for two days. I send these gems to
the ship. I go for a trip to Philadelphia."

Ranaud had lowered his hand to the lamplight. Cranston examined three stones that particularly attracted his
attention and replaced them carefully upon the Frenchman's hand. At that instant, the telephone rang from the
bedroom.

"I answer it." Ranaud poured the diamonds back into the bag. He went into the other room.

"Ah, no, M'sieu," they heard him on the wire. "I have already say that I do not wish to keep this suite. I have
told the maid to wait until I have gone. Do you understand? I leave soon... Yes... Yes... I check out. That is
the way I say it... Yes, I check out..."

A minute later, Ranaud reappeared, carrying a small, but heavy metal casket. He was dangling a key from a
ring on his finger. With a bow, he placed the coffer in the hands of Wainwright Barth.

"I have placed the diamonds in here, M'sieu," said Ranaud. "It is large − this box − so it can be kept safe. You
have the big truck? With the armor?"

"Yes."

"This is to go in it. To the captain of the vessel. It is to you that I trust this box, M'sieu."

"Very well."

BARTH nodded to Cardona and Cranston as witnesses. Joe opened the door. The detail of plain−clothes men
snapped into attention.

"I shall come to the ship," declared Ranaud, to Barth. "I shall see the captain. After that, I go to Philadelphia.
To−morrow − perhaps I see you, M'sieu?"

"Certainly," replied Barth. "You will be quite welcome at my office."

Cardona received the box from the commissioner. Surrounded by the detail, Joe marched down the hall.
Barth and Cranston followed. Gautier Ranaud went into the bedroom. The living room remained empty.
Minutes passed.

A soft click from the door. The barrier opened. Into the gloomy living room stepped Lamont Cranston. He
closed the door softly behind him, then moved easily to the little passage. He noted that of the three doors,
only one was open. That was the entrance to the front bedroom.

Gautier Ranaud was muttering to himself as he packed clothing in a heavy traveling bag. Lamont Cranston,
fingers resting loosely in coat pockets, stepped into the room. His shadow fell across the white shirts in the
suitcase. Ranaud looked up.

"Pardon the intrusion," Cranston spoke these words in a steady, even tone. "You did not hear my knock when
I returned. I thought that I should like to speak with you, Monsieur Ranaud."

"Ah, yes!" exclaimed the Frenchman. "You were the gentleman who came with the commissioner. What do
you wish, M'sieu?"
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"To make sure that your gems are safe."

"But they are, M'sieu! They have gone to the ship."

"Are you sure?"

Ranaud stared. Cranston's voice resumed.

"Diamond Bert Farwell wants those diamonds," came the steady tone. "He is a crook who usually gains
whatever he goes after."

"But not my diamonds, M'sieu!" Ranaud spoke triumphantly. "They have been put where they are safe."

"In the armored car? I hardly think so. I should think that you would prefer to carry them in that traveling
bag."

Ranaud blinked. For a moment, he seemed concerned. Then lips formed a smile through the heavy black
beard. The squatty Frenchman chuckled.

"Ah, oui," he laughed. "You are a friend of the commissioner, M'sieu. You are very clever, You have guessed
my little joke. These New York police! Bah! I do not trust them. So I have kept the diamonds here and you
have guessed it. When I reach Paree, M'sieu −"

"Paris?" came the quiet interruption. "You do not intend to go to Paris, Diamond Bert!"

Two figures stood motionless. Master of vengeance was face to face with master of crime. The Shadow, as
Cranston, had penetrated Diamond Bert's disguise. But not until this moment had the crook realized that the
visage of Lamont Cranston was no more than a mask for The Shadow.

"I know you would come back." Cranston's lips were uttering a weird, taunting whisper that Diamond Bert
recognized. "That is why I stayed close to the diamonds. Then I met you. I knew that you were not Gautier
Ranaud. He is alive, I suppose, like Joland."

"In the back room," snarled Diamond Bert, through his false beard. "I grabbed him last night. I came back
here" − the crook seemed defiantly proud − "because it was the last place they would look for me.

"I had my other bags. I checked in and came to see Ranaud. He let me in. I knocked him out and doped him.
It was a cinch, this make−up. I had plenty of whiskers in my bag."

"But your knowledge of French was limited."

Diamond Bert snorted. He shrugged his shoulders as if in surrender to a superior foe. This was his first move;
his next was to scruff the shirts that lay on top of the bag.

"Call it quits," suggested the crook. "You're The Shadow; you've licked me. Take the diamonds. They're here.
I stuck them in the bag when I came in for that box."

"And Tatson's jewels," hissed The Shadow. "And Lewkesbury's."

"They're yours too," growled the crook. "Here in the bag. All yours."
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"And the men who died because of your crimes −"

Diamond Bert paused. He knew that there could be no compromise with The Shadow. But he seemed to hold
to hope as he pawed another shirt aside. He stopped, his right hand still, and stared at the form before him.

"I'm giving you all the swag," he pleaded. "Take it and call it quits. I'm playing fair. Here's the rocks −"

The crook's hand came up; with the motion, Diamond Bert swung back from the suitcase. Out from the
clothes he was sweeping a big .45. Pulling the gun toward him, he aimed the smoke wagon toward The
Shadow.

A runner can travel one yard in the tenth of a second. The Shadow's right hand, which had edged down into
his pocket, had less than ten inches to come up, In that short space, it equalled as fast a pace as any human
being could make.

A pocket automatic snapped into view, in the tenth of a tenth second. Simultaneously a finger pressed the
trigger and held it. Shots drilled forth with the rapidity of machine gun bullets while The Shadow's hand
moved slightly from side to side.

The Shadow had brought a stub−nosed .32 in place of his huge .45s. He had left the heavy artillery to
Diamond Bert. Before the super−crook could fire his big .45, he had received the full quota of The Shadow's
weapon.

Girdled with bullets, Diamond Bert collapsed. His smoke wagon thumped the floor. Murderous to the last,
treacherously trying to spring a double−cross, the killer had received no mercy from The Shadow.

One life or the other. The Shadow had won. A solemn laugh came from his immobile lips as this mighty
fighter viewed the dead form of Diamond Bert Farwell. Then, pocketing his emptied automatic, The Shadow
turned. Quietly, in the manner of Lamont Cranston, he strolled from the suite and closed the door behind him.

DOWN in the lobby, Commissioner Wainwright Barth was looking about for Lamont Cranston. His friend
had disappeared. Suddenly the commissioner spied him. As he spoke to Cranston, Joe Cardona entered.

"The diamonds are on the armored truck," announced Joe. "Ready to pull out −"

Joe turned as a man hastened up. It was the house dick, Lennis. The man buzzed excited words in Joe
Cardona's ear. The acting inspector whirled to Commissioner Barth.

"Shooting up on the twelfth floor!" he exclaimed. "People trying to locate it! They think it may be from
Ranaud's suite. The door's locked − he doesn't answer −"

Barth was heading for an elevator. Cardona followed with Lennis. Lamont Cranston strolled in just before the
door closed. The car shot upward. On the twelfth, the arrivals found a group of frightened servants outside of
Ranaud's door.

Lennis produced a pass key. He opened the door. Cardona bounded through the living room, gun in hand. He
stopped when he reached the passage and waved the others back.

"It's Ranaud!" he exclaimed. "Drilled clean! Diamond Bert must have got him − for revenge −"
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Cardona turned toward the door at the end of the passage. Grimly, he sprang forward and thrust the barrier
open. He found a second bedroom. Shades were lowered; a figure was huddled on the bed.

"Got you, Diamond Bert!" cried Joe, clicking on the light, "One move and I'll −"

He stopped short. The figure was not that of Diamond Bert Farwell. It was Gautier Ranaud, bound and
gagged. Amazed, Joe wrenched the bonds from the Frenchman. He helped Ranaud to his feet.

"Two of you!" Cardona exclaimed. "Say −"

"Ah, m'sieu," gasped Ranaud, dopily. "The other − he have take my place. Las' night, m'sieu. He have come
in to mock me, this very day. Ou est le prefect − the commissioner −"

"Out here," replied Cardona, grimly. He dragged Ranaud along. "Look at this commissioner!"

Barth had reached the front bedroom. He was looking at the body on the floor when Cardona arrived. The
commissioner gaped when he saw the second Ranaud. Releasing the Frenchman, Cardona stooped and seized
the black beard that covered the dead face on the floor. He yanked away the disguise.

"Diamond Bert," asserted Joe. "I don't know who got him. But whoever did − well, it was a good job."

On a hunch, Joe swung to the suitcase. He scattered shirts aside. He grabbed out a bag − the one with the
diamonds − and passed it to Barth. Then he found a large box, buried deep. Jewels glittered as Cardona
cracked it open.

"All the swag!" exclaimed Cardona. "The stuff he got at Tatson's and Lewkesbury's! He foxed us,
commissioner, sending out that dummy box to the armored truck!"

Barth was nodding. He had opened the little bag and was shaking out the uncut diamonds. Gautier Ranaud,
recovered from his grogginess, was reaching for the stones, counting them. The Frenchman was excitedly
gasping in his native tongue, declaring that every stone had been recovered.

Joe Cardona tossed a bundle of shirts back in the suitcase. He stared. Upon the white surface came a splotch
of blackness, the outline of a weird silhouette. A hawk−faced profile; one that brought sudden understanding
to Cardona's brain.

The profile glided away. It was gone. Yet Cardona stood staring. When he looked up, he saw Barth and
Ranaud still busy with the diamonds. A third person had joined them: Lamont Cranston.

Joe Cardona never connected the quiet−faced millionaire with the profile that had faded. For Joe's stare had
become distant. The star detective had found the answer to the deserved death of Diamond Bert.

Joe realized, who, alone, could have trapped the super−crook. He knew whose hand had waged the strenuous
battle that had finally brought triumph to the cause of justice. Voiceless, Joe Cardona's lips phrased a silent
name:

"The Shadow!"

THE END
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